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STYLES FOR MEN

The Courier-Gazette

Marlene Dietrich may wear them
if she pleases but, says John Schalderer, chairman of the International
I ■■
- ------------- I( Association of Clothing Designers,
“Women just aren't built to wear
I
*•*
« ••• men's clothes, no matter who de
*••
He who gains time gains every- ••• signs them."
Commenting on this latest fad
— thing.—Earl ot Beaconsfield.
••• |
among Hollywood stars, Schaiderer
•••
•••
•«. .«»
expressed the opinion at the semi
annual convention of the designers
that it would be “short-lived.”
ONE YEAR AGO
"Anyway,” he added “it doesn’t
mean a thing to us. There isn't a
Prom the files of Tlie Courier-Ga designer in America who will ever
zette we learn that—
try to cut men's clothes for women
Behind locked doors, the design
E. C. Moran, Jr., made it definitely I
known that he would not be a candi-1 ers are engaged ln deciding what
date for the Democratic gubernatorial J men shall wear in 1933.
nomination. Charles M. Richardson : Their dictum, it is said is that
was the third candidate to make his! coats will be broader at the shoulder
this season, snug fitting at the hips
bid for that honor.
The Lions Clubs of Waldoboro, i and form-fitting at the waist. Only
Rockland and Camden held a joint' the top buttons of single breasted
coats will be buttoned, accentuating
session in Camden.
The seventh birthday of the Rock-' the waistline and broad shoulders.
Trousers will be hlgh-walsted.
land Rotary Club was observed, with pleated at the waist, “pegged” at the
Rev. W S. Rounds as speaker.
thighs and measure 20 inches ln
M. B. Perry's sedan was destroyed width at the cuffs.
by fire at Crawford Lake.
> Topcoats can be either single or
NeLson B. Cobb of the firm of Puller-: double-breasted and have either
Cobb-Davis died at the age of 8b regular or raglan sleeves.
years.
Tweeds will predominate for sports
Allen Y Boggs, last surviving mem wear with a "gun club” check the
ber of the Grand Army Post in Union, latest thing. 8cotch plaids, and wide
died at the age of 92 years.
chalk stripes in rough materials will
Preston Player, well known summer be very vogue.
resident of Dark Harbor, died in Au
Practically no innovations are
gusta. Oa.
planned for men's evening clothes.
Subscriptions 43.00 per year payable ln '
advance: single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable

H

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

“TRAINER’S”
Many Important Changes Have Been Made and Are
Being Made At This Restaurant

NEW MENU—Anew and

more complete menu
is offered with all first choice foods

NEW LOW PRICES-The prices on this new
menu have been cut to meet 1933 conditions
NEW SERVICE—The service has been speeded
up—prompt and courteous

NEW VENTILATION—A big ventilating

fan

changes the air once every minute

VISIT THE NEW TRAINER’S

Try the Fine New Food—The Improved Service and
the New Modern Low Prices

IT’S A FACT
“PROSPERITY IS AROUND THE CORNER”
And it has been there all the time.

This luckv spot is at

EIGHTEEN SCHOOL STREET
First Floor Odd Fellows Building. Opposite the Postoffiee

Around the Corner of Main and School Streets
Any Shareholder will tell you that an investment here is worth
100%, every day of every week, of every year. The dividends are
liberal and you will be surprised to see how rapidly an investment
gTows. Step “AROUND THE CORNER" and find out more about
this.

L
18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
3Stf

The Thrift Shop
Is Holding

Closing Out Sale
SATURDAY and

11*12

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

“Quaker Stages”
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
Coaches Leave Rorkland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
Arrive Bosion 2.15 P. M.
Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.

Coaches Arrive in Rorkland from Bosion 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M

Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip 1 3.00

Tel. 620
Tel. 3
Btr

THREE CENTS A COPY

ELEMENTS WORKING OVERTIME

Miss Lenore W. Benner, Secretary Of the Chamber Of Abnormal Tides and Heavy Gales On Our CoastCommerce, Gives Us Interesting Story
Matinicus Rock Bears Brunt Of Storm

Volume 88.................. Number 12

A WELL JUSTIFIED “KICK”
Experience Of North Haven Party Which Came To Spend
Money—When Will Rockland Act?

At the request of The Courier-Ga ange grove in all Florida at St.
The eyes of the world were yrstei - i enough," said The Courier-Gazette’s Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
and bundles they were confronted
zette Mlss Lenore Benner, secretary Augustine. There were also lemons, day focused upon Matinicus Rock informant, “but it was nothing like
Are we justified in making the fol with a low tide and their boat many
of the Chamber of Commerce, has grapefruit and a few banana trees.
lowing complaint? We leave it to feet below the wharf and no means
Light Station whence came reports of this."
of reaching it except by a crude
Over
the
Bridge,
of
Lions
and
on
provided us with a very entertaining
Since yesterday noon it has not the readers of this paper to pass ladder, access to which was made
,
, to Daytona Beach where we drove the highest tiue ar.d heaviest sen?
account of the vacation trip to over lbe speedway on the hard sand
been possible to establish telephone their honest opinion on the question: only by climbing over boxes, barrels
Florida, which she made a few weeks beach which extends 33 miles along evei experienced there ,n the memory eonneetion with Matinicus Rock, but Why does not the City of Rockland and fish flakes.
This of course was out of -the
ago with a party of friends. The Daytona's waterfront. The water ol the keeper, R. W. Powers, or any this is due to a mechanical trouble provide a suitable landing float for
small boats that come from the question as far as thc women and
was
so
blue
and
clear,
it
was
a
relief
story follows:
children were concerned. How to get
to see it. We had passed so many of the six other persons at this out vzith the phone system on that end, Islands in Penobscot Bay?
• • • •.
A great many people come in them on board the boat was a puz
as Matinicus Rock talked with the
rivers with muddy-hued waters filled post far out at sea.
power
boats
from
the
islands
to
zle until two of the men in the party
We left Rcckland Dec. 24, destina with old moss-grown trees. At Day
The first message reached The Cou Whitehead Coast Guard Station at 7
tion Florida, time in which to com tona we joined friends, who took us rier-Gazette office shortly before 11 o'clock this morning, and no intima Rockland in the winter, as well as at lowered the slip at the Eastern
other
times
during
the
year,
and
Steamship Company's dock. Then,
plete our trip—two weeks. Journey around the city. On the golf links o'clock yesterday forenoon, and told tion was given as to damage beyond drop a good many dollars at the vari- after much climbing and sliding over
at Ormond Beach we saw John D
ing along at a rapid pace we passed Rockefeller having a round of golf, how the sea had battered into thc that which had already been reported. ous stores and shops The pro- the edge of the greasy, slimy,
the familiar landmarks and at 9 and I must confess I couldn't resist covered way, and how everybody wa-Freeman S. Young, in telephone 1 prietors and clerks are always very slip, and seaweed-and-barnacle-covm. found ourselves in Boston. taking a snapshot of him. I also got working frantically to put the shut- ' communication with Matinicus Island courteous and seem glad to see the ered rocks, they were finally able to
island people, as they well know they reach the deck of their boat. They
Driving all night we got as far as a good picture of his home and gar
ters on tire engine room and the j at 12.30 yesterday noon was informed are good spenders. We have often all got on board thinking their
Alexandria. Va., Sunday evening. dens there.
We were hampered by the thick fog.
From Daytona we motored along double house. Lobster traps and , that all of the wooden wharves had heard it said that Rockland depends troubles, for the time being, were at
We drove alofig a rather mo to Palm and West Palm Beach. other materials placed well above the been swept away, but that no damage on the island trade a great deal. an end, but, were they? Far from
Yet they do not provide a year-round it, for just as they were all nicely
notonous route to Florida—the tall There we stopped for a short time.
landing float to encourage the small I settled in the boat and ready to
hard pines through the Carolinas Palm Beach appealed quite a lot, it reach of normal high tides were allto boats was then reported,
adrift
and
the
Rock
was
a
scene
or
j
The
tide
along
the
Rockland
waterboats to go there. Many boats do leave, a man came rushing down to
with their straggly branches grow tvas so gay and colorful. The beach
ing well up the trunks of the trees. was lined with parasols and beach general disorder, with still another 1 front was not quite as high as it he :l come and many more would come if the slip and shouted to "hoist that slip
The Negro cabins or i covers from chairs, lifeguards running along the hour before higii tide would bc l beer, the previous day according to it wasn't for the very great discom up again." They presume by the cap
fort ul the Roeklund end of the trip. he wore that he was an employe of
the elements I would call them i pre sand and people out getting a sun
Col. Basil H. Stinson ol the Vinalha
We think that not only should a the company. Of course they could
sented rather a depressing picture. tan in their scanty swimming suits. reached.
At
11.30
c.itne
another
niessag?
ven A Rockland Steamboat Co. One float be provided to encourage these have acted as though they hadn't
Field after field of cotton and to Here the boys picked cocoa nuts from
bacco, brown and sere, with here and the palms. On our way to Palm stating that two outbuildings had end of Maine Central wharf was people's patronage at the stores, but, heard him and left, but did they?
there a mule team. We saw gay and Beach we saw President Hoover’s been carried away and that watet rwash. but no damage appeared to what if any one should be in imme No! The people of North Haven,
diate need of getting to Knox Hos home of our County Commissioner
beautiful Christmas decorations in yacht and its convoy sailing down
pital. How could a helpless sick per Foy W. Brown, are a civil lot, even
many of the cities. In the Southern the waterway Just as we entered was coming in on the kitchen floor of have been caused anywhere.
The United States cruiser Portland son be taken from a small boat to If the most of them are only lobster
States the pines and cedars take the ______
Sunrise City, and there one of the the lightkeeper's residence.
place of our firs and spruces as - government boats was docked for
Tlie situation' was described as remained at anchor Inside of the the wharf at low tide, and what if fishermen. So some of the men got
person had been in a bad acci out of the boat very meekly and
Christmas trees. We found that the j renairs
terrifying, with water sweeping onto Breakwater and the naval tug Wan- that
dent and had broken bones? Pos raised the slip, then went around
our next destination was Miami the Rock like a river.
i
dank
docked
on
the
lee
side
of
Till
sibly it could be done, but not very to the rear of Rodney Feyler's offlce,
mas trees “trimming the Christmas and Miami Beach, where I first had
"Wc thought the last storm was bad i son wharf.
easily or safely.
climbed over the aforementioned
bush.
the pleasure of swimming (bathing
One such boat laden with men, boxes, barrels and fish flakes to tlie
I should say); the rollers were high
women and children from North aforementioned crude ladder thence
In Georgia one flrst notices the and the chief sport seemed to be
the reduction of the exorbitant inter Haven made a trip to Rockland Jan. into their boat, wondering very much
palms.
At the entrance to the jiving through them. We motored
est
rate
on
tax
deeds
"
24. When they got to Rockland if the man with the official looking
State there is a large Rotary sign to Coral Gables and the Venetian
He recommended reductions in the about 9 30 a. ro. they were able to cap lived ln Rockland or was only
over a drinking fountain of sulphur waterways.
appropriations for registering motor land without much difficulty for the passing through and had stopped on
water. Savannah, through which
Life moves serenely in Florida
vehicles, maintenance of State High simple and only reason that it was the way to see that "no naughty lit
we passed, is a gayly beautiful city Everywhere
were the sweet-scented
way Police and administration of the high tide. They visited stores, den tle boys" mislaid the EBB. Co.'s slip.
of the Old South. Parks, monuHighway Commission offlce.
tist shops, etc , one man vtsiting his
menu, luxurious homes—I quite fell I oleanders- the flame -vine, the■hiAnd they are still wondering why
In short sentences he told the law wife and infant son at Knox Hos Rockland does not leave one lone
In love with Savannah. We saw “ and the Christmas poinsetmakers:
pital. When they congregated at float in the water all winter so boats
members of the Oeorgia chain gang.
ro^^ke^Waies
“Before any appropriation is passed, Tillson wharf at 3 p. m. for the re can land or leave without so much
With guards watching them, they
pp ”g' ,^d
<^n^!C?rvW!nH
money should be available to meet its turn trip, laden with many boxes difficulty.
“One of the Party.”
were building bridges and working to* '*s*t
?V}|CltUhIy
i requirements.
on the roads. They asked the men ; Singing Tower We ha<t the p.eas“It is useless to appropriate against he said. "There is more beer manu- I
of our party for cigarette stubs as ]
HAS NO RAILROAD
an exhausted treasury.
we motored by. and there was a mad th^ldo^r t
2nd w-lro ro
factured today in the State than
We retired early and went to the
“If money cannot be found, the ap- there will be if this law is passed. I
scramble when they threw out a
j propriation should fail.
handful. They appeared very grate sanctuary at midnight. Hundreds
But Albania Is No Longer
There is more immorality—."
"This Legislature is under the solful. Looking through the rear win of cars were parked—the tower was
Audet was interrupted by loud
the Inaccessible Mountain
lighted,
and
the
bells
pealed
forth
at
j
emn
duty
not
to
increase
the
State
dow of the car. I saw one of them
cries of "No, no," from all quarters
tax."
standing with hat held aloft until we the midnight hour. Some of the old
Country
of
the
hall.
familiar airs I noted were: Swanee
• • • 9
were out of view.
River,
My
Country
Tis
of
Thee.
During the trip we gradually
Albania, one time known to travel
I The legislative committee on temWednesday the Senate and House
changed our raiment to that of Rock of Ages, and Home, Sweet
I perance held its hearing on the passed to be enacted two measures ers as an almost inaccessible moun
Home.
The
services
were
indeed
summer attire, and by the time we
Audet beer bill Thursday.
with emergency clauses that will en tain country, has gone far in recent
got into Florida, we found plenty of impressive. Our next visit was by
able "an early start" on the new years to obliterate that reputation.
Opening
for
the
proponents
of
the
daylight
the
following
morning.
I
ice water very acceptable. Tuesday
$4,000,000 Rockefeller highway on Mt. Movement of traffic during a weeks
measure
introduced
by
Representohad
talked
of
finding
the
pink
night we arrived in Jacksonville
l tive Audet. Lewiston, a Democrat, Desert Island. The bills were signed celebration recently of 20 years ot
flamigoes
for
weeks,
so
I
was
much
where we sojourned for the night. .
.
j
| Senator Holmes of Androscoggin, by Governor Brann. One would per freedom from Turkish rule demon
Next morning we visited St. Au- disappointed to learn from a guard
,
,
,
e .
'Hut
tho
last,
nf
fhasA
HirrR.
at
thi*
With every department feeling the also a Democrat, asked permission to mit the town of Mt. Desert to turn strated the strides it has made in
hat
the
last
of
these
birds
at
the
gustlne where there is much of in
over to the Federal Government for developing means of transportation.
terest for the traveler and historian sanctuary died last October and also axe of economy a budget 25 per cent amend the bill to eliminate what park purposes a plot of land which
But while highway, plane and ship
that
the
nightingales
were
dead.
below
that
of
the
past
two
years
was
*i'
ure
made
Here we saw the largest alligator
it expects to condemn. The land j transportation has been Improved, Al,
.
,
.
„
it
unconstitutional.
The
amendment
From
Lake
Wales
we
drove
to
and ostrich farm in Florida, the old
turned over to the Legislature Thurs- W0U](j legalize manufacture, sale and blocks running of the highway which ' bania is still without a railroad says
est house in the United States, (it Ocala and Silver Springs. We were day with a recommendation by Gov. j transportation of malt liquors, non- will be constructed by John D. I The Associated Press.
was under three flags) went through told that the boat trip over Silver
Rockefeller, Jr., a summer resident | A few years ligo a line was surveyed
Old Fort San Marco, where the Springs in glass-bottomed boats Brann that the State debt limit be intoxicating in fact, instead of the of the island, and the owner has, which was to connect Tirana with the
I
increased
by
$2,000,000
for
relief
work,
XXm
coXuhat"mS
would
be
perhaps
the
most
inter

guide took us into the execution
refused to sell.
harbor of Durazzo, 22 miles away.
chamber which one enters through esting feature ol our trip. I found i The budget, if unchanged in its ! bs fixed by congreas
The other measure permits the After the grading of the right-of-way
an aperture about 36 inches high, it so. The vegetation, fish, turtles, I total, would assure a tax rate of seven j Holmes also suggested that the county of Hancock to issue bonds i had been completed, however, no rails
and where he turned out the lights so boiling springs, etc., which may be I and one-quarter mills for each of the! bill be changed to permit sale in to aid in constructing a short were laid, nor were locomotives and
that we might imagine the feelings viewed through these boats are won
„„„ Th,
S ,S'1eh“ £ stretch of road in Winter Harbor other rolling stock imported to equip
ot the prisoners in this cell awaiting derful.
which is needed to permit transfer the line. The Albanian government
Our stay was all too brief and we
execution. The method of execu
set the rate at seven mills for 1931- I original restricted it. He termed the of the Naval radio station out of the waited for the world economic crisis
tion we learned, was suffocation started northward following a route, 32 and seven and one-half mills for present statute defining beer of more path of the $4,000,000 highway to j to roll by. It is doubtful if the line
Today of course this cell is equipped which took us through the Blue
j ever will be built.
than one-half of one per cent alco Schoodic point in Winter Harbor.
with an electric fan and electric Ridge Mountains of Virginia, along 1932-33.
On motion of Sargent of Brewer, i There are people as nearby as
ccntent intoxicating, as "ab
lights. One room in the fort has a the Seminole Trail and through the
The budget, exclusive of the funds holic
surd" and said “it worked harm in the House indefinitely postponed Vienna who still think it is impossible
ceiling which is festooned with a mountainous regions of the Caro i which the Highway Department ob stead
of good for the cause of tem action on a bill to close to all fishing to enter Albania through Jugoslavia,
growth of maidenhair fern, which, linas. Things looked a little more tains from bond issues, gasoline tax perance."
in Hatcase pond, Mouniainy pond, Perhaps it was a few years ago, but
they say, cannot seem to be entirely prosperous, and it seemed almost
Rev. Frederick W. Smith, superin Burnt pond and tributaries ln I today one can board a sleeper in
eliminated. We saw the prettiest or- homelike to be dashing around and motor vehicle registration, and tendent of the Maine Christian Civic Hancock and Penobscot Counties Vienna one night, and the next night
curves, up hill and down dale, which Federal aid, totals $16,533,348 for the
League said that the opponents of The bill was tabled last week by Sar step aboard a motorship at Split, with
hil route provided.
We stopped a day at the Nation's coming two years which was $5,217,144 the bill will continue to challenge its gent pending reference to a com the probability of reaching Tirana the
constitutionality In spite of the fact mittee. He said there was “consid following evening. Fast enough to
capitol, the day on which our coun below that of the present biennium.
SPRUCE GUM
Officials have estimated that the that its sponsors had redrafted th? erable opposition" to the closing make the trip from Split to Durazzo.
The Real Northern Maine Kind, try lost a great citizen, Calvin
and "no real sentiment for the Albania's principal port, in a night
States income, through decreased val flrst section.
mailed anywhere in the United States Coolidge.
"This Legislature has no authority action.” The House voted 58 to 8 and a day, the ship sometimes pauses
From
Washington
the
cold
seemed
uation
and
loss
in
direct
tax
revenue
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.
to enact legislation which may en- to kill the bill.
an extra 12 hours or so in the beauti
to grow more intense, until we land would fall off approximately $2,500
C. H. MOOR A CO., Druggists
ful bay of Kotor if the weather ahead
000
annually
and
the
recommended
:
courage
the manufacture and sal
ed
in
our
own
back
yard,
glad
we
322 Main Street,
Rocklant
. .
.
.....
nf intAYi/’Qtino' nni'nrorto " bo cnirl
of
intoxicating
beverage,"
he
said
Among the bills introduced in the is reported to be stormy.
tad taken the journey, but equally budget would absorb this loss
10T&S15
"The proponents will immediately House Wednesday:
In 1926 all the dirt roads and gravel
jlad to get home.
The State at present has a tempor
reply
that
the
beverage
they
pro

Fogg. Rockland—To refund $396 to roads ln Albania put together meas
ary borrowing capacity of but $800,000
pose
in
this
bill
is
not
intoxicating.
Curtiss-Wright flying service on ured 1,038 miles. Since then more
and Gov. Brann recommended the
than 1,000 miles of automobile roads
new bond issue be earmarked "for “
„is,not Intoxicating why set so claim for refund of gasolene tax.
Our 50 Cent Full Course Sunday Chicken Dinner
Hills, Northport—To amend the have been built, and 1.000 miles are
the relief of destitution and for no i hl&h .a. tax
whj' set a tax
'as
high
as
$1,000?
charier of the Northport, Wesleyan ' under construction. The mountainous
other purpose "
Was a Big Success; There Must Have Been a Reason
Either it is a lie that the bev Grove Camp Meeting Association.
nature of the country made the work
Both the State and Municipal debt
Lewis, Boothbay — Regulating the difficult.
raises would require amendments to erage is not intoxicating or they
SPECIAL FOR THIS SUNDAY
As part of these highways more
the State Constitution and a referen would not have set the tax so high. taking of alewives ln Damariscotta
than 30 steel and concrete bridges
dum which the Governor recommend And it will bring approximately no river.
revenue. There will be so many
Farris, Augusta—To place con have been built measuring from 150
Choice of Full Course
ed held next September
In slicing the various departmental more paupers, so many more struction and maintenance of all to 1500 feet in length, and about 1500
and bureau appropriations the budget fathers who won’t get home with bridges on State highways and ap smaller bridges
Air passenger lines are in operation
committee—three months of work be their pay envelopes intact that the proaches thereto wholly on the
State. By amending the present between Tirana and Rome, Tirana
hind it—eliminated entirely the mill bill will eat up all that it brings in.
"They say it will not allow a re statute which provides that bridges and Skutari, Tirana and Koroa,
tax and the $300,000 direct appropria| tion under the old State aid law for turn of the saloon. You can call a within the compact portion of mu Valona. Elbossan and Salonika. To
[ the Highway Department, leaving the skunk something else but it will nicipalities of over 10.000 inhabitants improve marine communications witn
Don't Miss the Forty Club Minstrel Show, Feb. 6
the outside world the harbor at
! department to "live within its in smell the same. I will not Insult the shall be cared for by the city.
Hills. Northport — To appropriate Durazzo has been equipped to dock
come" as recommended by the Gov members of thLs committee by hark
ernor in his inaugural early this ing back to the days of the old $1,000 to Liberty for road between adrlatic freight and passenger ships.
Telephone and telegraphic com
month. That income is derived from licensed victualer with his cast iron Liberty and Union.
rubber doughnuts and the
Hills, Northport — To appropriate munications have had to be built up
i the gas tax. registration fees, bond pretzels,
like.
Inc$1,000 to Northport for road from from almost nothing since Albania
issue money and Federal aid The
“The definition in thus bill is the Wadlln's Comer
to Sucker Brook.
NEXT TO WOOLWORTH’S
ROCKLAND
402 MAIN STREET
,
declared its independence from Turloss to the department was $1,057,200
definition of the British public
Hills,
Northport — 41To
I key. on Nov. 28, 1912. There were only
for each of the two years.
fWY
tzx
_ appropriate
___
____
•
house, and it is thc old-time saloon $1,000' to Freedom lor
road1 rfrom
a dozen telegraph offices in the whole
over which even the Association Route 137 near the Gustavus Bellows country then; now there are more
The Department of Education— Against the Prohibition Amendment i Place to Unity
than 60. About 4,000 miles of tele
i second largest spending agency in the holds its nose, the stench is so great.
Lewis, Boothbay — To repeal the phone lines have been erected al
State—saw more than $500,000 cut off
"By the provisions of this bill a law which prohibits shipping of, though as yet only about one out of
I each year.
child of seven or eight may take a clams outside thc State between 1.000 of Albania's million inhabitants
Factors considered in drawing up dime to go up to this confectionery June 1 and Sept. 15.
is a telephone subscriber.
the budget, he said, were:
store and buy three per cent beer.”
Lewis of Boothbay—Establishing
Money for most of these improve
OFFERS
“First: The decrease in valuation
Senator Weatheibee of Penobscot, one-year term of offlce for commis ments comes from Italy. Under a
of more than sixty million dollars.
told the committee that the-bill was sioners of Boothbay Harbor Water treaty arrangement, Italy lends Al
“Second: The estimated decrease in “not the result of mature delibera Company.
bania $2,000,000 annually. In 1925 Al
Harmon of Hancock—-Compelling bania received a $10,000,000 loan from
Indirect State income of more than tion" and that he opposed it even in
two million dollars.
redrafted form. This bill would ; pedestrians to walk on left side of [ the same source
"Third: The inability of the cities make it possible to sell beer not in- Slate highways, facing oncoming
A Home Company and Local Investment
and towns, especially the larger and toxicatlng in fact," he said. "The traffic.
Hills of Northport—Appropriating YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
more prosperous units of government Volstead Act makes it illegal to sell
THE THREE KISSES
any beer containing more than one- $15,000 for completion of Route No.
to pay the State tax seasonably.
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
_____
I have had three kisses ln my life
"Fourth: The impaired ability ot half of one per cent of alcohol. 139 between Brooks and Thorndike.
G’Vinz
80 sweet and sacred unto me
Fernald of Winterport
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
our citizens to bear the cost of gov That Federal law would still prevail municipal
courts jurisdiction over all j My ups sthiudkiMiessWberc8t' °n th,m
ernment.
even if Maine passed this bill, and
Par Value $ 100. Dividends payable quarterly,
“Fifth: The fact that the State has any person selling beer under this law offenses committed by children under i
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
could be punished ln a United States age of 17 years instead of present 15 ' OnB'y k0'“ X nev^r gn.veh»™£h?r hour
no further borrowing capacity.
yearsIn life and death r still shall feei
"Sixth: The fact that the State has court."
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
Fernald of Winterport—Extending j That last kiss of my mother,
“Why
the
hurry?” Senator
not been able to pay its temporary in
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Weatherbee asked. "Who on the the hunting season on deer in The second burned my lips for yeadebtedness.
For years my wild heart reeled ln ollsa
“Seventh: The disorganized condi face of God's earth knows that Con Waldo County to Dec. 15 instead of
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
At every memory of the hour
tions of the cities and the towns ot gress will pass beer legislation? Why Dec. 1.
When my lips felt young Love's first
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Gray
of
Brooksville
—
Forbidding
not respect the law of the United
the State.
kiss.
States of America? Why this the use of seines or gill nets in the
“
Eighth:
That
more
than
three
yielding
a
little
more
than
6%
per
annum.
a
I
The
last
kiss of the---------------sacred three
catching
of
smelts
between
Nov.
1.
„
.
haste?"
million dollars in State taxes are un
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
Audet in his closing argument said and April 1 of each year in the tidal , Th^heart ofVoman-n w'£pCre^°Ve
paid, though due.”
| Upon the dead lips of my love.
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
The Governor recommended “im he had introduced the measure os a waters of Penobscot bay.
"temperance measure” and he as
mediate
enactment"
of
legislation
~
When Ups have felt the dying klaa
land, Maine.
It seems the war debt is going to , And felt the kiss of burning love,
which would reduce to a minimum serted it was “badly needed."
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
"You can buy alcohol anywhere in wind up
in
a case
of international
Al}Ind KiNRlnathghnnld
J dead—then
never more
costs accruing against “a worthy and
.
__
. .
.
___
In kissing should thav
they thinb
think to _move.
-lW-a-tf,
unfortunate delinquent taxpayer, and the State of Maine for $5 a gallon," amnesia—Brunswick (Oa.) Pilot.
—Elizabeth Barrett Brown'ng.

ROAST TURKEY or ROAST DUCKLING
DINNER, 50 CENTS

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

Tickets May Be Purchased At
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,

A TRIP TO THE SOUTHLAND

Paramount Restaurant & Luncheonette

MONDAY

Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M.

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, January 28, 1933

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

The Courier-Gazette
THKEE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Now faith is the substance
things hoped for. the evidence
things not seen —Heb. 11:1.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 28, 1933
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TRICKS EXPLAINED

WALDOBORO BOYS

ON DEEP SEA STUDY

Advertiser Takes Public "Be-, Bath-Built Craft Going To
hind the Scenes,” In Very
Caribbean Where 1 here’s
Unique Series
j
Plenty of Depth

To Have Scout Troop Spon
sored By Lions, With T, L.
Holmes As Scoutmaster

Dynamiting By Radio

A groop of scientists from the
Our age-old interest in magic has
been revived recently ln the news Smithsonian Institute sailed Saturday
papers. The earliest'human records mcming from the Tebo Yacht Basin
how that our ancestors stood in awe in Brooklyn for the Caribbean, where
of the high priests of magic who they will spend the next two months
I c'aimed to make lt rain or shine, or I dredging and studying plant life in
cure disease, or produce boy babies, the Puerto Rico Deep south of San
through their magic control of secret , Juan. The party sailed aboard the
forces in nature.
279-foot yacht Caroline built by the
In our own day, people still dellglii Bath Iron Works, which has been lent
to hear the skillful patter-talk of the , to the Washington institution by
stage magician or conjurer, and Eldridge R. Johnson, of Moorestown,
Erne; t Hutcheson, the distinwatch him as he pretends to defy na N J., founder and former president
rubhrd concert pianist, will play
ture in performing his astonishing of the Victor Talking Machine Co.,
the famous “Emperor" Concerto
tricks. People love to be mystified who. with Mrs. Johnson and several
on an all-Beethoven program
Showmen have always known this. friends, will board the yacht when
bicadcast Sunday from 10 to
And people love to be Uken behind lt reaches Miami.
10.30 p. m. The last and most
Dr. Paul Bartsch, Smithsonian
the scenes and see how the trick is
ambitious of Beethoven’s fire
biologist, who will lead the expedi
dene.
piano concrrti. this composition
This interest In magic tricks ar.d tion. said that the party would work
receives the name of "Emperor"
their explanation is utilized as the in areas in the Caribbean that are
in recognition of its high rank
background of a new advertising five miles deep, in one of the deepest
among works of its rlass.
campaign just released by a cigarette regions in the world.
To make these studies. Dr. Bartsch
Lotte Lehmann, leading so i manufacturer. Featuring the fact
that “It’s Fun to be Pooled. . .It’s , said, the Caroline had been equipped j Above: Water spout 800 feet bigh results when dynamite is used to
prano ol the Vienna Opera Com
Mere Fun to Know" tlie advertiser with specially constructed instrufree bull of sunken ship in San Francisco Bsy. Inset shows bow
pany, and noted star of the Ger
tieplores the use of "trick" claims ln i ments manufactured for this survey
CBS sound engineers find they have to produce the dynamite effects
man and
American concert
modem
advertising
and
discusses
the
and
which
will
be
of
use
also
to
the
for radio.
i‘ages, will be the guest artist
importance of making a high quality { United States Geodetic Survey, or
featured with Bruno Walter
Chicago,
(Special)—A common entirely separate things, and
product.
borrowed
from
the
United
States
and the New York Philharmonic
garden variety of water can, sound engineers went to work.
You haw doubtless seen many of Naw. Two winches have been inOrchestra Sunday from 3 to 5
half-filled with water, an ordi
A bass drum was tried to re
these magic tricks performed on the stalled on the after deck, one carryp. m. Mme. Lehmann is hailed
produce the sound of thc explo
stage. Their names are colorful, ing six miles of fine cable to which - nary wash tub with the bottom
as one of the most brilliant sing
covered with rocks, a piece of sion but it had too much tone
"Houdini’s Milk Can Escape." the will be attached a series of recording
ers before thc public at the pres
- Three Headed Woman,” "The Hu- thermometers for the purpose of i cow-hide stretched over a 2 x 6 and no "explosion”; beating on
ent time.
man Cricket." and the famous "Saw- ■ securing water temperatures at vari- i frame—such was the device cre a tympani was no better; a real
ing a Woman in Half," are only a few ous levels. The same cable will be em- j ated by sound effects men of the explosion in a barrel also failed.
Chicago studios of the Columbia Then a piece of cow - hide
BASKETBALL BATTLES which are being dramatized in thc ploved in gathering light soil samples
Broadcasting System to give ra stretched over a frame gave thc
newspapers. Some are modem tricks and floating marine specimens
(amden Takes Two
invented by the great magicians of
The other winch carries a heavier i dio listeners the effect of dyna dull boom effect desired. Water
mite blasts. And all because a from a garden can poured over a
Disister at‘ended Thomaston on our own day. Some have been kept cable for grappling and for dragging a
for “Roses and Drums,” revolving wooden paddle and in
its invasion of Camden last night, secret for centuries.
large net which will bring up plant [ script
the Union Central Life Insurance to a tub filled with rock, took
the Camden High boys winning 37
How does the Human Fly stick tr life and deep-sea fish. The United
series of romantic dramas broad care of the water and rocks fall
to 25. while the Camden girls romped the ceiling? How does the magician States Navy, Dr. Bartsch said, had
cast each Sunday evening called ing back into the water — and
away to a 62 to 25 victory. Lord was live tn the Burning Oven ? How did installed aboard the yacht one of the
for a ship dynamiting scene. that was thc dynamiting scene
high point man. closely followed by Houdini get out of the padlocked most powerful fathometers ever built.
Writing such a scene and repro just as effective as if the “mike”
Dean. Sscore of boys’ game:
milk can? How is it possible to shoo; The standard mode! on the yacht was
ducing it over the air are two had caught the actual occurrence.
an arrow through a woman, while effective at not more than 130 fath
Camden
his normal desire to travel. ThJan 24th
she
smiles
—
unharmed?
These
and
oms..
but
the
new
one
is
expected
to
G
F
many more tricks which liave become reach the full 4500 fathoms of the
other is the existence of a rapidly ex
Melvin, if
1
GLENCOVE
i ®tlendln6 the Neighborhood Grange
famous on the stages of Europe and deep
.... ...... 8
1 Lord, rf
0
tending bus scrvic.’. providing such
Curibsitv killed a cat—why Uke a
__ _
pP. 1 meeting at Orand View Grange. East
America,
associated
with
the
greatest
|
An
expert
marine
photographer
also
nobrcm^iew Orange was a visitor ; Northport Thursday evening were
........... 6
Dean, c .....
2
competition that th" rate of travel is char.ce when you can satisfy that
rames in magic, are now explained ... | will accompany the expedition, but
......... 0 0
Pairbrother.
urge to know by referruig to "Thing.-Jack Thomas. Lizzie Smith. Inez
out of proportion to any expectation Worth Knowing." by George W
told
in
full
detail
so
you
will
under

Dr Bartsch stated that the principal Wednesday evening at Wessaweskeag Packard. Karl Packard and Charles
........... 0
McLeod, lg
0
Grange.
South
Thomaston.
stand
exactly
the
principles
on
which
purpose of the voyage would be. not
of profit—one dollar from Portland to Stimpson? It is a veritable gold mine
Rounds, rg
........... 0
2
Little Ethel Eaton is suffering from E. Gregory
the tricks are worked.
to take pictures or to study plant life,
Clark, rg ....
........... 0
0
Boston, for instance. A cross section ci information—fascinating. informa
Mrs. Frank Seavey had as guests
an
attack of bronchitis.
So
look
at
the
Camel
cigarette
ad

but to study the geological formations
of the general transportation prob tive and authentic. For example,
Eckbert Savage is in Warren visit Thursday her niece Mrs Linton Lane
16
37 vertisements in this newspaper if you about the deep. Captain Andrew Pe
how
many
of
these
car.
you
answer:
and sons Oliver and Gilbert of Rock
lem is to be found in our own Knox Can a Christian become a Jew?
want to know how the mystifying terson will be in command of the ing his son.
Thomaston High
Members of Penobscot View Grange land
tricks of magic are done and the Rey yacht during the cruise.
er Lincoln division, particularly as i Why does music make dogs howl?
G
F
P nolds Tobacco people will tell you.—
Among other members of thc party
seen during the recent holiday season i What town lies inside the crater ot The Man At The Phone Is “Tom" Grafton, rg
...
2
2
6 adv.
were Dr. Townsend Brown, of the
Holmes, Who Will Be Scoutmaster Perry, lg ........................ 3
when only a handful of travelers. a volcano?
8
2
United States Naval Reserve; Dr. E
Hom- many Popes have there been.' | of Waldoboro's Proposed Troop
Jacob.-, c
3
6
0
alighted from each train, in marked
W. Price, of the United States De
WALDOBORO
Does cannibalism still exist?
Johnsen, c
........ 8
0
0
partment of Agriculture: Charles
contrast to the good times period
Did free Negroes ever own Negro
Andenon, rf
....... o
0
0
The regular meeting of Meenahga Weber, a student at George Washing
when two sections were often neces slaves?
to the heart of every parent: the fu Keene, if
l
5
3
Moy We
Grange was held ln Orange hall Mon ton University: Fcnimorc Johnson,
sary to accommodate the heavy | Where is Barbarj?
ture welfare of your boys and mine
son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, and
evening.
Officers
not
pres

day
What
is
quartered
oak?
25
traffic around Christmas. The climax j
Cf course ycu all knew that ever,'
ent at the installation ceremony last four guests of the Johnsons. Mr. and
What is the black Forcit?
Mrs. Leon Douglas and the Misses
was reached only a few days ago when t What two presidents were born man faces three big problems:
week were installed.
Rockland Wins Another
a Boston train arrived in Rockland ' posthumously?
“Mastery of his own powers; ‘get
Mrs. Lillian Elliott has returned to Florence and Edna Douglas, of San I
ln an exhibition game at the High
with not a soul aboard except the
When was petroleum discovered, ting them keen and ready for use.
School gym la-i night Rockland her home in Brockton. Mass, after Francisco.
Mr Stimpson has also compiled
BEACON SI khhl
High defeated Bliss College 36 to 23. visiting her brother Capt. John Brad
“Getting along with other people.
trainmen.
two other companion volumes—"Nug
her home on Church street. Mem
fouls turning the scale in the home ford.
“
Finding
a
worthy
use
for
thes"
What is going to happen? one may gets of Knowledge," an amazing com
Mr. and Mrs A. L. Shorey and Miss bers present were Mrs. S. H. Weston,
teams favor. The high poinf men
veil ask. Tlie railroads were here pilation of authentic answers to un- jK-wers.
were Pellicane of Rockland and Elsie Maunder were Portland visitors Mrs. V. B Hagerman. Mrs. Annie
Saturday.
Thompson, Mrs W H. Crowell. Mrs.
first, and expended millions upon usual and interesting questions which . ...pip tremendous sweep ol Scout- Towle of Bliss. The score:
daily arise in the minds of people m
Mr and Mrs. W H. Crowell and Mr W C. Flint, Miss Angela Perry and
Located on Beacon
Rockland
millions of dollars that the public a’.', walks of life, and "Popular Qucsccme because it helps a bo>
and Mrs. A. L. Shorey attended the Miss Marcia Blaney.
Hill Next to the
G
F
might have the service wh.ch their tions Answered ’’
these problems—helps him find
H .HHmttilb..?""'1^
It 5:
Eastern Star installation in Gardiner
Miss Dorothy Klscock spent the
State House.
[XngitMiimMiiit
; • ;j'
4
5
• • • •
himself ar.d his powers—helps hen Pellicane. If .
franchise implied. Evolut.on brought
Monday evening
weekend
with
her
parents
in
Damari

Amata. If ..
0
0
Mrs. Fred A. Pitcher of Damari scotta.
Nelson Doubledav. Inc. is offering
prepared.'
about the motor vehicle, and eventu
Shepherd, rf
0
0
scotta was in town Monday to attend
The Mending Club was enter
-scouting U a program of interest- Ftohcck. rf .
ally the bus. fitted palatially for an amazing list of books to sell at $1
1
3
the funeral of Mrs Wilbur Pitcher.
tained
by Mrs. Percy Moody Fridayeach. They are full library size
, , .,
, ,__ .
3
2
highway traffic. The bus service is 5'ax8’a inches, handsomely bound in
f°r
d° in Freeman, c .
The Susannah Wesley Society met evening. The time was spent socially
Just a feu. minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
Yeager,
c
0
0
legitimate, and enjoys the right to cloth, beautifully printed and un their leisure time. These boys learn Thomas, lg
at thc home of Mrs. S. H. Bond Mon followed by supper as is their cus
and shopping centers.
0
3
day
afternoon,
with
18
members
and
tom. There were eight members
accept the public's favor. With both abridged. Olanclng through the list the mysteries of woodcraft, first aid. Paliadlno. lg
0 0
guests
present.
The
next
meeting
present.
of
titles,
these
are
noted:
"The
Story
swimming
and
life
caving,
outdo-cn the job—the train and the bus—
I
3
will be with Mrs Henry- Crowell, Main
Mrs. Verna Little, R. N.. has been
of Philosophy" by Will Durant: "A
0
there is said to be only one solution Book of Operas" by Henry E. Kreh- cooking and camping, signaling, map Karl rg
street.
caring for Miss Elizabeth Gcnthner
rside from the survival of the fittest, biel; “Raiders of the Deep" by Lowell making, hiking and citizenship and
Mrs Irving Spear of Warren has
has been confined to the house
Rooms without bath, * L(H) up; with bath, ''3.00 up
10 16 36 been a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. who
with a severe cold.
and that is a regulation for bus liije.- Thomas; "Cleopatra" by Claude Fer- many ether subjects which will help
Bliss
Earl
Spear
' omplete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
val:
"In
Brightest
Africa."
by
Carl
Mrs.
Grace
Achorn
of
Camden
has
them through life.
v.hich will put them on an equaliz
G
F
Akeley; "The Outline of History" by
Mrs. Harold Smith was hostess to been the guest of her mother Mrs. G.
“If a bey or man takes the Scout Kendall, rg
ing basis with the railroads. How this H G. Wells; "By Camel and Car to
1
0
the Auction Club Friday evening at W. Achorn
will be done, and when, is a matter the Peacock ThronV by Alexander Oath and lives up to the sccut laws Bradford. >g
0 0
•
1
Powell: "Now It Can Be Told by he cannc-t help but be a better boy or • Mathews, lg
yet to be determined
6
0
Philip Gibbs: "The Story of Man man. and a troop here in Waldoboro Towle, c
Rogers, rf
1
0
kind" by Hendrick Van Loon: "The
The W.C.T.U. met yesterday after- Omnibus of Crime" by Dorothy- will do a lot of good. All it needs if Bowie, rf ..
3 •
nexir. at ihe home of Mrs Margaret Sayers; "Tlie Royal Road to Romance' some live organization like the Lions Willehan. if
0
0
Crie Mrs Lillian Joyce sang "The by Richard Halliburton: “Henry the Club to sponsor the troop and see tha:
New’ Age." Mrs. Clara Sawyer of Eighth" by Francis Hackett; "Edi
11
1 23
Thomaston. W C.T.U. county director son: The Man and His Work" by- it functions properly. I thank you for
Referee, McCall.
ycur
cooperation."
of international relations as guest George S. Bryan: “Napoleon" bv
speaker gave a very informative and Emil Ludwig: "Abraham Lincoln" byAfter a brief discussion it was de
interesting talk on the subject of Lord Charnwood; "The Son of Man— cided that the troop committee would
peace among nations. Public opinion the Story of Jesus" by Emil Ludwig:
Trip-a-lpDay
is changing from a war minded peo "Count Luckner, the Sea Devil" by consist of Lawrence T. Weston, as
chairman. Frank E Boggs and Royple. We are becoming more ready to Lowell Thomas, and many others.
• • • •
consider the possibility of a warleas
Mack.
world. Frank Kellcyg. author of thc
Thc Spotlight Book Service. Gar
Mr. Holmes' p-offe.ed services ae
Kellogg-Briand Peace Pact offers den City. N Y.. is throwing the "spot scoutmaster were accepted. It is ex
upon his 76th birthday three definite light” on "The Tinder Box Of
remedies for the condition of the Asia" by George E. SokoLsky who is pected that the new troop will be al
world: '‘Disarmament, a general re perhaps the leading expert on thc lowed to meet in the Moose hall All j
turn to the gold standard and thc Far Ea-st. In this book te given tlie j bevs who desire to become scouts ar
conclusion of the process of defla clearest interpretation yet mad? oi irque ted to get in touch by mail with
tions.” “Military alliances and in the situation in China and of the rea
creased armaments never havc kept son why Manchuria has been, and Thomas L. Holmes. Scoutmaster, R 3.
the peace and never will." The will continue to be for some years Waldoboro. The cost of membership
Geneva conference meeting Jan. 31 "the tinder box of Asia " Mr. Sokoi- ts very small and thc benefits are un
receives Germany back mto thc dis sky is persona grata to the leaders limited.
LOWEST PRICES ... HIGHEST QUALITY . . . IN ALL NASH HISTORY
armament conference. Norman H of both the Chinese and Japanese.
Christmas in England
Davts, United States delegate, rays: While he is sensational in some oi
“ONE GOOD TURN A D AY"
Progress is greater than ths people his conclusions, particularly with
Passing years leave the essential
realize." Mrs Clara Emery read an regard to the possibilities of the pres
Christmas spirit untouched in Eng
article by Dr. Mary E. Woolley cn ent situation for the United States,
Widespread unemployment
Pedcstriana on State street hill. land
$
..NASH BIG SIX
STANDARD EIGHTH
"What Happened at Geneva" In ills conclusions are based on sound Bangor, had an excellent opportunity and the loss of the gold standard not1
which she says that for perfect suc historical and. economic da’a and lo visualize the significance of thc to mention international debts. do|
(4-Door Sedan)
(4-Door Srd'an)
’
cess at a disarmament conference tlie on his observation of the impasses Bov Scout's motto. 'One Good Turn a not deter thc Englishman who cele
first essential is the "disarmed mind." which has been growing yearly more Day." Friday afternoon, when one of brates Christmas in thc old style If
5130 LESS THAN 1932
$145 LESS THAN 1932
Letters from cangre;inen and legis acute.
Bangor's future young citizens, there is anything "new'- in an Eng
Mr Sokolskv': own career reads dressed in the regulation uniform of lish Christmas, it is that therc is
lators to whom resolutions previously
adopted, had been rent, were rrad like a story. In 1917 he left New the Boy Scouts, probably saved the more of it. Roast turkey, roast beef,
Tne first week in February was York to cover thc Russian Revolu life of a little girl on a sled, and mod plum pudding, mince pies, brandy to,
named as a time for making special tion for the New Republic New- Serv estly slipped away to leave his burn, crackers to pull and time hon
Nash goes forward in 1933- presenting five
thc lowest in Nash history. (( Maximum quality
ice. In Petrograd he edited the Rus Identity with thc awestricken specta ored toasts to be drunk, all combine
effort ior new members.
sian Daily New-, the onlv English tors as only a "Boy Scout.” A little with children's interest in Santa
groups of cars — four Eights and a Six — that
at minimum price is the Nash achievement for
Claus. Christmas trees and gifts to
language newspaper in the capital
The January meeting of the Ga>-. until it was confiscated by thc Soviet girl was sliding down over State street make the day a merry one. The Lon
raise
still
higher
the
high
standards
of
Nash
1933. Whether you choose die Nash Big Six,
den Club took place Tuesday alter and he was hustled with other Ameri hill on a sled and with automobiles don theatres give up the stage to pan
noon at the home of Mrs. Harriet cans to Harbin. Making his way to crossing at the foot of the hill the tomime and Mother Goose. Alice in
efficiency
and
Nash
quality.
((The
Nash
prod

the Nash Standard Eight, the Special Eight,
Silsby Frost, the attendance bfinr Peking he became assistant editor ot Boy Scout saw danger. He hurled Wonderland. Robinson Crusoe. Treas
somewhat, depleted owing to lllnres Ihe North China Star. From then on himself, face downward, in front of ure Island and Peter Pan fill thc bills
uct
never
has
been
cheapened
—
and
never
will
be.
or
one of thc Twin-Ignition-motored, UndcrThose present felt that it was one he was continually connected with Ihe sled and stopped the little girl
just
before
she
reached
thc
bottom
of the most profitable meetings nl Chinese affairs. As advisor of the
Every resource has been concentrated in 1933,
slung-Worm-Drivc, Advanced or Ambassador
the club for some time, however, a- Shanghai Students' Union a group ol of the lull. Several persons gasped
as
the
sled
picked
up
momentum
onlv
Waltcr O Fro't of the (state For young men w-ho have since become
to make these cars the finest Nash ever has built,
Eights, you can be certain it is a car you would
estry Service brought a message on the principal political personalities to be stopped bv the human figure of
a
"Boy
6cout"
before
any
harm
could
and to bring their prices down to levels that arc
till- "Will'- F’ II' Blister r?-1 -l" ■:
rather drive, at a price you would rather pay.
of China; as advisor of the Bureau
vital interest and importance, deliv of Economic Information, the statis come to the little girl.
ered ln a compelling wanner. An ex tical organization in China which has
tended report of a similar addre.-s de received international recognition; Right Rev. With Charles Francis
BIG six
STANDARD EIGHT
SPECIAL EIGHT
ADVANCED EIGHT
North Station
AMBASSADOR EIGHT
livered before the Rockland Liens as political correspondent of the Saunders. Father O'Sullivan te thc
l IA-«kA wheelbatt
110-inch nhertbafc
121-inch trhttlbate
128-inch trhtclbate
Club appealed in Thursday's tame of North China Daily News, the leading author or "Capistrano Nights," a
IJ J and 142-tnch ahrelhaict
BOSTON
$850 to $900
this paprr The subject cf the Feb British newspaper in the Far East; charming book about the Mission, its
$695 to $745
$965 to $1095
$1255 to $1575
$1545 to$2055
ruary meeting will be "Bird-." and the Jaoan Advertiser; thc London history and legends. 'Robert Mc
TOUR BODY STYLES
FIVE BODY STYLES
SIX BODY STYLES
SIX BODY STYLES
NINE BODY STYLES
Miss Ada Burpee will present i pap-r. | Daily Express; the New York World, Bride & Company).
500
4U oncu quoted f.o.b. factory
This holds particular interest, as un and Post—and so on—for the past1
Special Equipment Extra
• • • •
doubtedly no one in this s c'.iton of 'decade he has been an important
McBride announces for spring pubthe State te a greater atudsnt of birds participant ln Far Eastern affairs, lication a book on England by
• NOW ON
DISPLAY IN NASH
DEALER SHOWROOMS EVERYWHERE • ■
V/ithBATH
than Miss Burpee
and is consid?red by experts as the Thomas Burke. "The Bfauty of EngI best qualified writer on thc Far East. | lanciW' This |ls thc first book ot
travel to be written by thc author ot |
Miss Madlene Rogers lw; the win
Father St. John O'Sullivan, for "Limehouse Nights."
dows of her echool room decorated
v-lth the usual February symbols - many years in charge of the old San
silhouettes in white of the head of Juan Capistrano Mission, and widely
Successful gardening, avers a home
(»EXTRA PERSON
George Washington, his hatchets in known In California as a historian, magazine contributor, ts Just the ca
118 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND
was
recently
made
a
Domestic
pacity
for
taking
pains.
And
that
icd, white and blue, and the red
hearts of St. Valentine. They are all Prelate by Rome. This enters him as would be all right with us, too, if so: j
reminders for what the month of a member of the Pope's household many of them weren't in the small or | RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
H29O)
and entitles him to be addressed as the back.—Boston Herald.
★—
February stands.

Apropos a recent allusion in this
Always on the lookout for an op- I
column to a sarcastic fling by •'Time''
pertunity to be of public service the
at the Bureau of the Budget, during
George Bernard Shaw has insisted
Waldcbcro Lions Club now sponsor,'the period when Gen. H. M. Lord was 'for years that he would never visit
the
United
States.
But
it
appears
to
a Boy Scout troop, and has elected as
its director, we read the following in
be just another broken resolution, for scoutmaster Thomas L. Holmes, a
the New York Journal of Commerce: he I* scheduled to arrive in New York
If the Coolidge spending poli
April 11 during a tour of thc world member of The Courier-Gazette force.
cies had triumphed the country ' He will appear as a guest of honor at
Mr. Hclmes was formerly connected ,
would not today be facing the
a meeting of the Academy of Politi
disorder in our public finances
cal Science, during which time he will with thc Hudson Guild. Ozan-am So
address the entire country over a na- ciety and numerous boys clubs in
which the depression has intensi
fied but for which it is not wholly ! tional radio network
New York City. He has always mani
to blame.
lovers of birds and of beautiful fested a keen Interest in boys' work,
It may not be out of place to note ertlstry will find much satisfaction in
that The •Courier-Gazette's editorial, "Portraits of New England Birds," [ ar.d has the qualities of leadership
above alluded to, being reprinted in Commonwealth of Massachusetts. De which promptly inspire their confi
the columns of the Washington Post partment of Agriculture, priced at dence.
$1.75. Two distinguished artists, th*
and the Christian Science Monitor, lat? Louis Agassiz Fuertes and Ma jot
l^apers of nationwide circulation, Allan Brooks have made the paint- j Mr Holmes was guest speaker at
testified by that added extent to the ings which here are reproduced in 92 the Waldoboro Liens Club meeting
exalted labor which General Lord plates in full color. In excellence ol Wednesday night, being presented by
drawing and accuracy of coloration
gave to the tasks laid upon him dur these pictures have not been sur King Lion Lawrence T. Weston.
ing the exacting period of his public passed One can but applaud the en
"I consider it a great privilege." he
terprise which has placed before the |
service.
public at so low a price so valuable said, "to be allowed to present a few
an addition to New England's orni hets about the Boy Scout movement j
The annual statement of the thology. In a half-hour one may. I and its relationship to a subject close
Maine Central Railroad showing a with the aid of this book, gain an ac
gradual reduction in passenger reve quaintance with the birds of New
nues from $3,000,000 a year to England which is so comprehensive
that they may readily be Identified in
scarcely more than one-fifth of that their native haunts. It is a volume
emount presents much food for that every bird student, also every
thought—and very serious thought on lover of the beautiful in nature, will |
the part of the railroad corporations lx preud to posses’.
• • • •
and the thousands upon whose wel
Elizabeth Jordan in l«r 21st novel
fare they have such an important "Young Mr. X." has returned to mys
bearing. Tlie predominant causes of tery fiction. A young man under
this tremendous decline are not takes to burglarize a house, and is
sought in vain. One is thc inability immediately plunged into complicaof the average ci.izen to indulge in I ££^Tctoax. ^^JoffX

Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

New Lower Rates

MASH3Q3

Tdles-

695

830

MANGER

ROOMS

THOMAS-NASH COMPANY

Every-OtKer-Bay

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 2—Milk fund boxing exhibition
at Empire Theatre.
Feb. 3—Thomaston—Operetta. "Dream
Boat." presented by grade schools.
Feb. 3—(3 to 9.30) Woman’s Educa
tional Club meets at Copper Kettle
Porch.
Feb. 4—Joint session of Knox and
Limerock Valley Pomonas at East Union.
Feb. 6—Monthly meeting of City Gov
ernment.
Feb. 6—Forty Club Minstrels at High
8chool auditorium.
Feb 7—Maud Andrews Lincoln reading
nt Unlversallst vestry
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Dav.
Feb 14—Camden - C. C. H. Club Valen
tine Ball at the Opera House.
Feb. 10- The Junior Class. R H 8..
presents "The Automatic Butler." a
farce ln three acts.
Feb 17 Klppy Karnlval at Rockland
High School.
Feb, 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb 22—Third annual Coast Guard
ball. Temple hall.
Feb. 24 — Camden — Fifty-first Annual
Ball of Atlantic Engine Co., at (he Opera
House
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor.

WEATHER
The mildness of the January
weather, up to yesterday morning, de
luded certain gullible persons into a
belief that we were going to have no
real winter, and that crocuses would
soon be in bloom. Yesterday's gale,
steadily Increasing in intensity
brought an abnormal tide along the
New England coast and this morn
ing's despatches say that more than
$500,000 damage was accomplished. A
continuance of the gale with an even
higher tide than yesterday did not
sound very reassuring. Snow fell
steadily during the night, and wa?
still falling when this paper was put
to bed. but because of the high wind
much of thc ground is still bare.
Rideout raid that thc temperature
will continue to drop during thc dav
and that it will freeze substantial to
night. so don't lock thc cat out. This
morning in Boston the barometer war
29.35. and steady, and the tempera
ture was 30; highest yesterday. 34.

The Warren degree team will do its
stunt at Monday nights meeting of
Knox Lodge of Odd FeUows.

Rockland sent good sized delega
tions to both performances of the
Lions Musical Revue in Camden.

That prince of motion picture enrrtalners. Will Rogers, will be at
Park Theatre, Monday and Tuesday
There's where you get genuine humor
ind laughs galore.
Mrs. Thelma Snow is suortituting
n the first grad? at the Purchase
treet building for Mrs. Mac Perry,
who is at home because of the illness
if her mother Mrs. Lizzie Robinson.

Thc Knox County Sportsmen and
! -andowners' Association met at the
Dity Government rooms la’t night
ind discussed a number of interesting
natters, together with prospective
egislation at Augusta.

P. H. Thomas. J. C. Thomas and
Ftalph Philbrook of the Thomass’ash Company returned Wednesday
rom the Boston Automobile Show
xdth a new Nash Big Six sedan and
i new Terraplane standard sedan.
An especially attractive souvenir
from the Rotary Club of Bologna.
Italy, has been received by the local
Rotary Club. It is an illustrated
jamphlet from ancient engravings in
;he University of Bologna. The in
ternational fellowship of Rotary is
Jius very gracefully demonstrated.'

The annual installation of Rock
land Lodge F A M., was successfully
conducted Thursday night by District
Deputy John D. Mitchell with Ralph
U. Clark as grand marshal and Rev.
IV. S. Rounds as gTand chaplain
Under the leadership of Harold L.
Karl the lodge embarks upon enolhcr
year of active work.
The membership contest of the
Rockland Lions Club Is going along
right merrily. The lead which is be
ing held by the "Tamers ' was mate
rially cut down by "The Twisters” at
he last meeting. The Rockland club
s holding some excellent meetings
ind thc losers are ‘hose who are not
nore punctual in their attendance.
New Bedford Times: Mrs. Ruth C.
iVHlcy of West Yarmouth was grant
'd a divorce from Matthew' K. Willey
if Yarmouth on thc grounds Qt
•ru-lty A stipulation of agreement
vas entered in the decree. Paul M
swift represented Mrs. Willey and
Eben G. Townes appeared for Mr
Willey.

That ardent Camden sportsman,
"apt. John Wadsworth, shot a fox
Thursday over the hout.d which he
eccntly imported from Kentucky
3apt Wadsworth is one of thc many
<nox County sportsmen who believe
hat the open time on foxes shoulc.
>e extended. These sly animals,
vhich are now very plentiful through’Ut the county thrive at the expense
if pheasants, rabbits and chickens.
Tlie Rcckland Farm Bureau will
.c’.d a meeting at Mountain View
Lome. West Meadow road. Wednesiay starting promptly at 10.30 a. m.
diss Jessie M. Lawrence, homr
lemonstration agent, will have for
icr subject "Organization,” and
;ountv Agent R. C. Wentworth will
alk on “Increasing thc farm income."
den and women should attend. Din
ar will be served at noon. Visitors
ire welcome.
Under thc new State tax valuations
if the 20 cities hi Maine. Portland rcrives thc largest reduction. $11,654.,88. while South Portland is the only
ity whose valuation has bpen inrcased. Rockland's Slate tax valuition is reduced from $7,133,533 to
6.630.857. Assessor Frank H. Holley
aid the revaluations represent "inlividual study, inspection of indusrial conditions, and recognition of
leclining values, based in practically
ill cases after conferences with local
I am ready to make out your In
come tax report. R U. Collins, tele
phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main street.
12-tr

Don’t take chances wltnoui automo
bile Insurance. Insure your automo
bile today with Roberts Ac Veazie,
Inc., M. F. Iiovejoy, manager, Masonic
Temple, Rockland.
40-8-tI
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Antiseptic Costs
Are Cut In Half
by Vick Chemists

An abnormally high tide is sched- ‘
uled for this noon. Let’s all have a
look-see.

Page

Thretf

At The High School

Trainers Restaurant is under new
(By the Pupils)
management with T. J. Foley in
charge Manager Foley is planning
many changes in this popular estab
Speaker at the assembly Tuesday
lishment and already has a new ven was Hon. Louis A. Walker. Repre
To all users of a mouth-wash or tilating system installed and has re sentative to Legislature, and wellgargle—for halitosis (impure breathi, vised menu and prices.
known life insurance agent of this
oral hygiene, and other antiseptic
city. His talk, "The Economic Short
uses—the makers of Vicks VapoRub
Checks printed upon a post card Circuit," had for its theme the idea
now bring real economy. Vicks chem are being received in this city. On in that all economic transactions
ists havc introduced Vicks Voratone the back ts a government one cent must Involve the giving cf service,
Antiseptic at actually less than half stamp so it saves two cents in post and that where money is exchanged I
the price of other quality antiseptics. age or enough to pay the stamp tax without an exchange of service there
Boni in a depression year. Vicks They eliminate writmg letters of ex is a "short circuit" and a breaking of
Antiseptic is priced accordingly. The planation, use of envelopes, costs of the fundamental laws of economics
regular size is a large 10-ounce bot folding and inserting and stamping Walter Barstow presided as general
tle—a usual 75c value—for only 35c. envelopes, and speeds handling of chairman of the occasion.
• • • •
This new Vicks product can be check payments. All these items are
tested, however, at even smaller cost. actual savings over the former way
Bronze typewriting pins were won
Rockland druggists have a limited of making remittances by check in this week by Jane Wilson and Doris
supply of a special trial size—a 25c envelopes. The postcard check is Herbert. Presentations were made
value—priced at only 10c, while the said to be as safe as checks mailed in amid a new typewriting cheer, writ
supply lasts.
envelopes since it is in thc hands of ten for such occasions by Esther
postal employes until delivered. Nickerson.
• • • •
Sunshine Society meets Monday Tampering with name or addresses on
It seems as though a true "depres
the face is a Federal offense, while
afternoon at the club room.
tampering with the check itself is a sion value" will be had by all at
War
The officers of Claremont Com criminal act under laws relating to tending the coming Kippy Karnlval
Thc
controversy
between Japan
mander}’, K. T., will havc a rehearsal forgery. Wavy lines are printed over according to the reports of the vari and China concerns thc entire
the entire check in acid revealing ink. ous committees at the meeting of the
Monday night.
world.
Student Council, Wednesday.
Japan claims China has vio
Several new features have been de- |
Past presidents' night was observed
Mrs. Hazel Burr Atwood will be
lated her treaties and exposed her
cided
upon,
including
the
construc

by
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
Thurs

soloist at the Eastern Star installa
citizens to peril. China asserts
tion in South Thomaston Monday day. with these past presidents in the tion of a raised platform in the gym. Japan intends to wrest Man
to
do
away
with
the
"rubbernecking"
chairs:
President,
Mrs.
Rebecca
night.
churia from her and partition her
Ingraham: vice president. Mrs. Ber formerly necessary in order to ob empire. Manchuria is an im
serve
the
entertainments
given
j
The water company has removed tha Higgins: treasurer. Mrs. Eller.
1 mensely rich agricultural country
the hydrant which was installed at Knowlton; conductor. Mrs. Elizabeth Admission to the Karnival ball is to *
be
reduced
from
50
cents
to
40
cents,
j containing about 363.000 square
the head of Maine Central wharf Libby; chaplain, • Mrs. Amanda
miles. The primary causes of
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
• • • •
since 1921.
Choate; past president. Mrs. Maud
this war run back through the
Miss
Coughlin
when
asked
how
Cables; patriotic instructor. Mrs
centuries. Prior to the opium
Public supper will be served by the Elizabeth Barton; Fraternity, Mrs. long since sickness had caused her war the two nations lived to them
prayer meeting on Tuesday evening
to
miss
school
(as
it
has
this
weeki
American Legion Auxiliary at Legion Mildred Condon; Charity. Mrs. Matselves. but in 1854 their policies i will be led by the pastor. Ladles'
THLODOItl: ROOSEVELT
remarked.
"Well
It
’
s
so
long
ago.
I
[
hall tonight with Mrs. Elizabeth Cross: Loyalty. Mrs. Clara Curtis
Aid meets on Wednesday evening
diverged.
can't
seem
to
remember
exactly;
i
Barton as chairman.
Flag No. 1. Mrs. Millie Thomas; No.
with Mrs Sylvester at 23 Cedar street
China hates Japan as a traitor
Ills Nine Reasons For Going toChurrhj
not since John Richardson
2. Mrs. Eliza Plummer; No. 3. Mrs II anyway,
Bible study on Friday cveninng at
to Asiatic traditions, because
In this actual world, a churchless!
was
sub-principal
at
Rockland
The United Labor Committee has Mary Cooper; No. 4, Mrs. Riah
,
Earl
Randall's,
Washing
street.
from
the
date
of
her
llr.
t
treaty
community, a community where!
I
’
•
•
•
•
called another meeting for 2 o'clock Knight. Members, not past presi High."
As Andy says, I “relents" the
men have abandoned and scoffed I
with the United States Japan
• • • •
at or Ignored tlinr re’mimb need-vf article by my former pupil in a re
Sunday afternoon in Knights of dents. taking part were Mrs. Velma
At
Pratt
Memorial
M.
E.
Church
adopted Western ideas. Japan
Attention
of
thc
1933
graduates,
Is a community on the raptd down
Pythias hall, when progress of the Marsh as secretary. Mrs. Julia Huntcent issue of Thc Courier-Gazette,
j morning service is at 10.30 with Mr.
grade.
aspiring to a college, has been at despises China for her backward ! Marr's subject. “A true test for a
work will be reported.
entitled. "Horses and Bands." He
ley as guard, and Mrs. Ida Huntley as tracted this week by the posted an ness.
Church work and church attend*
writes tn re. bands—“I don't know
Christian's conduct." Music is by
musician. Degrees were conferred nouncements of scholarships, par
Russia has encroached for cen
ancc mean the cultivation of the
The sports editor is ln receipt of a upon Mrs. Clara Fernald. Mrs. Curtis
who banged the cymbals—was it Al.
turies on Northern Manchuria, as , the vested choir led by Marianne
habit of feeling some responsi
ticularly
those
for
Bowdoin
and
letter from Oliver Hamlin who states gave a group of readings as entertain
Crocker?" That is a reflection upon
Bullard who will sing a solo. "In
bility for others.
Japan has on the South. After
that he is not the matchmaker or in ment. Circle supper was served Colby. Thc former college offers the Japanese-Russo war. China
my musical ability in my early youth.
my father's house are many man$500
for
each
student
ranking
first
There are enough holidays for
any way connected with the coming under the chairmanship of Mrs. Bar
I played the cymbals, also the solo
.
sions."
Jewell.
Sunday
school
is
at
entered
into
treaties
and
made
most
of
us.
Sundays
differ
from
milk fund boxing exhibition at Em ton, Mrs. Beulah Larrabee and Mrs. in his district in competitive tests to leases with Japan of her railways. I noon and Epworth League at 6
alto horn, and the B flat comet.
other
holidays
ln
the
fact
that
be held in April throughout the
there are fifty-two of them every
And the wonderful part of it was
pire Theatre.
Ella Flye. A special table was re state; Colby offers a number of There are three great transporta o'clock led bv Mr. Marr. At 7.15 the
year. Therefore, on Sunday go to
(and Just to show my musical ability)
tion systems, the most import pastor's subject will be, “The coin
served for the past presidents, graced scholarships amounting to $200 the
Church.
An Interesting meeting was held at by attractive decorations and an im
let me write, that I could not read
of the heart." The choir will be as
ant
the
Chinese
Eastern
R.
R.
Ingraham Hill chapel last Sunday A posing birthday cake for Capt. Henry award being made on the basis of
music, and didn't know a whole note
Yes. I know all the excuses. I
The world has set up through sisted by the orchestra. Tuesday
know that one can worship the
j choir of 12 young people from the Huntley whose 85th birthday fell on school record, recommendation of
from a horse-fly.
prayer
meeting
is
at
7.15.
the
League
of
Nations
and
the
Creator In a grove of trees, or by
1 Littlefield Memorial Church, a solo that date. Mrs. Ingraham for the the principal and personal interview International Court legal ma
“For fools rush in where angels
a
running
brook,
or
in
a
man's
! by Mrs. Lorna Pendleton, and the first time in 43 years filled the presi with the college authorities. Men chinery for the adjudication of
WEEKEND MEETINGS
fear to tread." not that there were
own house just as well as in
church. But I also know as a
any angels hanging around the
address by Dwight Mosher were great dent's chair. The ease in which she tion should also be made of the fact the entire dispute. The opinion
matter of cold fact the average
that a tuition scholarship has also
band room, but in those far off days
ly enjoyed and appreciated.
man does not thus worship.
carried through thc part won warm been awarded Rockland High by of the international committee “Try Religion" Campaign Conducted
some of us fool kids would rush in
By
Vie
Salvation
Army
Drawing
To
has
found
against
Japan.
The
He tnr.y not hear a great Ml mon
The Auxiliary of the Sons of est praise from her fellow officers and Bates College for thc coming year. moral opinion of the leading
and do our worst. Our best was
a Close
Corps
members.
at
churvh
He
will
hear
a
good
Rockland
students
for
the
past
two
Union Veterans meets Wednesday
awful, our worst was a calamity—
powers is unable to sustain the
sermon by a good man who is
years
holding
scholarships
at
vari

night. There will be sewing in thc
for the band.
The weekend meetings of thc Sal
eugaged all the week In making
Japanese position. It now looks
WITHOUT BABE RUTH
ous
colleges
have
included:
Kenneth
hard
lives
a
little
easier.
Last evening I listened to Walter
afternoon and circle supper at G
as if Japan prefers war to thc
vation Army will bring to a close the
|
Orcutt,
Northeastern;
Walter
Gay.
Smith who was playing at Tremont
o'clock, with Mrs Gussic Chase and Is the All-Star Major League Team
good opinion of mankind. If she
He will listen to and take part In
"Try Religion" campaign which havc
Bates;
Saxon
Lurvey.
Colby.
Theatre. He is a wonderful player
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton as house
reading some beautiful passages
• • • •
persists she will became bank
Picked By "The Sporting News"
been held the past week in connection
from thc Bible And If he Is not
and I have seen and heard him
keepers.
Writers
J. -F Gregory Soil's Company 1 rupt.
familiar with the Bible, he has
many times. I have heard Del Steger
with young people's work.
Wars are always waged for na
suffered a loss.
offer’again substantial prizes for es
many times, and In lhe old days
tions rather than men. It is not
Saturday ni;>.t at a a service will
Things are moving now at the
An all-star major league team says to be written by thc students
He will take part in singing some
I saw and heard Walter Emerson, u
be conducicd by S. Macintosh. Sun
State House. The Knickerbockers without Babe Ruth, still the game's by March 24. This year the topic is worth thc price.
good hymns.
fellow member of my Masonic Lodge,
William A. Holman.
day-Sunday school at 10 a. m ;
will talk over “The Maine Question"
“
America.
Hcr
Destiny;"
the
title
a wonderful artist on the cornet who
He will meet and nod or speak to
Holiness meeting, 11 a. m.; Y P.L., 6.30
Sunday 12 o'clock. This is a free and highest salaried performer, may suggested by the striking picture on
died in 1893. But looking back over
good, quiet neighbors.
He will
p.m.; Salvation meeting. 8 p. m.
easy discussion for the benefit of all seem like Hamlet without the Dane, the 1933 calendars circulated by this,
come away feeling a little more
the years, it seems to me that I never
At St. Peter's Church <Episcopal> I Lieutenant Morris will speak on the
men interested. The meeting Is held but the final vote by baseball writers well-known clothing house.
charitable toward all the world,
The, Rev E o Kcnvon
£?rvicp.
heard sweeter tones emanate from a
even toward those excessively
in the W. H. Glover office. Main In "The Sporting News" eighth an subject expresses the idea of the for tomorrou. nlll
appropriatc for subject, "Christianity’s Contribution
musical instrument than used to
foolish young men who regard
street.
Epiphanv: To An Age of Depression."
church-going as a soft perform
nual poll shows the Yankee slugger change from war to peace and the thc Sur{lav after
issue from Jack Oilbertson's E flat
Monday evening at 7.30 will be held
ance.
wonderful
progress
that
is
coming
to
Hol
Comrnunior
.
at
730:
church
comet. When you heard him play,
Yesterday's light snowfall did no) ousted for the first time in right the world as a resu t of peaceonce £chool at 930. choral
and an entertainment in connection with
you felt Uke saying, as did the Duke
I advocate a man’s Joining In
the Young People's Annual, at which
prevent the sparrows, starlings and field by Chuck Klein, all-around more, says the letter offerin0 the cpj-mon at 10 30* vesoers a( 7 3e
church work for the sake of show
in "Twelfth Night—"
time books will be distributed to those
prizes of $5 for the best, and $3 for mnon at 10 J0; JT’T
‘ 3*
other birds from Indulging ln their star of the Phillies.
ing his faith by his works.
"If music be the food of love, play on
who have faithfully attended Sunday
usual activities. These winter r-~
article.
.. _.
That strain again! It had a dying fall
Thc 1932 selections, main public the second best
• • • •
At First Church of Christ. Scicn- school during thc year 1932.
dents are found very companionable recently, showed Klein received 111
It rame o’er my ear like the sweet sound.
That breathes upon a bank of violet. "
Everyone is invited to attend the
The juniors at a class meeting
c°mer of Cedar and Brewster
by bird lovers and are duly rewarded votes out of a total of 191 cast in
•ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
with crumbs and other bits from the the poll by members of the Baseball Thursday night chcse thc commit- struts, Sunday services are at 10.30 weekend services and the Monday
I can close my eyes right now and
subject of the Lesion-Ser- | evening entertainment.
lamily larder.
Writers' Association of America. tees for the Klppy Karnival booth. anti
The services for Sunday, Jan. 29 sec that band-room in Fuller's hall
Ruth received sixty-three for the the grab and handkerchiefs. Jane mon tomorrow will be "Love." Sunwill be: At the Ridge. 10.30 a. m.. and on band practice nights. The band
EDW ARD C. BIGGINS
School is at 11.45. Wednesday
It was “Controversy Day" at yester right field post. Coupling thc votes Wilson is chairman of decorating.
Port Clyde at 3 p. m.. the subject will fellers all settln' 'round, some smok
day's Rotary Club session with Edwin given them for other outfield po aided by Elzada North. Walter Bars- t'-rning testimony meeting is at 7.30
ing El cigars (afterward I sold that
The death of Edward C. Biggins be. "Hinder Me Not;" at 7. p. m.. the brand on Clark's Island; they cost
I. Brown, a seasoned controversialist, sitions. Klein's total was 135 and tow. Frank Maloney. Sophie Cohen 1’c reading room is located at 400
closing
of
the
evangelistic
services
at
is soliciting chairman with Luella Main street, and is open week days occurred Wednesday at a Bangor hos
ir charge. Five minute talks were Ruth's ninety-four.
$1.50 per 100 and sold for five cents
pital. after a short illness at the age Port Clyde. Sunday -chool at the each. They were filled with hay,
given by these neophytes in the conThe most popular choice, however Snow and Dorothy Dimick as assist- from 2 unti' 5 • P• •m <
Ridge.
11.30
a.
m.,
at
the
Port
2
p.
ni.
of 72 years.
straw, etc. and when goin' well under
j vcrsational art: Willis I. Ayer. Albert was Joe Cronin, new manager and ants.
• • • •
Rev. Walter S. Rounds at thc ConMr. Biggins was born in Bath but Midweek services: Wednesday. 7 p. m.. forced draft the incense that arose
; S Peterson, Allan F. McAlary. J. A shortstop of the Washington Sena
at
the
Ridge.
Thursday.
7
p
m.
at
thc
Tickets for the junior play, “The Srcgational Church at the 10.30 a. m. j spent the greater part of his life in
from them I'll leave for the pen cf
Jameson and John M. Richardson tors. He received 158 votes, swamp
Automatic Butler.' will be on sale service will havc “For Their Sakes' ! Bangor. He was for 25 years head Port. Junior C. E. Sunday at 6 p. m. Omar Khavan to describe, for I'll
and then their remarks were handled ing all rivals.
at the Port. Rev. Milton R Kerr, pas not attempt to do it). Some of the
th
{
as
the
topic
of
his
sermon.
The
Piiwaiter
at
thc
Bangor
House,
then
go

Monday
downtown,
and
at
without gloves by thc listeners. A
Six American League and four
tor officiates at all these services.
special rendition of "After the Ball National League players gain places school. The prices are as usual 50 ?rim Choir will sing. Church School ing in a similar capacity to the Pe The evangelistic services at Port boys smoked real tobacco in pipes.
was given by personal request of Act in the following allstar consensus cents for seats downstairs and in the *111 meet at noon and Comrades cf nobscot Exchange, where he served Clyde have been going on with In They were all real he-men and boys,
first two rows in the balcony and 35 U’c way at 6 30 p m. The week's for 20 years.
and If any “Sis" had started smoking
ing President Charles W. Sheldon. for 1932:
During these years he served with creased attendance. The messages a cigarette this Ls what would have
I. R. Cutler of Old Town was the only
Left field. Frank O'Doul. Brooklyn. cents for all other seats. Don't for- activities include all-day relief sewing
have
been
purely
evangelistic
and
at the'vestry Wednesday, also th" quiet efficiency, innumerable guests,
happened—he would have been
visiting Rotarlan.
Center field, Earl Averill, Cleve get the date—Feb. 16.
• • • •
monthly meeting of the Woman's including two Presidents—Roosevelt have been inspiring and helpful. The taken by the scruff of the neck and
land.
speakers
have
been
afforded
great
Mid-year examinations arc sched- Society at 4 o'clock on thc some day and Taft—and hundreds of the great
the seat of the pants, taken down to
These officers were Installed by
Right field. Chuck Klein, Phillies
and near-great. He was known to the liberty of speech. Sunday evening is Fuller’s wharf and thrown bodily
....
Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxiliary Wed
First base, Jimmie Foxx. Athletics. uled for thc week of Jan. 30. They
the
closing
service.
Come
and
join
us
into the harbor. Splash!
so arranged
thatmore
no pupil
be HeaT
•■pronlwU^be
an O’?he
d E-vntlan Riihhish I traveling public throughout eastern
nesday night with Mrs. Emma Dick,
Second base, Tony Lazzeri, Yan are
required
to take
thanwilltwo
St of Rev. Maine. Always kind and courteous,
Some of thc boys would b" trying
Tenant's llarbnr
department junior vice president, as kees.
installing officer: President. Mrs.
Shortstop. Joe Cronin, Washing exams a day. . e *
George H. Welch's sermon at thc Uni- he was known as an efficient and val“Tlie First Miracle: Water Made to play a tune, no two trying to play
i uable worker, and possessed many Wine." the third in a series of ser thc same tunc. Milton must have
Myra Watts; senior vice president. ton.
It isn’t spring fever which makes
"i/" I friends who will mourn his untimely.
Mrs. I aura Ranlett; junior vice presi
Third base. Harold (Pie) Traynor
mons will be the subject at the Har had a band practice night m hi .
^T,ShUeChfart X! E "'
W E
and [ passing. He is survived by one sister. bor Church Sunday morning, and in mind when he wrote this—
dent. Mrs. Nelia Vose; chaplain. Mrs. Pirates.
The funeral services were held in the Wiley Corner Church at 2.15 p ni. Honorous metal blowing martial sound .
Catcher, Bill Dickey. Yankees.
Ella Hyland; secretary. Mrs. Adah
John Robinson, and Mrs Morgan will
which the universal host upsrnt
Pitchers. Lon Warncke. Cub.', and pictures are being taken for the " ing as a solo "Life's Perfect Promise." St. Mary's Catholic Church. Thursday Sunday school meets before thc serv AAt shout
Roberts; treasurer. Mrs. Emma Car
that tore hell . concave, and be
Cauldron.
morning, and thc remains were taken ice at thc Corner, and immediately
ver; patriotic instructor. Mrs. Inez Bob Orovc. Athletics.
William Stickles. Church school will to
yond
Thomaston
to
the
home
of
Mrs
Frighted
the reign of Chaos and oie
The
two
American
League
clubs,
Bronkie; historian. Mrs. Ella Lurvcy:
following at the Harbor: Christian
Night."
First try outs ifor thc debating convene at neon; Knickerbocker Cla s Chester Smith, where the burial Endeavor
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Iwo men ran for their ear, gained
It, flung themselves tn and were
gone.
When Smith and Betty came run
ning up, Markham wus beating the
dust ont of his clothes. For Betty’s
sake he tried to laugh the Incident
off
"Thought you arid the sherlXs
men wouldn’t rnughhouse me, Mr.
Smith," he chuckled.
"Good laird—those fellows were
not Harding's men; they were Just
plain holdups! Are you hurt?"
“Xo; Just warmed up a hit, that's
all.
Scare you half to death.
Betty?"
"X-not quite that had. But it was
pretty dreadful."
•As she spoke 'there came the
eraek of a gun from somewhere on
ahead, and then another and a
third. Betty put her hands to her
ears and said. "Dear me. are we go
ing to get Into more of It?"
"1 guess not," said Smith. “I’m
inclined to think that was Harding
trying to stop those fellows."
A mile or more farther on they
found the sheriff and two of his
deputies standing in the road, Mark
ham pulled up and waited, und
Smith got out of his ear and
walked on to speak to the sherliff.
“My guess was right" he said,
when he came back. "They went hy
here, merely hitting the high spots,
and Harding tried to stop them;
shot at their tires but apparently
missed the mark. Anyhow, they
didn't stop. | told Harding what
they did to you, and he says he'll
try to trail the scoundrels and bring
'em to book. I guess we're »Mfe
to go on to town, now."
A few minutes' fast driving
brought them to the bridge over the
Timanyoni; and Smith's ear turned
off to the railroad station. The fast 1
drive had been made tn silence, but j
after Markham had helped his seat- I
mate ont at the curb the young
woman broke IL
“Wally, where could I find you
or Owen quickly. If I should need
to?” she asked.
“Why. we are at the Hophra
house, as you know."
“Yes; but you are not there all
tbe time."
Markham did a bit of quick
thinking.
“Are yon asking seriously, Betty?"
“Yes. Don't ask me why. I can't
tell you—yeL But—"
"I'll promise that ope or the oth
er of us will always be within
reach of the hotel phone. Will that
do?"
“Yes. thank you. Good night."
He waited until he had seen her
mounting the porch steps before he
drove away toward the buaines- j
district. On the way ne was won
dering why she had made hei !
singular request, and be was stll
wondering after he had put his cat
up and was entering the lobby ol
tbe boteL
looking for Landis, he crossed tc
the counter. The key to theii
suite was In Its pigeonhole, which
meant that Landis had not gone
upstairs. Markham spoke to thc
clerk.
“Seen anything of Mr. Landis?”
“Why yes; he was right here a
little while ago."
“You don't know where he went?”
“Xo. I—hold on, yes I do, too.
Mr. Starbuck phoned for him from
hls office across the street, and he
went over there."
“What's that?" Markham snapped
“Mr. Starbuck isn’t in town. Ht
went to Copah last night to meet
hls wife and daughter:"
"He must have returned.” said
the clerk. "The operator said tht
phone call was from him."
Markham turned away vaguely
disturbed. An attempt had beet
made to kidnap him, and only tht
opportune appearance of Smith's
car bad made It fail. Had a sim
I liar attempt been made to trap
Landis? As he hesitated, be saw
I Smith talking to three of the lately
j arrived guests at the cigar stand
1 He turned to the clerk and asked
j If he knew the names of the thref
who were with Smith.
“I do. for a fuct. They are the
I three gentlemen you were asking
' about when you came, a week ago;
I Mr. Fleming, Mr. Cantrell and Mr
Martin, from Louisville.
They
have Just come in on uit Nevada
Flyer."
“Xot driving?"
“Xo; they started out to drive
and came part of the way by mo
tor. But they had had luck with
their car and left it at one of their
stopovers."
Markham looked again at thc
three men. Xot in any single par
ticular did they resemble the three
who had been registering under the
same names halfway across the
continent, and whom he and Lan
dis hud seen leaving Ihe lobby ol
the Copah hotel Iu company with
Canby.

••Out at Hillcrest, and we are
staying for dinner. You're not fnr
getting that this Is the showdown
The Louisville Three.
day—the twenty-eighth*'
X THE evening I Hindis briefly an
“No; hut nobody has turned up
notnmed his Intention of going to
yet. I’m watching the register.”
rail upon Betty.
'•Right again. I'll he with you
"Don’t want tne along?”
; later. Call me If anything breaks
"Xo, thanks; I'll go alone.”
Left to himself Markham lighted I loose.”
After Smith had smoked an after
a cigar and picked a quiet corner
of the lobby in which to read. Soon I dinner cigar with his man guest in
Landis returned, the frown of his I the colonel’s den. he said regretfully
departure deepening to an unwont thnt he'd have to excuse himself;
. that he was due to meet the wested scowl.
“Xo luck?” said Wally, noting the I bound Fiver which was bringing
j some of his business associates from
scowl.
“Xo. She’s gone out somewhere I the Eust.
“It's perfectly all right," Mark
-with Canby.”
ham assured hltn. “We'll have to
•'You didn't see the professor?”
“Xo; he has gone to the fossil ; be going, too. I promised Mrs.
fields, somewhere, wherever they i Stillings 1 wouldn't keep Betty out
are. I visited with the Stillings— ; late."
When the good-hys were said.
mostly Mr. Stillings. In his den.”
Smith went with Markham to the
“Just friendly gossip?”
“Xot altogether. Betty's been : garage. “You'll beat me to town.”
he said; “I’ll have to stop and till
talking about us and that broke the
np. And that remind* me; there's
Ice. The Stillings don't quite like
the way she's letting Canby cut In.”
been a good bit of whisky running
from the bills north of us lately,
“That’s the aftermath of his
and today the sheriff gave me a
scampishness out here last summer,
tip.
It's likely he and some of
I suppose.”
his deputies may be on the road be
“Xot so much that as other things.
tween here and town. If you’re
Stillings thinks Canby Is fixing tn
stopped. Just take it easy. Harding
pull off something else; and that
won't he rough with you." t
he ls using Betty In some way.”
“Much obliged for the hint. I’ll
“But how could Betty figure In
be law-abiding."
any of his schemes?”
After they had driven out of the
“God knows. But It's plain Still
Hillcrest grounds. Markham told
ings believes she does—Innocently,
Betty of the warning Smith had
of course. He was cautious until
given him. “Just so yon won't be
he found out where we stand; then
seared stiff If we should happpn to
he Intimated that It was up to us
be stopped," he added.
to put a spoke in Canby's wheel”
“I don’t scare so easily ns all
“Good. You’ll do It? Your black
that." was the ready answer.
box is here, and the men who have
“Didn't Mr. Smith say he was go.
It know we have followed them,
Ing to town, too?"
and that they won't be safe until
“Yes; but he had to stop and fill
they get rid of us. There are four
np with gas."
men In It, and Canby Is the fourth."
It was not until the distant
"And the three others—are they
llgltts of Brewster .came in sight
the men who ran their car off the
that their headlamps showed them
road and burned it? How can that
be if they are what they have ap an unlichted ••ar half hidden un
der the roadside cottonwoods.
peared to be, all along—three wellknown business men of Louisville?” j Markham slowed down, and as he
did so. two men stepped out and
"I don't know. But never mind
signaled him to stop.
that What we have to do rirst is
Miscalculating his distance slight
to cut Betty out. of IL . Let's get
ly, "he ran a little way past the
to bed.”
men, and when they caine up he
In accordance with the program
wa» ready with an apology. Betore
which Landis had mapped out. the
he could make It. the door on h|g
two of them promptly laid siege to
side was Jerked open and he —ss
Miss Betty Lawson. In a week-long
seized aud dragged out of the car.
contest thus ushered In. Canby
one of the pair clumped him In a
fought stubbornly for place, and
vlse-like grip while I lie other theew
there were numerous collisions—
a blanket over his head. It wus
which seemed to afford Miss Betty
done so quickly that he was half
no little quiet amusement
smothered before tie realized that
On the seventh day, when Mark
this didn’t ut all sipinre with what
ham, taking his turn, had her out
Smith had told him of the sheriff
In the blue roadster, she said.
"What makes you and Owen freeze
and his methods; that he had to
deal, not with officers of the law,
up and refuse to talk when 1 say
anything about Bert, Wally? What
but with mysterious assailants who
has he done to make you hate I had tried from time to time to ef
face him Hnd Landis. And then the
him?”
“We have never had much to do
fight was on.
with him, either of us," Markham
With his arms fast clamped In
the grip of the tnan behind him,
evaded. Then, bluntly. “Are you
going to marry him, Betty?”
Markham could not get at the holShe laughed. “Do you know of
any reason why 1 shouldn’t?"
“Perhaps not any reason that
would appeal to you."
“That is dodging," she retorted
brightly. “As a friend don't you
think you ought to tell me If there
Is a reason?”
"Yes; and get myself written
down ln your black book I Xo,
thank you, my dear.”
"All right; don’t, then. I'll ask
Owen.” Then, “Why won't you tell
me why you and Owen are out
here, Wally?”
"I have told you. Can’t we have
a vacation as well as other folks?”
“That Is exactly what Owen said
yesterday; and it means Just as
much—or as little. If you and
Owen can't trust me, I can be clam
my, too.”
“Xow you have got me climbing
M,
np a tree,” laughed Markham.
“Why shouldn’t we both trust you?"
lUittllr#
“Why, indeed? I'm sure I don’t
know. Where are you taking me
today?”
Markham Slowed Down, and as He
“Out to meet some friends StarDid So, Two Men Stepped Out
buck has found for us; the John
and Signaled Him to Stop.
Smiths."
stered pistol under his coat. But
"Distinguished name,” she gig
his legs were free, and a swift
gled. “But I know who they are.
kick doubled the blanketholder up
Sirs. John ls the daughter of Col.
and made him loose his hold loug
Dexter Baldwin, the Timanyoni
enough to enable Markham to shake
wheat king.”
his head free of the stifling folds.
.“Right. And the colonel’s home,
Instantly he backed the clamper vio
and the Smith's—Hillcrest—Is a
lently against the standing car,
show place.”
bending him over the fender until
"But I understand they are not
lie was forced to let go to save him
at home."
self from having his back broken.
"They are not; they're touring
At that, Markham got his weapon
the Yellowstone. It's the Smiths
we're calling upon. They are run out, but Dow the two were between
him and the car nnd he couldn't Are
ning the big ranch In the colonel's
without taking a chance of hitting
absence."
Betty. The thugs saw their advan
In due course the blue roadster
tage and flung themselves upon
wns parked in the Hillcrest garage,
him, the shorter of the two crouch
and in Corona Smith Miss Betty
ing low to grab at his legs while
speedily found a kindred spirit.
the other darted into a clinch and
And when Smith came home nnd
tried to twist the automatic out of
added his Insistence to Corona’s
his grasp. There was a whirlwind
urglngs that the callers stay to din
wrestllug match, and In the midst
ner. Wally rejoiced afresh. For
of this there came a glare of light
Betty accepted the Invitation, call
and a raucous blast of un auto horn.
ing the Stillings house over the
Markham saw the headlights of an
phone to let her city hostess know
approaching car and saw Betty run
where she was.
ning to meet It, frantically waving
After she was through telephon
her arms to stop it.
ing. Markham called up Landis.
That ended IL As the oncoming
“Any developments?" he asked.
car came to a brake-squealing stand
“No," came the answer "Where
and Smith sprang out ot IL the
ara vou»”
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Secret of Face Powder
Known to Greek Ladies

Traveling Around America

HACIENDA RIO NEGRO
N Ecuador, which lies on the Equa
tor down in South America, ia a
jungle-edition of a dude ranch that
la attracting travelers from all over
the world It rests at an elevation of
5.000 feet near the Falls of Agoyan
on the rail route between Quito! the
capital, and Guayaquil—the port
which it included la the route of the
fortnightly cruises which sail every
two weeks from New York and Cali
fornia to Colombia. Ecuador. Peru,
and Chile.
Here at the Hac‘ >nda Rio Negro, in
a truly primitive setting, one finds all
the comforts of civilization and
enough diversion to last for years
For the 'torsey, there are sturdy

I

Photo by Graco Lino

pacers and orchid-lined trails. For
the hunters and collectors—alligators,
bears, and jungles full of monkeys,
birds, flowers, and butterflies. For the
adventure-loving, there are dugout
canoes, launches and plenty ot rivers
to explore; mountains and volcanoes
to climb, the weekly fairs of colorful
Indian tnbes to visit: a pack traincargo-bearing Indians, oxen, guide,
and all—ready to accompany travel
ers into the unexplored jungles for a
visit to the.Jivaro bead-hunters.t
And for entertainment at the Ha
cienda. a collection ot savage arms,
blow guns, arrows: outfits for pan
ning gold for those who wish to try
their luck in nearby streams; and
radio news from all over the world.

Budgeting Calories

by
Jane Rogers

Variety and Proper Seasoning Are the Secret
Successful Economy in the Preparation
of Left-overs.

N

of

OWADAYS, when all of us, from

flrst steps in the kitchen to the
experienced household manager,
are keeping a strict watch on the
family account book. It behooves us
to give thought to the clever use
of left-overs, particularly meats,
which come most often In this
class. One of the greatest virtues
of French home cookery, one
which has put the national cuisine
on such a high level. Is the artful
use of what remains of today's
dinner for another day’s meal.
Variety and proper seasoning are
the two vital points in making the i
left-over popular. Whenever pos
slble It ls wise to let a day elapse I
between the original entrance of .
the roast and Its reappearance
under another name. And that
brings up another good rule—al
ways change the form ln which the
food ls prepared for the second
serving. The remains nf a .vast of
lamb, for instance, reheated on the
bone, make a most unappetizing
spectacle; but minced lamb pie,
topped
with lightly browned
mashed potatoes, and delicately
seasoned with a little onion, salt,
pepper and sugar, la a templing
dish for even the most finicky.
Careful seasoning is of utmost

For many years archeologists
have been searching for "psytnilhIon.” They have uncovered the
ruins nf ancient cities, and excavat
ed tombs full of gold uml other
treasures, all In vain. Nowhere did
(hey find so much us a thimbleful
of “psymtthlon.”
Aristophanes, Pliny and othcr
writers referred to this substance,
and from their writings It appeared
lhat It must be some kind of cos
metic. And this plainly appeared
from an old Hellenic poem warning
the reader "never by the use of psymlthlon can you make a Helen out
of a Hecuba." But this merely ex
cited the curiosity of the arche
ologists and caused them to dig
deeper Into the earth, and at last
they found what they were looking
for.
I’rof. T. Leslie Shear of Prince
ton university, while excavating the
tomb of a Corinthian lady, found a
terracotta box containing "psymlthlon," which the lady, before she en
tered the tomb, used In powdering
her face. Analysis showed that it
was a carbonate of lead manufac
tured along the same lines as white
face powder that modern ladlea use.
This shows that the ladles of an
cient Corinth did not have shiny
noses, and indicates they were Just
as skillful In makeup as those of
the present generation. Helens use
"psymltblon" as freely as the llei-uhas.
Parisians in Long Fight
for Prized Goats’ Milk

Until a few years ago. one of the
picturesque features of life In Paris
was the early morning visits of the
goat herds. These animals were
driven around tn flocks and Ihe
milk was taken from them at the
door of the patron, who was sum
moned by the music of pan-pipes
played by the herdsman. Persons
who were not Interested In goat's
milk or tbe picturesque features
of the visitation, raised some ob
jection to the music, which some
times disturbed their slumbers. Ac
cordingly. the prefect of police
stopped these herds at the city
gates and turned them back to the
country and for flve years the city
residents struggled for their gout's
milk under difficulties. A company
was formed to handle this article,
but Its operation was very unreli
able and the quality of the product
unsatisfactory. In response to re
peated protests the police were
compelled to rescind the order and
the goat herds returned, but In lim
ited numbers, however, and under
strict police regulations. It has
been promised that the number of
herds may be Increased later if
there Is any demand for them.
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
51- Terrible
1-One of two equal
parts
52- Pereh
53- Combining form.
t-Land measure
Air
^-Portion
9-Makes warm
54- Cortumed
11-Reacue
55- A dance
13- Fur-bearing animal 57-Parched
53- Rage
14- End
16- A wager
60- Gucss
17- Ever (Poet.)
61- To allow to remain
18- A sailor (Colloq.) 62- A job
20-Verbal
63- Saucy
22-Sweetheart
VERTICAL
24-A melody
1- Keeps
25- A number
2- Homelees street
27- Snare
wanderer
28- Twirla
3- Even
29- Paradiae
5- Gayety
31-Judge
6- At the end
32- Large barrel
33- Human race
7- Part of the head
35-Exlated
8- Steeple
10-Country of Europe
38-Largest quantity
42-Very fine
12- English school
44-Evil
13- A vegetable
46-Choicer
14- Pltch
48- To become dull
16-To make smooth
49- Abode of evil spirits 18-Deeorate

VERTICAL (Cont.)
19- 1 rritate
21-Guided
23- To agitate
24- Large monkey
26-Not at any time
28-A title (Sp.)
20- Glrl's name (short)
31-Restrain
34-Poisonous snake
(pl->
25- A strip of leather
36-Elongated fish
S7-Vouth
39- Sorrowful
40- Journey
41- Greck god of war
43- ls'.and in West
Indies
44- Poet
45- Oarling
47-Rub out
49-Those who inherit
53-Not fresh
52-Traet of land on the
earth
55-At any time
57-Astern
59-Consurr

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

VINALHAVEN

Mrs. Rebecca Arey was hostess tc
the members of the Star Club at her
home Wednesday evening. Supper
was served.
Jesse Greenlaw entertained friends
at cards. Thursday night.
At ths meeting cf the 8enior C'rris' tian Endeavor Sunday Miss Earnes! tine Carver will be leader the subject'
. “What are the churches doing to
-day?" A duet “Follow Me" wiil b" |
’rung by Carolyn Caldzrwcoi and
Louise Morton A laige attenc'aee-.- i
importance ln bringing out all the
is expected.
Valuable Right of Way
flavor of the meat on the second
Hcusekccp rs a*. Unicn Curch :
Less than half a mile of railroad
heating. A large part of the
track used by a western gold mine Circle supper Thursday n'ght werFrench-woman's success can be laid
to her Inherited knowledge of sea
recently yielded over $5,000 in pay Annie Pa rick, Lou's? Calflerrood. OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
soning. and she has always looked
dirt In one month after a weigh- Annie Benner and Rebecca Arey.
upon sugar as a seasoner for
After the recent buslne.: mooting
master noticed that the right of way
savory foods. Used this way, ln
was literally paved with gold. Be of the Senior Christian Endeavor, a
small quantities, usually equal to
fore the ore was sent through the social hour was spent
the salt, it heightens flavors, blends
Mrs W. Y. Fossett has returned
various processes, each car was
other seasonings, and gives an
from a week's stay in Rockland
weighed,
and
this
was
done
hy
added piquancy to the dish. A wise
Tolford Durham of Belfast was a
pushing It on the scales, then giv
housewife keeps sugar, like salt and
pepper, within easy reach for all
ing it a shove to send It roasting recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
seasoning purposes, especially for
down the track to the mill, says Danes, at Calderwood's Neck.
MUs Corls Clifford entertained
reclaiming the contents of the re
Popular Mechanics Magazine. The
frigerator.
weighmaster observed that each friends at her home Monday evening
time a car was bumped in switch In honor of her birt.iday anniveisary
Games were played and ref--hm'-'s
ing, a quantity of dust sifted out seived. Miss Clifford was the recipiwill
be
held
at
the
usual
hours.
It
is
NORTH HAVEN
hoped a service of some sort can be
A lease was obtained on the three- i ent of several gifts
arranged for 11 a. m , and in the eve
There are several cases of grippe in ning at 7 30 will be shown the slxtn eighth-mtie track and men began
The Red Cro. meeting ol Wednescleaning it up. Ore valued at $175,town and in some homes whole fami ln the series cl illustrated talks
j day was well attended
000 a car has been shipped to this
lies are ill.
The Unity Guild will meet at the mill, and It has been estimated that
Saturday night at Town hall, the
A. C. Dyer butchered a fine beet church
31- .*5
next Tuesday at 2 p. m. and the residue dump alone contains un first of a series of three basketball
it
cow Monday.
/*)
it is hoped a good number of work
1
game;
will
be
plavcd
by
The
East
Ski

Capt. Merle Mills tcok a party to
claimed
gold
worth
$3,000,000.
xO
n
J5*
will attend.
ers vs. West Siders There will a’so
Ji
Rockland Tuesday ln his motor Ijpat ersEveryone
is sorry to hear of the ill
: b" a girls games. Nitcevo: vs. Scouts,
Nathan Dyer.
ness
of
Rev
H
F.
Huse
and
hope
to
i All Stars.
13. ‘Ii
Capt. Golden McDonald recently
Convenient Oxygen
Jf iVf
At the Oirl Scouts meeting Thurs
tl
received two SOS calls to resfcue see him out again soon, also Mrs.
In
Germany
“
oxygen
bricks"
are
day evening at Union Church vc try
IQ
fishing parties who were having Huse.
put
out
iu
glass
jars,
designated
for
9.
Merle Mills took a party of North
' Evelyn Dunlap and Nita Eisner were
engine troubles.
39
There was no grange last Saturday Haven people to Rockland this week. use In aquariums. A brick sells for < Initiated.
Ira Curtis visited Mrs. Curtis at the equivalent of 15 cents. The ox
Frank Mullin, who has teen a ps3S
evening, and the high school was
11
Knox
Hospital
Tuesday
and
made
the
I
tlent
at
Knox
Hc~pital,
the
past
few
ygen
is
"chemically
bound"
together,
closed for one week as both teachers
and many of the pupils were 111. acquaintance of his young son Ron though the Dame of the binder Is not weeks, returned heme Tuesday.
W. Adelbert Smith returned Thutsmentioned. It Is claimed that these
The sessions have now been resumed ald.
Woodman has received news oi bricks yield 350 times their vol j cay from Augusta,for over Sunday
Friends are pleased' to hear that theDr.death
It
of his sister which occurred
Miss, Shirley Grant of Springvale is
ume of the life-supporting gas. The i The subject of the morning seni'ce
■TJ
Monday
at
Yarmouth.
|
at
Union
Church
will
be
'Sever
ty
10
making good recovery from gnppe
Victims of the prevailing epidemic bricks may be safely sent by mail. Times Seven," and for evenin’
and that Miss Edna Waterman has are
.44
J4
41
The
oxygen
substance
is
not
pre

recovering and no new cases have
"Searching for the Door.” Spec al
thus far escaped the epidemic.
served under pressure, hence there mure by the choir
[1>1j '*!
There were no church sirviees been reported
Kendall Stone who has been very Is no dangpr of explosion. Test rifle
Wednesday evening Mr. and M'S.
Sunday on account of so much ill
A BOOK OF BIRDS '
ness. The pastor Rev H. F Hus' ill at his home since returning from shots have pierced the containers Lafayette Smith were given a surp:lse house warming at their home
was unable to attend because ot a visit on the mainland, is improv without exploding the contents.
Frances is looking at her fav
ing but still confined to his bed Les
on Chestnut stree*. They were pre
grippe.
’
ter Stone has also been ill but is up
sented with a pain’in^ of Owl's He id , orite hook of birds. She says her
C. F. Brown is building a boat
O.prey Expert Fisher
and a mirror. Cards featured the book has lots of bird pictures in
W Sampson wa: much plea :d Sun and around now.
The osprey, or fishhawk, as Its evening's entertainment and iun-h it and she is especially fond of
day evening when a company of lour
name implies, lives entirely on fish. was served. Those pre.'ent. to v. ,h one. She is looking at it now,
young men Mr. Curtis, Frank Samp
TREMONT
and if vou want to sec it too, take
It is an expert at hovering above tlie the couple a long and happy l.'e • •ere:
son. Calvin Vinal and Albion Bever
Mr and Mrs. Ned Murphy of Rock surface of the water until a fish is Mrs. William Banner, Mr,. Fra ik a pencil and join all the numbered
age visited him and gave a musical
concert.
land are guests of the former’s sister. seen near the surface, when the os Mullin, Mrs George Newber M s. dots together, starting wit iTdot
number one and ending wih dot
Mrs. Lottie Dyer was a visitor at Mrs. Vesta Gott.
prey dives in a swift, powerful rush Frank Winslow, Mrs. Scott L 'ttlaMiss Elizabeth Murphy has re which often carries it a foot and a ficld, Mrs. Lora Hard'son. Mrs. En- number fifty-six.
Mr. and Mrs. A C. Dver’s Tut day.
[ H. S Bevera-e and a crew cf men. turned home from Philadelphia half beneath the surface, but which I e-1 Gliddcn, Miss Flizibe'h Pea-?,
Mrs L. R Smith. Mrs E. C. Carv r.
I with William Lcble.v as foreman, are where she has had employment since
seldom fails to land Its prey. Un Mrs. Albert Carver. Mrs L’.ewel! n
I damming up the mill stream with a last fall.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Harding spent i fortunately, In areas frequented by Tacmas. Mrs Ella Ames. Mrs. Ctrl ,
permanent bridge which will make
last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Elwell j eagles, the osprey ls often robbed ! Ames, Mrs. Josephine Webster. M -ss J
I t a wonderful swimming pool.
of Its catch by tlie larger bird which i Alice Creed. Mrs. Margaret Birrie.,.
Mrs Ruth Beverave "pe"t S"n<Jay Trundy at Southwest Harbor.
TO BE CONTINUED
Mrs. Edward Robinson entertained seizes the fish while the osprey Is . Mrs. James Calder, Mrs Rcbert Ariv.
with Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Mills.
EMBALMING 4
I Mrs. Grace Conway, Mrs. F. cm in 1
Calvin Vinal of Vinalhaven spent the ladies' aid Wednesday with 15 in flight away.
ROCKVILLE
' Roberts.
the weekend with Mr and Mrs Al members present.
•4C7OR AMBUIANG
bion Beverage.
Ashbury Lopans is gaining slowly,
Mrs. Addison Collamore was a caller
Since 1840 tips firm has faith'"1'*
Drawing Intere.t
Fianz Mills and Harvey Calderwood but yet under the care of two trained
Mrs. Edward Murch
on Mrs. Carrie Blake Wednesday. are cutting wood for Will Sampson. nurses. Miss Leta Lopans also is IU j A smart young man entered a
served the lamllles of Knox County
»
o'
Fl

Helena
A.
Murch,
82.
wid-i
She reports finding pussy willows
Will Oregory recently vtstted hls from grippe.
crowded tram car, and, sitting i ward Murch. died Jan. 25 at l.er
I.ADY AT TENDANT
along the roadside.
j parents Mr. and Mrs. James Gregory
At the Underwood factory it ls ex- down, became aware of a general
t)»» Telephone 458-781-1
af
er
a
home
at
Calderwood''
Nec't.
Mrs. Annie Rokes of Rockland is I in Vinalhaven.
pected to start work next Monday focussing of eyes toward a smart j long illnees. She was born In Vlnalvisiting her mother Mrs. MagTetta ! Evelyn and Philip Gregory are putting up clams.
BURPEE’S
ly-dressed girl’s shoe. He saw a ' haven, the daue/.tir of Moses and
| claying with Mrs. Orrie Wocdivo-th
Oxton.
£1
note
protruding
from
her
shoe.
KdCKI
AND, ME.
Annie
(Dccnei
Murch.
3he
is
sur

Cu-tomer—"Are these eggs fresh?’
C. P. Tolman. assisted by his son- while their parents arc ill from
Oiccer—“Frish! Why, the hen.-> Calling her attention to the fact, vived by daughters Mrs. Ffl-ar Fra:i-.
in-law. Herbert Mann of Rockport, is grippe.
Ice is very poor in the fresh pord. J haven't missed them yet."—Boston he said, “Do you not think, miss, street and Miss Nellie Murch and sons
doing some repairing on his building
that that £1 note would be better In 1 Dallas, Lawrence, Freeland and Fred
Transcript.
Mr and Mrs. J. S. Ranlett and Mr. water showing in several places
a bank, creating a little Interest?” all of this towm. Funeral seiv'cas
Following Is the pregram for the
and Mrs. Fred Bronkie attended the
Smiling, she replied, “Do you not | were held Friday afternoon at the
installation of S.W.V Wednesday eve next grange meeting: Readings.
Annie Waterman. Frank Sampson
think, sir, that it is creating quite hem''. Rev. P. J, Cliflo.d. pa.lor of
ning.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Waldron and and Leslie Ladd; tableau. Mr H. T
a great deal of Interest where It Union Church officiated. Th’ic wcie
Leautlful floral tributes. Burial w is
Otto Merz of Olencove spent Wed Crockett; reading. George Beverage:
Parcel Delivery
Is?"—Border Cities Star.
in Calderwood's Neck cemetery.
nesday with Mr. and Mrs. D A. special music. A. P. Beverage; read
And
other
rectal
diseases
ings,
Elston
Beverage
and
Neal
Bur

Sherer.
VINALHAVEN A KOCKLANII
Family Washings
There will be a service at the Bap gess; song, Barbara Stone; special
Treated Without Pain
STEAMBOAT CO
tist Church Sunday at 2, with Rev. features by all who have birthdays in
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
Culled I or and Delivered
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
George F. Currier in charge. Sunday January, name some historical event
or Loss of Time
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.31
FLU-GRIP
school at 3 o'clock. The service last j which occurred in January; special
A. M., Stonington 6.25, Nortli haven 7 25
Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
Sunday was interesting and helpful leature, Blanche Crockett; song
Keep the bowels open and take
land about 9 ?«».
Phyllis Duncan.
and well attended.
Return—Leaves Rockland ac Lou r. m.,
Owing to the illness of Rev Mr.
BROWN
’
S
RELIEF
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3 30 St ,iTEL. 1076
Tel. 106-R
Ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s
Mother (teaching alphabet)—“Now, Huse, the Sunday services will be
ROCKLAND
bland about 6 00 P. M
on arising and retiring
dear, what comes after O?” Child— somewhat curtailed, but church 39 UNION ST.
B. H. STINSON
127Stf
school and the young people's meeting
Norway Medicine Co.
1-tf
130-tf
“Yeah!”
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PILES

Light Trucking

DR. JAMES KENT

Walter Dorgan

Every-Other Day
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(Where shall Oj,merica turn1?

“THERE’S NO PLACE

LIKE HOME’’
HENRY T. EWALD, Pres. Campbell-Ewald Company

Men look at the weakened structure of business in “our poor little rich
country” and wonder what industry can supply the stimulus for
recovery.

Perhaps, if we turn our eyes away from brooding factories, stores
and office buildings to the 30,000,000 homes of the nation, we shall
find the answer to some of our problems “right in our own back*

yards.” For America has travelled a curious circle away from home

and back again during a single generation.
Not so long ago, when we said “There's no place like home,’* we

spoke and thought of the beauty, comfort and family ties of that

dearest place on earth. Then came "prosperity”—and with it a
gradual “flight from home.**
Father, when he didn’t “stay at the club,” found himself returning
more and more frequently to a household from which other members
had flown. Almost imperceptibly the old familiar saying took on a

new meaning. It became literally true—There was no place like home.
The deeper significance of that word disappeared from the con*

sciousness of tens of thousands of families.

Then came depression.

And now the circle of our wanderings

is completed.
Somewhat reluctantly at first—but with a growing feeling of relief,

tranquillity and enjoyment—the American family has come back home.
Once more they are saying, "There’s no place like home,” and genu*

inely meaning it. But—are they going to stay?

"tr

☆

☆

It is up to individual fathers and mothers on the one hand—and the

great forces of the building industry on the other—to make American
homes more livable—to realize that the home of 1900 will no longer

suffice for the family of 1933 —to modernize tbe home by installing some
of the wonderful comforts of this new day. For our American homes

are by no means as modem as we like to think.
Less than 22% of rural and village homes, for example, have

bathtubs—and, surprising as it may seem, only 68% of city homes

can boast this common necessity.
Approximately 85% of homes in most communities are urgendy

in need of painting, decorating, repairing or alterations.

Less than 20% of the wired homes of the United States enjoy
the comfort and utility of keless refrigeration.
The number of oil burners in use is even smaller, for less than

4% of American homes are equipped with this modern type of heating.

As for that vital new development, Air Conditioning, scientifically*
cooled homes in sweltering summer months are virtually unknown.

And yet, some say “Our American job is finished!” Who can doubt
the almost universal desire for these improvements—or overlook the

significance,from an economic standpoint,of theaituation confronting

us? In the hearts of our people the greatest revival of home interest

in a generation! The most wonderful home comforts and luxuries of
all time! And thirty milfion American homes waiting forthem!

☆

pa

☆

☆

Here is opportunity—a-direct challenge to the finest brains of industry
t

—and a market holding rich rewards for those with the will and drill
to supply the need.

The die-hard depressionists will ask, "Yes, bnt what are people
going to use formoney?” The answer is, America is facing depression
—but America is not beggared. We have lost much—but we have not

lost per capita wealth far beyond any other nation on earth—nor a

payroll greater even today than all Europe combined—nor skilled
man-power and industrial equipment unequalled anywhere inthe world.
The real question is: Have we lost courage—initiative—ingenuity?

And that is a question, not for the public, but for builders in every line.
And salesmen. And advertising men, perhaps, most of all.
For the big task of the building industry today, and of all other
industries seeking buyers, is to overcome Apathy with Advertising.
Advertising is equal to the task. It will improve tbe present and make

great the future for those businesses which employ it wisely. But it
must be good Advertising—burrowing deep into the consciousness of

the people—soundly planned, ably prepared, well directed.
The words," Let’s get busy! ” must supplant “ What’s the use? ” as a
national slogan—a policy of do something must replace a policy of

nothing—at least among those who hope to hold leadership tomorrow.
America is coming back! What industry can lead the way ? Where

shall America turn for stimulus to recovery? Here is one suggestion:

There's no place like homel

a •*
i-
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THOMASTON

"AUNT CALLIE'S" 103d

CAMDEN

SOVIET SEEKS GOLD
LOST IN BAIKAL SEA

A FAMOUS MAN

Every-Other-Day

TOWN SPURNS NEW

Th" annual meeting of the CamCOSTLY POST OFFICE
At thc Thursday evening meeting Birthday of Stockton Springs den District Nursing Association wih
VER sixty years
z
, be held at st. Thomas parish house
of the Baptist Church it was voted to
V7 ago Dr
Dr. Pierce,
Woman Who ls Related j^Yat 4 p
entertain the Lincoln Baptist Quar
whose picture apFights Expense and Town’s
terly meeting Peb. 22.
Capt. Curtis Weed is in New York
pears herc. placed in
To Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy
Loss of Rent.
Fred Hinckley is spending a few
citv on a business trip.
Bandits’ Loot Believed
ek"
all tbe drug stores
days in Boston
Guy Freethy of Sargentville is
of
this
country
his
Mrs.
Caroline
Staples
Berry,
better
Sunk With Vessel.
Rev. H S. Kilborn has bought the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wil
Favorite Prescrip
Southampton, L. I.—This village
known as "Aunt Callie." Stockton bur. Sea street.
Carrie Watts house at Mill River.
tion for women suf does not want a new post office,
Mrs. Charles Smith reTurnsd from Springs' oldest resident and one of
Berlin.—Reports of an Immense
Mrs. Marston Beverage entertained
fering from weaken nnd, If it can help it. will not have
Bangor Thursday afternoon. Mrs
°?deatln Maine. observed her the Twilight Twelve this week.
treasure of gold, lying on the bot
ing cramps, monthly one under any conditions.
Smilh was called there several davs 103d birthday Jan. 19 at her home
Mrs. L. W. Hart will be hostess to tom of the Baikal aea ln Siberia, sickness, headaches, backaches, hot
Southampton, center of one of
ago by the illness of Edward Biggins with her daughter-in-law. Mrs Wi.- the Monday Club next week.
have caused a sensation among flashes. Women of all ages testify to
Long
Island's exclusive summer re
Mrs. Edith Hathorn was a visitor1 'ard M. Berry, where she has lived foi
its
merits.
What
it
has
done
for
Winnifred Conley, district deputy Russian emigrants lo Berlin.
Thursday with Mrs. Susie Davis of 36 Vcarsothers, it should do for you. Try it sort colonies, thinks its present
rrand
matron,
assisted
by
Oeitrule
The
gold
treasure
is
declared
to
She was very happy as she graciRockport who is ill.
now! This is one of Nature's reme post office is good enough, and
Morrow as marshal. Installed the offi
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Robbins of curly received callers and enjoyed the cers of Orient Chapter. O.E.S.. at have been sunk In the Baikal sea dies composed of roots and herbs and Mayor J, Foster Terr.v nnd tho
28
years
ago
and
allegedly
be

Bath were in town Friday to attend «<>»'«*•
cards- telegrams and
contains no alcohol.
town's four trustees, Elmer Van
gifts, including a beautifulfy decoratla‘’
longed partly to the Russian royal
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the funeral services of Edward Big
Brunt, Robert E. Hubbard, Lewis
Mrf.
A
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Worthing
entertained
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ed cake. In her enthusiasm she re
family and partly to the Russian Dr, Pierre's Clinic in Buffalo. N. Y.
gins. late of Bangor.
E. Downs and Lathain R. Reed,
Fiiday Reading Club this week.
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that
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State
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Rev Peter Franklin returned Fri
Annual installation of Seasid'
told Secretary of the Treasury Og
day from Washington. D. C.. where
one
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ever
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A
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.
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and
com for
Chapter, O.E.S.. Monday evening,
ROCKPORT
bank
in
Moscow
a
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time
ago
he went to attend a conference of
The
-n,e officers will be installed by Belle
terms.
Anglican prison chaplains
and ccmc °“ Ine mam ureti oi ure >i.
Rorkland oast distric
and told a fantastic story about the
priests in institutional work wocl-i Me under the constant care of the Frost of RockUnd past am.
Instead of relieving unemploy
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Heald and ;
treasure. Although the Soviet au
ated with the Cathedral of sam; 1 daughter-in-law. Aunt Callie has reI .
• ... ‘ blv
be held a'
Mrs. Donald Thomas of Camden1 ment Southampton feels that the
thorities
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the
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ceived the attention that has preMasonic Assemblywin bc neia a.
Peter and Paul of that city.
cret it now has leaked out that not were recent guests of Mr and Mrs. expenditure of $110,000, which wns
N F Andrews. Thomas R McPhail served her lovable disposition, bright Masonic hall r.ext Thursday evening only has an expedition located the Charles Rhodes. Jr.
appropriated nt the last session of
ar.d happy thoughts of youth te with Mr. and Mrs. F.nlay Calder. Mr
and Dr Allyne Peabody attended the mind
All-day session of the Farm Bu- congress for the erection of a new
the
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ever
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Mrs.
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Brewster
and
Mr
.
treasure,
but
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has
even
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hearing at Augusta Thursday on pro
Small of stature, alert tn action and and Mrs Harold.Nash in charge,
covered . a considerable amount of ; reau will be held Jan. 31 at the home j post office, would not only Increase
hibition and other matters.
Mrs William Winslow will entei- the gold. It Is now hoped that Mos j of Mrs. B H. Paul, subject. "Chair' the financial burdens of the federal
with
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use
of
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faculties,
except
Services at the Federated Church
j Caning.”
government, but would result In in
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meet
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afterncon
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j
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9 45; morning service at 11. subject.
Barbour. State nurses, have been in ent building, "erected by the vil
.tome on Mountain street
"The Simplicity of the Oood Life.” on local history.
:own this week in the interest of a lage primarily for the post ofllcc,”
Tne attraction at the Comique The the bottom of the sea.
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Bandits
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Sea.
toxoid clinic which they plan to j Mayor Terry told Mr. Mills, brings
atre for Monday and Tuesday will be
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!
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and
Own."
Russia seemed inevitable. Czar
Funeral services for Leslie Smith.
James Brown who has been ill at Nicholas therefore ordered all stale I schools and complete arrangements. ed. would cost the government 86.58. were held at the Cushing funeral these experiences have teen favorite
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Washington
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Miss Grace Parker of West Rock 000 a year to operate, and "render
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banks ln Siberia to transport their
While
ancestry- in
car. is convalescing Mrs Brown is new gold to the state bank In Peters port was a dinner guest Monday of it necessary to increase the village
son ot Justin and Ida iDodge» Smith
While her
her ancestry
in Main?
M
taxes to make up this loss of rev
of Ellsworth. He was married to Miss ’ be traced back to 1660 and the Staples ill and under the care of Mrs Mil- burg. because hc feared that the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes. Jr.
enue."
Kate Sidensparker of this town. The family were among the carhes dred Sheldon. R. N
Mrs.
Lottie
Gregory
of
Rockland
Japanese might seize the money.
familv moved later to Portland which -'rttlcrs at Port Pownall. she a shor
Chester Hansen, clerk in Prank L
Mr. Terry said that the village
was
a
caller
Wednesday
on
Mrs.
F.
A regiment of Cossacks escorted
has since been their home. Mr. Smith time ago remarked to the writer that Kennedy’s store, ls confined to thc
had been opposed to the construc
A Peterson.
the
gold
transport.
When
they
met with a fall several years ago 1 she dreaded publicity Whenpromisd house by illness,
Friends of Dr. L A Ellis will be tion ever since It flrst had heen pro
which injured his spine and affected that family history would be left for
The Lions Musical ^c presented reached a small bridge nt the : glad to learn that he has returned posed, about four years ago.
him menully. In October. 1932. he future events, she alked freely and i„ the opera house Thursday- and Baikal sea. they were attacked by frrnn Community Hospital and is
Resides writing a letter of tirowas taken to Augusta where he died became very friendly-Belfast Jour- , Friday evenings drew large and de- a gang of bandits, who had learned naking very satisfactory progress test to Mr, Mills, Mr. Terry sent a
lighted audiences. The entire P' * of the secret transport. The ban [ toward recovery, being now able to letter to Dr. Nicholas Murray But
He is survived by his wife and three naldaughters. Viola. Mildred and BarMrs Caroline Berry is an own ceeds will go to the Camden Relief dits were much better armed and J dt up a greater part of each day.
bara
of Association
The affair wasLions
sponsored
At the Baptist Church Sunday i ler. president of Columbia univer
bara. aa sister
sister. Genevra
Oenevra Rav
Ray of
of RockRock cousin of Mrs.g A. M. Berry,
Qf mother
Llmcrock
thf cg^^.R^kport
Club outnumbered the Cossacks, all of
morning the pastor. Rev. G. F. Cur-1 sity, who has summer residence
whom were killed.
land, and several brothers. Rev. J. C.
under the direction of Stephen
MaeDcrald of Rr?k!and. cfflciatedi at street. Rockland,
The gold bars were brought ■ rier. will preach at the 11 o'clock near the village, requesting his
Gushee
---the funeral services. The bearers
aboard a little steamer, to he icrvlce from the subject. "Forgive help in "stopping this project."
WARRFN
The Philathea class of the Baptist
The mayor declared thnt tbe vil
Us Our Debts;" special music by the
were Arnie Smith. Lvnwood Smith.
mucuChurch
will hold a food sale at the shipped to the dug-out of the ban : rhoir and children's story. This lage did not believe the construc
John Bourne ouu
and George Sidendits. During the voyage, a terrific
Sidensparker.Interment
was ln theThe joint installation of officers of
More of Carleton.French A- Co., Satstorm broke out. which the obso I service will be preceded by the tion of a new post office building
Sidensparker lot in the Thomaston Georges River Lodge. K. of P.. and urday
,
v
:nurch school at 10; BY.P.U. meetcemetery.
Sent Temple. PS. which was set
The State of Maine car tank was lete steamer could not withstand. .ng at 6. subject. "What Good Is Our would help the town's unemployed,
At the same time, the bandits be Jhurch Doing?" leader. Miss Mona since the “contractor would come
here
this
week
distributing
fish
at
the
The remains of Edward Biggins of for Jan. 27. was postponed indefinitely
gan quarreling about the distribu ' Stahl: evening praise service at 7. from outside and bring his own
Bangor were received here Thursday j because of illness among those to be Maine State Fish Hatchery.
labor.”
Funeral services for Charles Dyer tion of the booty.
' sermon. “Christ's Resolution for
and interment made In the Thomas- installed
weslev Spear, who has been 111. is »ere held Fridav afternoon from
While the men were engaged In Healing;" prayer service Thursday
ton cemetery Friday afternoon. The
- - in
- H
Good
Leroywas
A a fierce fight, the steamer suddenly evening at 7. subject. "The Promise Monkeys Startle Town
funeral services were -held
Bangor reported'■ improving
- __ s funeral parlors. Rev.
burial
and prayer was offered at the home of • John Connell is substituting at the Campbc.i officiating, and bu
began to sink. Nearly all of the of God." followed by choir rehearsal.
After Escaping Circus
Mrs Walter Currier bv Rev. Fr Har- First National Store here for Michael in the Mountain Street cemetery
Thc B.Y.P.U. will hold a social
crew were lost. Only three men
Upper
Darby, Pa. — Monkeys
Friday
evening
at
the
church
with
rington of Rockland The bearers Halligan. who has been ill from the
succeeded in escaping.
SPRUCE HEAD
an excellent program and a good perched atop telegraph poles, ran
were five brothers of the late Mrs. grippe.
8wtarg to Story's Truth.
Biggins. Horace Warwjek. Henry.
Miss Grace Lawrence. R. N.. was in
into basements, peered into bed
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater has re
The man. who has told this story time for all.
A practice meeting for the retir room windows and Jumped on
Chester and Edward Vose. Mr Big- Bowdoinham Thursday to attend a turned home from Waban. Mass, to the Russian officials, claims to
gins was well known in eastern Maine toxoid clinic.
where she has had employment for be one of the three bandits who ing and newly-elected officers of housetops in this quiet town.
He was head waiter at thc Bangor
George Wiley, with Leon Wotton. several weeks.
Harbor Light Chapter has been
A negro ran from a store base
succeeded ln rescuing themselves,
House for 25 years, and at the Pe- Charles Watts. Vesper Rokes. Maurice
E. N. Shea entertained Mr. and lie has declared under oath that called for Wednesday at 7.30 sharp, ment shouting. “Monkeys! The
nobscot Exchange for 20 years, and Watts and Austin Wiley and four
John McKenzle and Mr and
preparatory to the installation place Is full of them,or I'm crazy!”
which will take place on the fallow
in thc course of that time he served pairs of horses and seven yoke of „„ Norman Drinkwater at his home bis story is true.
A man telephoned police ln a
Tlie
Soviets
at
once
began
inves

many distinguished people, including oxen Wednesday moved the Hahn Wednesdav evening last week.
ing evening.
Thc Ladies' Circle of the Baptist rather apologetic voice:
President Taft and President Theo- house just across the road from the
clifford Elwell of White Head Coast j tigating the matter. Divers were
“I may be wrong, but there seein
dore Roosevelt Mr. Biggins was an Qeorge Wiley place
Guard Station recently spent 24-hour J sent down to the bottom of the Church will meet Wednesday at the
annual visitor in Thomaston. He is
Mrs. Blanche Peabody and son Eu- leave here with his family.
Baikal sen. where they allegedly church parlors in an all-day session to he hundreds of monkeys run
ning around on Sixty-ninth street.”
survived by a sister Mrs. Frank Rcb- gene who have been 111 are now able
Mrs Frank Wall and Mrs. Harry succeeded ln finding the remains of | for sewing.
bins of Bath
' to be out again.
Miss Nellie Freethy has returned
The skeptical police sergeant ad
Allard were recent visitors at the the sunken steamer and even some
Mrs Alfred Hill 58. died in RockMrs Roland Thompson of Friend- home of Mrs James Barnes.
of the gold bars. The Soviets now to her home at Brookiin after a visit vised :
land Thursday. She was a native of ship is spending this week with her
“That’s all right, old fellow. Yon
Albert Maker continues quite 111 nre said to he making feverish at with her sister Mrs Etta Carter.
Appleton but with her husband had sister. Mrs Mansfield Rcbinson.
The Sphinx Class will hold a Just go home and get some sleep
at his home on Millett Hill
tempts
to
lift
the
steamer
with
its
resided for eight years in ThomasThe degree staff of Warren Lodge,
nickel entertainment and social' and you’ll he all right."
Mrs Maude Shea entertained the
ton The remains will be taken to I o O F., will work the second degree Bridge Club at her home Friday eve cargo of inestimable value.
•lext Monday evening at the Metho
Then an early morning workman
Union where funeral services will be Monday evening at Knox Lodge. I. O. ning Special guests were Carl God-;
dist vestry
called to report the haseinent of a
held Sunday at the Methodist Church, o. F in Rockland. Supper at 6 33.
Mrs.
Lovina
Mann
who
has
been
U. S. Border Is Crossed
Mrs Hill ls survived by her husband
>encusly ill is reported as lmprov- store “full of wild animals."
A woman called nnd explained
and four grandchildren.
after having kept house for Mrs. Flora garet Elwell and Mrs Norman Drink- j
by 48,311,328 in Year ng. She is being cared far by Mrs
thnt a monkey had attempted to
Rev. H. S. Kilborn has returned Peabody several weeks during the lat water were recent visitors in Rock-1
Washington.—The Labor depart Nellie Alexander.
from
ter's absence in Boston and vicinity.
visit in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Charles Ewell is seriously ill enter her half-opened bedroom win
ment revealed that 48.318,392 peo
• • • •
Dinner guests Wednesday of Mrs land
dow.
, st her home on Church street.
Mrs
Stanley
Simmons
spent
the
|
ple-aliens
and
citizens
—
crossed
ur
The Congregational ladies' circle Benjamin Watts were Mrs. Flora PeaMembers and guests to the numBy this time thc “monkey busi
weekend
on
White
Head,
guest
of
her
i
attempted
to
cross
the
American
will meet at the horn'- of Mrs. Richard body. Mrs. Byron Hurder and Mrs
i per of 26 were present at the meet- ness" had become serions for the
daughter
Mrs.
Milledge
Randall
borders during the year ended June
O Elliot next Tuesday with supper at Alice Cook.
Mrs Merrill Simmons is making 30. Only 7.064 of this army were ng of the Johnson Society Wednes- police, und the hunt begau.
6 o'clock Do not take dishes.
Miss Mildred Moody. Miss Hazel
i lay evening at the M E. vestry.
They found the creatures perched
good
recovery
from
the
ill
turn
which
denied admission.
Seals for the operetta "Dream Keller and Charles Higgins of RockSupper was served at 6.30. Games
Boat" will be checked at McDonald's land spent Wednesday afternoon s“e suffered a week ago.
lu a report to Secretary Doak. I and jig saw puzzles occupied the on electric light signs, hovering In
doorways, shivering from the cold,
Feb 1. Work on costumes is nowf with Mrs Helen Maxey.
has been In attendance,
Commissioner General Harry E. I remainder of the evening.
going forward rapidly under direction Among those who attended the
Mrs. Callie Morrhl was dinner gu Hull of tlie Immigration bureau said
E. S Merrill is confined to his huddled In haseinent entrances and
hanging to tree limbs. They had
of the following head? of committees' funeral services for the late Orrin Suncay of Mrs E
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette of those who cross the Mexican and j dome from an attack of grippe.
escaped from a cage which was
a'sistcd by parents of the school chll-1 Woodcock Tuesday at Cushing were
Mrs
Maria
Knight
is
steadily
rcCanadian
borders
cause
the
most
dren: Queen and Princesses. Mrs. Rev. H. I Holt. Miss Marv Wyl’le and Ash Point spent Wednesday evening trouble. The Ineligible alien aud j covering from her recent illness, al- consigned to an Indoor circus open
with Mr and Mrs Norman Drink-;
Allyn” Peabody; Brownies. Mrs P E William H. Russell
ing here.
the alien smuggler also were de I though still confined to the bed.
Ann Norwood, daughter of Mr. and water.
Averill; Indians. Mrs. Enoch Clark;
Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh and Inill from
Mrs Grace York and Mrs. Lillian scribed as serious factors.
Pirates. Mrs. Mills; Fairies. Miss • Mrs Leroy Norwood.
son returned Friday from Com- Light Keeper Plans to
Rackliff were hostesses to the Bridge
Allens questioned by immigra |! fant
Elizabeth Washburn; Puck. Mrs. Ed- chicken pox.
munity Hospital.
Club
Thursday
night
at
the
latter's
tion
inspectors,
chiefly
at
Detroit,
ward Newcombs; Night Moths. Mrs
Ralph Crockett returned to his
A*, the Sunday morning service
Celebrate Resignation
as uiciuaii
fireman at the
mill Fridav
home Mrs J. B. Drinkwater and j Buffalo, Niagara Falls and El Paso, it thc Methodist Church. Rev. F. F.
.virt-i
it D.
Adifkiiik; nuncio,
nuirv ao
uiu min
ritua> -----Marie
B QiHKtl
Singer;, Talking
Flowers, work
Charlevoix, Mich.—Dominick Gal
Miss Alice Collamore Mrs Martha after being absent the irrcater part of Mrs. Norman Drinkwater were spe-1 during the year numbered 22.862.6ti7 Fowle will use as his sermon sub
clal guests.
lagher, lighthouse keeper on Beaver
Carter has charge of the ticket sell-! the week because of illness.
Raymond Rackliff went gunning on nnd citizens quizzed totaled 2fl.9Q*l.. ject. "Where Are You" and his eve- island, who has visited the mainland
Interested Warren citizens are re
ing and Miss Elizabeth Tobie and
022. Besides these 915,012 alien ! ning topic. "Challenge;” Sunday
Mrs. Hildred McLeod arc busy manu minded of the meeting at Masonic Ragged Mountain on a recent Fridav seamen and 333,160 citizen seamen : tchool at 11.45; Epworth League at of Michigan only four times in his
hall in Union Monday
fur- with his dogs. When he got ready to
______ of ______
___________________
, eveping
-§p_ „ _to___
facturing a profusion
flowers.
1 6: all-day session ladies' Aid on 32 years of service. Is planning a
La «' Wednesdal a sui’rrise was ther thc proposed Georges Valley Pike come home one dog was missing He were examined.
Wednesday; prayer meeting Thurs trip to the Gulf of Mexico to cele
A
total
of
35.567
aliens
who
carried out at thc home of Mrs. Delora between Belmont and Warren. George waited around a while but the dog
day evening, beginning a series of brate his recent resignation. Three
wished
to
live
In
the
United
States
Keene bv a party of friends from Nichols of Camden, president of the failed to come out of thc woods and
j talks on The Apostles' Creed.
of Gallagher's four trips off the
Rockland. Picnic lunch was served Knox-Waldo selectmen's association Mr Rackliff came home without him. were admitted. The others ques
Miss Alice Steward Is confined to island were occasioned by the
bv Mr: Annie West and Mrs. Hattie to preside. Supper for attending per- Saturday morning when Mr Rackliff tioned were tourists or persons who I her home this week by illness.
deaths of relatives, thc fourth by nn
Ames The event was given in honor
sons at 7 o'clock.
went outeto his car there was the dog. cross to nearby border points for va
The Trytohelp Club will hold its
of Mrs. Eliza Sawyer who has been
Miss Dorothy Hebert, Bryan Robin- !»•'** asleep. Quite a long hike from
rious purposes, but live in Canada j regular meeting Monday evening in operation.
caring for Mrs Keene since her acson. Herbert Thomas. Mrs Hannah Ragged Mountain to Spruce Head,
or Mexico.
I thc church parlors.
Splinter Kills Man
cident last fall, when she fell andj Spear and Verna Robinson are ill
The Immigration border patrol
Mrs. Orra Burns is at the heme of
broke her arm. The day was made ' from grippe
Pichcr, Okla.—C. F. Potter, seven
ORFF'S CORNER
during the year captured 22,735 in her sister. Mrs. Doris Flowers, in
very pleasant bv Mrs Keene and en-, Evelyn Wotton. daughter of Mr.
ty, was chopping wood. A flying
Mr and Mrs. W. A Jackson were eligible aliens, an increase of 231 Camden during the latter's Illness.
joyed by all In thc company were and Mrs. Leon Wotton has chicken
The Johnson Society will meet splinter severed an artery in his
guests
Sundav
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
3.
over
the
previous
year,
and
149
Mrs.. Keene. Mrs Sawyer. Mrs. J. E. pox.
Wednesday evening at the home of leg. Neighbors found him sitting
in St George
smugglers were arrested.
Beggs. Mrs. Hattie Ames. Mrs Annie
Mrs. Oertrude Starrett has been Leonard
Mrs. Emma Torrey.
on a log, dead from loss of blood.
Frank Morris and Mr. and Mrs. VerWest. Mrs Clara Pendleton and Mrs. | employed a few days at the home of
Charks Dalrymple* Mrs. Dalrymple 1 ard WaLs a".d
^,'n’
F M. Beggs
■ - - Hbeing ill from gripoe
} v Louise of Tenants Harbor were din Pension From Carnegie
UNION
Services at thc Baptist Church and two children
Goes to Lloyd George
Sunday: Church school at 9 45; mornTen children received the final ln- ner guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs.
Crow Is Victor in
A pageant "Evangels of the New
irg worship at 11. when the pa'-or's oculatlon for diphtheria Wednesday Kenneth Elwell.
London.—David Lloyd George,
,,.v home of Mrs. Alzada„
Margaret and George Cuthberson
Day"
will
be
given
at
the
Methodist
Battle With Hawk
subject will be "Thc Inner Life;" afternoon at the
Britain's "Grand Old Man” of the Church Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
Christian Endeavor at 6 p. m : at 7.30 Simmons. This clinic was held for
tlle’rs'£ter ^*rs
Shamokin,
Pa.—A battle be
war,
receives
a
pension
of
$10.0110
A cast of 30 members will be assist
the topic "Open windows through the benefit of those who were ill last Raymond Jackson.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell and yearly from the United States, ac ed by the choir. Everyone is invi cd! tween a erow and a chicken
which we behold the Soul of Christ." j week and unable to attend.
hawk In midair interested road
daughter Beatrice spent Sunday in cording to Everyman.
fa attend.
Music for the morning service will be: i
workers engaged in repairing
Lloyd George and John Burns. It
Tenant's Harbor.
Anthem. "In Him Was Life.”
WEST ROCKPORT
the highway over Cameron
Mrs. Hannan of Union has returned is claimed, are Carnegie political The Longest Trip in Czechoslovakia
Schnccker; ladies' trio. "Blessed Are
home after a visit with her daughter pensioners.
mountuin near here.
The longest trip in Czechoslovakia
the Pure In Heart." Hodges; contralto
The Mission Circle met wilh Mrs Mrs Harold Orff.
The crow surprisingly won
When Andrew Carnegie became is from Prague to Jastna. but it is
solo. "Be Not Afraid." Bertrand- Inez
Varney
Thursday
afternoon.
______
Thc Boys' 4-H Club met at the home a British Radical and controlled one of the finest ln Europe, and for
the battle, according to the wit
Brown Mis Lydia Tracv Storer: re
The Tuesday Club meeting this of the lead"r Friday evening and re- several Radical newspapers, he I, that reason is taken by tourists.
sponse. ladies' voices, "Higher Yet.” week
nesses.
was with Mrs. Leman Oxton organized for another year with these
rid air. At 7.30 "An Evening of Next
When they first saw the unus
said to have endowed four Rad Jaslna is at the eastern end of the re-]
week
they
meet
with
Misses
officers: Kenneth Elwell, Jr., presi
Music" will be presented by Clark's Bernice and Grace Parker.
public and at thc gates of eastern
ual conflict, the hawk was pur
dent: Junior Ralph, vice president; icals. Two of them are Lloyd Europe for thc appearance of thc
Little Syirihony Orchestra Mrs.
suing the crow. Suddenly the
Leach who is at home from Roy Ralph, secretary Another meet- George and John Burns. The other
Lydia T Storer will sing Llddlc's hisHarold
people, thc little wooden churches
erow circled above the hawk and
duties at the Rockland
.. and North
,, ing is to be held this Saturday aft- two were the late Lord Morle.v and and the primitive life already re
“Abide With Me."
dropped on Its hack.
National Bank for a time, recently crn0on when Miss Ruth Clark? county the late Thomas Burt, who was a minds one that Russia Is not far away.
fare down the old cooper-shop on club agcnt
From this vanl -.’e point it
member of parliament. Burns re The trip itself Is notable for you pass
Strout Insurance Agency West street. It Ls the last of a num Thc Happy Workers:' 4-H Club held ceives $5,000 annually.
pecked nt the haw! < head. The
Brno, and if you sit on the left side of
ber
ot
such
buildings
owned
by
thc
J. Walter Ktrnnt
Alfred M. Stroot
larger bird shook off its tor
their meeting Jan. 21 with eight mem
the railway carriage you will in Slo
Knox Cooperage Co. that formerly bcrs
nt The hLs ukj
f
mentor. The crow maneuvered
Insurance In all its branches
Ancient Palace Found
vakia
have
the
beauty
of
the
moun

did a thriving business In the manu- cooking-housekeeping
eookini-housekeenlnff project
nroteet made
made
hack to Its position • i the hawk.
Stockholm.—The remains of a tains for many miles, the high Tatras
Probate Ronds
Notary Pohllt facturc of limecasks.
soup for the dinner. The sewing girls
Again It peeked steadily until
Mrs Veda Brown was recently workcd on holdcrs and buttonh$les. two-thousand-year-old palace con give a tourist a desire to stop in there
Vinal Building. Phone 158
the bird of prey dropped.
taining 40 large rooms has been someday, especially if he gets a
absent from her duties as teacher Ml£S clark CQunt club
t
110 MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME. here for one day because of illness.
The workers found the hawk
discovered in Mexico by a Swedish glimpse of the Huculcs. the pictur
Mrs. Leola Mann of Rockport sub?
1 ‘hC CXt
dead. It measured 2',4 feel from
explorer, Dr. Slgvaid t.lnne. accord esque mountaineers who live there.
stituted for her.
lng' Jan'
wing tip to wing tip. The crow
A surprise party was given Maude ing to a report recently published
Screened Soft Lump Ccal
• • • •
Mr. Insull says he left Chicago for
was a medium-sized representa
B. Ralph on the anniversary of her In Stockholm. This remarkable find Ills health. If only that guy had got
$9.00
tive of its kind.
School Notes
birthday. Wednesday evening, at the was pnearthed at San Juan, Tcoti- sick ten years ago.—Bellingham
These pupils have not been absent, home of Mrs. Marjorie Ralph. The liuacan, near Mexico City.
i
Wash,
i
Herald.
SMOKELESS SOFT COAL S9.59 or tardy far a month: Sylvia Heald time was passed in playing cards, and
Fox Hound* Lost in Sand
George Grcenrosc. Carolyn Andrews, refreshments were served. Those
LUMPY SOFT. 87.50
During a fox bunt In Lleyn,
Dorothy Keller. Curtis Weed and I present were Mf and Mrs Fred
Wales, hounds ran a fox Into the
COKE. 810.50
Conduct Commended
Sidney Andrews,
Burnes and daughters Mllllcent and
sandhills. Three valuable dogs dug
Tongue
twister:
"Chris
Crlasey's
IIAItl) COAL, $13.50
Thc ftxth and eighth grades have Shirley. Mrs. N. W. Rines, Harold
Yield quicker to bo deep Into the snnd thnt they were
bern making maps of thc United Ralph and children Ronald. Helen car crosses crossings cautiously,
BLUE COAL. 814 50
double action of covered and were lost for three
Stales.
and Greta. Miss Beulah Day, Clyde conserving Chris Crlasey's corpus."
days. After many hours huntsmen
The winners in the spelling contest! Vannah. Mrs. Nettie Brown. Mrs. After you have learned this, emulate
J. B. PAULSEN
and farmers succeeded In tunneling
are Cora Russell, Arlene Keller Marjorie Ralph. Mr and Mrs Willis constantly Chris Crlssey’s cautious
lEL. TIIOMAS'Ion K4 '
nearly ]«) feet into (he ban.ili.iu
Cal..1)11 Aluhctt.-., Dahici AhdictV. Ralph alht (Uligliler Janice, to,-hard, crossings.—Boston Transcript.
STAINLESS now, if you prefer
and Clark Andrews.
Roy and Junior Ralph.
finding two of the hound* filhe,
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Children's Colds

VMs»u«
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In Everybody’s Column ♦
FOR SALE

Advertluementi ln thia column not to» ♦
exceed throe lines Inserted once for 25 |
cents, three tlmea fo- j0 cents Addl- «
tional lines five cents each for one time
RIFLE for sale. Antique. Spencer 56
10 cents for three times. Six words
i calibre, model 1862 blue steel, six shot;
make a line.
I weight ten pounds; mechanically per(■fect;; one of the lirst repeating nttes
made ln U. 8. Apply C W CARVER
28 Crescent 8t____________________ 11-13

LOST AND FOUND

THE E. J. DAVIS place on Summer Bt.
Is for sale. All modern, heated garage.
R U. COLLINS. Real Estate. 375 Main
St.. Rockland.
149-tl
LUMP soft coal. $7.50; screened. $9 50;
hsrd ennl, <13.50 coke $10 50
J R
PAULSEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
12-tf
COUNTERS, show cases and scales for
sale. MRS ANNIS. 154 Union St., corner
Willow.
11’n

TIRE COVER lost Saturday, stamped*
with Three Crow Brand trade mark. Re
I
ward. JOHN BIRD CO . Rockland
10-12
FOURTEEN FT. dory lost, lead color. I
top streak yellow. CHARLES BURKE.
Spruce head__
11-13
RED female fox hound lost; gray on ;
back of neck
Reward
CAPT B V H D CRIE Tel. 83 Thomaston or 744
WALL. Pearl St.. Caindcn
10*12 Rockland
12-14
ROOSEVELT 8 cylinder coupe for sale.
In good condition, privately owned, best
' of care. Tel 83 Thomaston or 744 Rock
land. Can be seen at Thomaston Oarage
H D CRIE_______________________ 12-14
TWO FAMILY house on Lake Avenue
“■*’*’***'*•**■*'•*'•
for sale, has toilet, and electric
NEW MILCH heifer wanted
H D . lights, three fireplaces, first class conCRIE. Tel 83 Thomaston or 744 Rock- dltlon Inside and out. Large barn, about
land.
12-14 I two acres of field, and two acres pasture.
~WOMAN
wXwam
♦ i,—T---------;------ I Can be sold at low price on rent plan.
wanted to takecharge of our v v sttidi ey 283 Mnm st Tri man
Personal StationeryBusiness. PIERCE V f STUDLfc'• 283 M8ln
Tel 108°.
PRESS Holden. Mass
12* it
su
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS st all times.
PLAT TOP desk with drawers both Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
sides wanted: also three drawer letter
1-tf
file cheap and good condition
Write
Por Sale: VALUES New Just Opened:
giving full particulars and price. P O.
BOX 336. Camden
12*14 1 The Pint of Its kind ln Maine. A CASH
MAN
with
& CARRY Orsln Store, with Drprnslon
Unp^Jf
] P™0' Methods: CARIOAD-LOTb Direct
Ina
tn
the West to YOU. NO MIDDLEmfn *2^7.0
h’iKLW !ly f?.r. * MEN One Partner last week drove 40

WANTED

%n^omer s

‘n'2e2't Mlles lnrt saved •'OOO

W('

“

allies
A Tman
PURE 20' ■
Rollon In our Large
ou red A Addres^ORAND iinton twa
Mixers for Another Farmer.
241 Confess S’'*'» own Formula. He SAVED *6 50 Per
CO.. 241 Congress St. Portland. Maine
Ton
Hc bought 2 Tons and Saved
--------------------------------------------------- n*10 J13 00 on his load. Still another, bought
DELIVERY ROUTE MAN with car to< a ton of EGO Mash and saved MOO.
supply famous line of household goods ■ Another Dairyman gained 2 <|ts of
to Steady customers Must be satisfied MILK per Cow per day alter feeding our
with $27.50 a week at start. Write AL- PURE 20'. Dairy Ration tor only one
BERT MILLS. Route Mgr. 2220 Mon- ! week The Gain from the extra Yield,
mouth. Cincinnati, O.
12*lt i paid Jor__aU HIS FEED FREE Why wait
tor TAXES to come down, they will
I eventually, but you can pay them now
tl
j with the savings made here today, and
EVERY WEEK Some extra Specials for
all this week: Fine Granulated Sugar 10
lb. Cotton Bags lor 43c Occident Flour
74c, Plllabury's Best 68c. Fancy All• **—-* — ***<******• Round Flours. Stover's Pride 53c. Kid
STORE to let. middle section of Stud Glove 49c. White Rose 43c. Fancy Corn
lev Block. Main St. 18 ft. front, two 79c Per Bag The Lowest Price Ever Re.
Wc carry a complete Hue of
entrances, flrst class condition, inlaid corded
linoleums, beam celling. »25 month V. FEEDSTUFF'S and do Custom Mixing.
Cut Prices on Everything
Make 1933
F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
_________
4-tf work for THEE Your DOLLARS will
double tn value here
Now Booking
TWO rooms to let for light housexeep- orders on Best Grade of 41‘, Cotton Seed
lng. heated Tel. 733-M
34 FULTON Meal for Delivery on arrival of cars
ST,
___________________
11*13 about Feb 15th at 81 17'2 Per Bag
RENTS—We have several good houses. Order today Spot Deliveries from Ware
813 to 823 per month—Oak. Orace Ma house slightly Higher. Mall or Phone
Phone Rockland
sonic. Orove. Lindsey. Main. Court and Orders on Bookings
Camden Sts. Including two furnished 1200 STOVERS CASH GRAIN Stores.
apartments, one house for sale. ERNEST Distributors for Stover Feed Mfg Co.,
C. DAVIS. BROWN A- DAVIS. Tel 104-M on track at 86 Park St. Rockland Maine.
LOWEST CASH
12-14 A CARRY PRICES IN
NEW ENGLAND
PLUS DELIVERIES
FOUR room unfurnished apartment ANYWHERE WANTED. LOCAL AND
to let. range, connected with boiler. 85 LONG DISTANCE
10-12
week without garage and 15 50 with
garage. V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
Tel. 1080.___________________________ iptf
MODERN* rooms to let. central, prices
reasonable. Also would like a few
family washings to do. Phone 473 or
call between 2 and 5 at 28 ELM ST.
____
12-14
NEW YORK Tailor, cor. Main and
STORE and equipment to let. Westend Msrket. Thomaston. 815 month, Summer Sts Alterations, cleaning and
8-tf
grocery store location for SO years V presalng. Suite to order $17.50
F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
LADIES~ Reliable hair goods at Rock
_ __________________________________ 3-tf land Hair Store. 24 Elin 8t Mall ordera
FREE First month's rent at 17 War solicited. H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J
1-tf
ren St... to reliable parties, also prices
reduced; wour to nine rooms. Garage
NOTICR-Thls Is to notify all that
Apply 11 JAMES ST._______________151-tf ' from this date I will pay only thoee bills
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. modern contracted by myseif. CHARLES W
Improvements. DR F. O. BARTLETT. 41 LEACH. Warren. Me Jan 24. 1933
Llmerock St. Tel 982
1-tf __________________________________ 11*13
WATCH and Clock Repairing Grand
APARTMENT to let ln Blcknen Block
MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel. 264 father and antiques. Call and deliver.
S
A MACOMBER 23 Amesbury St
____ _________________ ____ _________ 1-tf Rockland.
Me___________________ 156*10tf
HEATED apartment*, all modern, four
WHEN you are planning to sell your
rooms. .Anpb
My at CAMDEN
ROCK- chickens
and fowl, call PETER ED
LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland
1-tf
I HAVE furnished rents and ur.fur- i
YOU FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try
nlshed rents at all prices; also good barShell.
It
gives
good
heat,
burn*
cleaner
lna ln real estate ROBERT U COLNS. 375 Main St Tel. 77.
1-tf than other oils. You'll welcome the re
sults
GEORGE H
THOMAS FUEL
™"gg™* COMPANY. Camden. The only distribu
tors of Shell Fuel Oils.
ltf
AMAZING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
—Car runs 745 miles without oil. Pyroll
Co. manufacturers of revolutionary new
lubricating
process now startling world,
4|
«•» •♦••••
•«.
Jg
offer ground floor factory contract as
suring permanent, profitable business,
unlimited profits Nationally advertised
Sat
Eve
Post
Demand Universal.
Startling facts guaranteed true Labora
tory tested at leading Universities and
highly endorsed Wisconsin merchant
drives 8 300 miles without changing or
adding oil Four ton truck fully loaded
runs 30 miles without oil. Airplane flics
35 minutes without oil. Chevrolet runs
318 7 miles. Essex runs 206 miles, an
other 166 miles without oil. Used In
world's longest trans-Atlantic airplane
S C R I RED CHTCKS. high produc- 1 flight. Breaks 5 motorboat speed rec
Famous flying service certifies
lng Strain. State tested, and accredited ords
for pullorum disease
Write or phone startling gas. oil. overhaul economies and
new Mifety factor in living Doubles oil
56-14. M M KINNEY. Thomaston. Me
St. George road
10*18 life for larged American Industries.
added to regular oil and gas makes
BABY CHIX Wyllle's Strain 8 C Reds Pyroll
these possible. Pyroll starts where oil
^tate accredited for white diarrhoea. leaves off. does what oil alone can't If
Bred for eggs, type and color; $14 per you are thc man and want further start
hundred for March
Discount on 500 ling facts and country's biggest oppor
or more. F H WYLLIE Ac SON. Thom- tunity wire or write—but hurry. PYu»ton. Me.. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6 ROIL CO . 2352 Mam. LaCrosse Wls.
1-tf
12*lt
S. C R I. RED Baby Chicks for sale
Every bird on farm blood tested and
found free from pullorum disease
Breeding stock, good size and color
extra good laying strain, all eggs used
ln Incubator two oz. and over. Am ,
booking orders for March and April de- I
livery; 1 to 500 $14 per 100. 500 to 1000
$13. 1000 and over $12 per 100 Delivered
and guaranteed to be o. k. Flock has
been fully accredited for five years. C
N LIGHT. Tel 17-12. Waldoboro
8*19
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck will
call any time
Highest prices paid
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO.. 741 Main
St.. Westbrook. Me.
4*27 ,

TO LET

; MISCELLANEOUS ;

B

EGGS AND CHICKS ♦

STATE OF MAINE

Legislative Notices
The following committees will give
public hearing* In their rooms at thc
State House. Augusta
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2 1933
PENSIONS—2 P M — H P 52 Resolve
providing State Pension for Charles a
Frohock. Lincolnville.
12-13
TUESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1913
CLAIMS—3.30 P M —House Paper 87
Resolve, ln favor of A. D. Davis At Son
of Thomaston H P 88. Resolve, ln favor
of Lester Delano of Friendship. H. P
89. Resolve, in favor of Almond Burns [
of Friendship
H. P 90
Resolve. In
favor of Lewis M. Simmons of South i
Thomaston.
12-11 •
STATE OF MAINE
,
In Senate. January 4. 1933.
Ordered, the House concurring, that
no bill or resolve bc received by this
legislature after four o'clock In the
afternoon of Tuesday. February 7. 1933,
except by unanimous consent ln the
body In which It ls Introduced, and
further.
That any bill or resolve which shall be
received In either bodv of this leglsla- .
ture by unanimous consent after four'
o’clock ln th*' afternoon on Feb. 7. 1933 '
shall bc referred to the Eighty-seventh .
Legislature If unanimous consent for Its!
reception Is not given In thc other body
ln concurrence.
These orders shall not apply to bills $
reported by any Joint standing or Joint
select committee ln the regular course
of business nor to such bills and resolves
as arc Intended only to facilitate the J
business of the Elghty-slxth Legislature

STATE OF MAINE
In Senate, January 4. 1933. |
Ordered, the House concurring, that ,
no bill for private or special legislation 1
bc received by this legislature after four ,
o'clock In thc afternoon on Tuesday,
January 31st. 1933 except by unanimous ]
consent In thc body In which It ls Intro- i
duced and further.
That any bill for private or special
legislation which shall bc received In 1
either body of this legislature by [
unanimous consent after four o’clock
In the afternoon on Tuesday. January
31st. 1933. shall be referred to the Eighty- ;
seventh Legislature If unanimous con
sent for Its reception ls not given ln the
other body In concurrence.
A true copy <.t above orders.
Attest:
BOYDEN V BROWN,
5-13
Secretary of the Senate, I

WHEN IN BO8TON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Oazette. with the
home news, at the Old South Newa
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church; also at M Andelmau'a. 284 Tre>
mont Mt

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
If you are a subscriber fa
Thc Courier-Gazette and arc
leaving home far any time, long
or snort, let us mail the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
offlce. or mail a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There will bc no
charge.

better

reomj

Every-OtKer-Day

®SOC* ETY,
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THE W. C. T. U. COLUMN
Tending To Show the F allacy
of Claims Made By the
Wets

WEEKS NEWS

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Gladys St. Clair Morgan
I Contributed]
In the more than 40 State legis- I
In addition to persons! note* regard
Max
Haskell
motored
to
Orono
yes

ing departure* and arrlvala. thia depart
latures meeting this year the slogan
ment expeclslly dealrea Information o' terday and on his return was accom
aortal happening*. partlea. nwalrala. etc panied bv Graham Hills who Ls home of the wets Is "Repeal the ProhibiNote* aent bv mall or telephone will be from University of Maine during mid tion Law.” Whether or not the opJosef Hofmann, director of the Warren Storey Smith's review has our
rladlv received.
1 ponents of thc dry law succeed in ! Curtis Institute of Music. Philadel attention:
year exams.
TELF.PHONB ..... ....... .. .....Tin or IM
attaining their objective dependr; phia. has issued an emphatic denial
“Garbed in a manner to suggest
Mr. and Mrs. Joun May of Worces upon the seriousness with which the of rumors which have been circulated the imminent return of the Gibson
Mrs. A. E. Orff entertained the ter. Mavs., have been in the city for legislators and their constituents re that the Institute would close in girl. Louise Bernhardt, resident con
Moonlight Auctioneers lart evening a few daws guests oi Mr and Mrs gard the situation. Just what does March. "The Curtis Institute of tralto. was heard in recital at Jordan
with honors won bv
Mrs. Phvllis Oeorge M. Simmons. Mr Mav is at such an attack upon the state en Music ls not going to close in March,' Hall last evening. This was Miss
Clark. Miss Esther Ahlberg and Miss j the head of the ea ts department of forcement laws signify? If it is suc stated Mr. Hofmann. "It is not go Bernhardt's first public concert in
his city. (Bostoni. Previously she
Oladvs Bowen, Late
lunch was the American Steel Wire Corpora- cessful, what will happen in that ing to close at all."
State which is deprived of its dry
The school was founded in 1924 by had been heard here as opera singer,
served.
tion.
law?
Mary Lcuise Curtis Bok with an en first with one of the short-lived opera
California is one of the States that dowment of $500,000. which was in companies at the Arlington Theatre,
At a birthday dinner given by Mr'
Thursday Mr. anu Mrs. Alfred E at the Nov. 8 election lost Its State creased in 1927 to $12,500,000 Subse and last reason as singer of minor
Neil Packard Thursday there »•*
Cates of Brewst'- sheet celebrated
four generations represented—Mr-. their golden wedding anniversary in enforcement law. The Los Angeles quently the Institute became affiliat- roles with the Chicagoans.
"ML's Bernhardt's taste as well as
Martha Studley of Warren Mrs W. a quirt but happy manner. On ac Times, a dry paper, presents the j ed with the Philadelphia Grand
R White. Mrs. Packard and her chil count of the illness of friends there situation that state is now facing in ! Cpera Company, with Mrs Bok as her talent ls evidently for dramatic
these
words:
"Thc
repeal
does
not
|
chairman
of
the
opera
board.
music. With becoming discretion she
dren Ruth, Jane. Ronald and Mar- was no formal celebration but a few
avoided operatic excerpts in her pro
• • • •
caret. The happiest and liveliest called to offer their congratulations. legalize anything, nor take any steps
toward
legalizing
anything:
it
mere

gram of last evening, but nearly ev
member of the partv was Mrs Studlev Mr. and Mrs. Cates were recipients of
From Hamburg, Germany, ccmes
of whom It can be truthfully said that many cards, letters, greetings and ly offers an Invitation to bootleggers werd 'hat the Hamburg Opera, hith eryone of her well chc'en songs was
and
gangsters
to
take
up
their
resi

dramatic, or at least highly emotional
dre is 91 years "young.”
money from friends near and distant dence and ply their unlawful trade erto a municipal opera, will have to In content, and in singing them MLs>
They are in their usual health, with ln this state, unhampered by more get on without municipal support. Bernhardt, with the forgivable ex
Miss Eleanor Griffith who Iras been tlie exception of lameness especially than a corporal's guard of Federal Financial conditions make it imposill for two weeks is gaining, though Mrs. Cates who is confined to her officers ” There >x>u have it in a ! sible to carry on an ancient tradition uberance of youth, was inclined to
cverstress these qualities. Some day
/■till confined to her home. Mrs. Dor home
at the public expense. The manage she will learn that suggestion often
i nutshell! ,
rell is substituting for her.
But let a state that has had the ment is. however, determined not to accomplishes more than emphasis
There will be all-day relief sewing experience of being without a dry close the theatre and. is trying to re
Alfred Greenlaw is home from at the Congregational veslry Wed enforcement law for two years organize the company as a private With this slight reservation made, al
ready she is a more than usually
Massachusetts Institute of Tcchnol- nesday with noon luncheon in charge J answer the question as to what re- enterprise.
effective recital singer: her vc'ce Is
This
item
is
of
particular
interest
in
ojy.
’
peal
means.
The
statistics
comparof Mre Kennedy Crane and Mrs. M
rich and warm and full of color, save
that
Dr.
Karl
Muck,
now
in
his
74tli
j
ing
the
arrests
for
drunkenness,
only when, in the quest of a climax
MLcs Myra Joyce R N. !«*fl for Bos F. Lovejoy.
year,
is
valiantly
espousing
the
causes
bootlegging, etc., before and after
she forces it unduly.
ton yesterday t- be with he- father,
of Beethoven and Bruckner at the
I
the
repeal
of
the
"Baby
Volstead
"
law
"Foi- uncommon beginning Miss
Mrs. H. B Fales entertains the Car
Leonard Joyce, who is ill.
head of the Hamburg Philharmonic
dinal Club this afternoon at her home I tell the tragic story. As one state You will recall that Dr. Muck was Eei-nhardt sang last evening number
official put it. "Massachusetts isince
frcm Handel and Beethoven with the
Mrs. C. Alton Palmer entertained on Camden street.
repeal of state law) is like a police I conductor of the Boston Symphony accompaniment of a string quartet,
at sewing Tuesday evening at he'
Orchestra
several
years
ago.
and
was
man with his hands tied behind his
Mrs. I. J. Shuman was hostess to back, watching a criminal bore his •sent back to Germany when the piano and organ; afterward, she was
home on Union street.
heard with piano accompaniments of
the Corner Club yesterday afternoon. j way through the bars to freedom.”
World War was tn progress, as a Frank Bibb, and none better are to
• • • •
Mrs A. R. Bachelder. L. F. Cha«e,
"suspicious character." If my memory be heard anywhere. Not a few of
Mrs. F L. Green and Harry French
Mrs Millie Thomas had a happy
Dec. 6 the Maine Grange met in serves me right. There arc many ML'.s Bernhardt's songs, from modern
won honors in cards when the Tango | gathering Wednesday afternoon and [ Augusta.
Harry B. Crawford of who still declare that Dr Muck's French. German and English-speak
Club met Thursday evening at the evening at her horn- on Robinson Houlton, worthy master. In his open equal at the head of the Bc;ton ing composers, were refreshingly unhome of Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Chase, street, her guests being the pas’ ing address declared that this coun- Symphony has never been found.
laratliar. The audience which com
Talbot avenue.
presidents of Edwin Libby Relief ; try cannot drink itself back into
♦ • • •
pletely filled thc floor of the audi
j Corps, and a few other friends A i prosperity. When the endorsement
torium. received her »nthus:ast!caHv
Tlie
most
interesting
news
cf
Met

Mrs. Robert House Is convalescing large quantity of patchwork was ac of prohibition and the opposition to
and in response to applauee. Mi',
lrom a severe attack of grippe.
complished and picnic supper was beer and repeal were considered the ropolitan Opera thc past week has Bernhardt repeated during the course
I served. The past presidents present | Grange voted 388 to 1 on the dry been Scotti's "swan song." sung on cf the concert Handel's 'Dank Sei
Jan. 11th. Scotti is a sleek dappe:
Mr and Mrs. William C Anderson I were Mrs Rebecca Ingraham. Mrs 1 side.
man you'd take for 40. but hi? years Cir. Herr'. Ravel's ‘Tcut Gai' and
• • • »
spent Wednesday with relatives in Amanda Choate. Mrs. Mary Cooper.
Straus.' 'Schlecktes Wetter'.”
Wiscasset.
The progress of the Collier Beer are 67. He has been at the Metro
• • • •
1 Mrs. Bertha Higgins. Mrs. Maud
politan 33 years and has held thc
I Cables, Mrs. Elizabeth Libby, Mrs. Bill through Congress indicates a lecord of being one of the mort fa
After the "Emperor Jones" premi
Miss Ann Povich is spending 10 Rlah Knight. Mrs. Eliza Plummet, challenge by thc brewers of the
ere, an old friend of Lawrence Tibmous baritones of all times.
days in Portland and New York.
i Mrs. Mildred Condon. Mrs. Mac Cross United States to the threat of the
Scotti is the last of a great and bitt's went behind the scenes to con
I
church
to
gird
itself
once
more
, and Mrs Thomas. Mrs. Adclma Mul
gratulate that sinking acter upon hi'
Thc Shakespeare Society meets len. the present president. was also c j against its ancient foe. King Alcohol glamorous era—of the days of Caruso. magnificent triumph. She found him
Monday evening with Mrs. Ruth guest.
and the Saloon. Politicians who take Calve, Farrar. Homer. Schumann - attir'd in an egg-blue bathrobe, sip
Ellingwood. Talbot avenue, with Miss
their stand on the side of the Beer Heink. Sembrich. Nordica. Tetrazzini, ping pineapple juice, and listening tc
Bill
will undoubtedly find a tre the DeRcske brothers. Some of these the Pagliacci performance which fol
Alice Erskine as leader.
' Miss Frances Chatto was hostess to
mendous
opposition to their re-elec arc dead—some have forsaken opera ic w<d thc Gruenberg opera in a
Do-As-You-Please Club at sup- tion in 1934
—except in a few con In a recent article, made public on double bill. "I simply must get some
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon were [ the
per Wednesday at her home on Gay spicuously wet districts like the Jan. 10th. appeared this:
«
to thc Friday Night Club at , street. Thc evening was spent In
"Today Scotti walked with memo relief from that grim jungle and the
Beer Garden district which has sent
supper and cards.
Inexorable tom-tem beating," said
{ cards, sewing and music.
Rep. Britten of Chicago to Congress ries of the singers of his day about Larry, "and so I’m enjoying the sunnv
the
heme
of
the
'golden
horseshoe
I
for
20
years.
Miss Hazel Marshall entertained a’
• • • •
The sign on one door read: Lauri- melctlifs of Leoncavallo." Just then
Mr and Mrs.. C. Alton Palmer and
bridge and lunch Thursday evening
however. Canio came upon the slage
Vclpi. tenor.'
son
Kent
/pent
Wednesday
with
relaThc
mere
fact
that
42
States
voted
at her home on North Main street.
beating his showman ' drum, and the
"
'This
was
Caruso's
old
room'
—
and
'
tlvcs
in
Pittsfield.
for
a
downright
repeal
candidate
Prizewinners were Miss Margaret
Tibbctt features relaxed into a grin
Scotti
pitched
his
voice
to
thc
heights
for
President
ls
r.o
definite
proof
Nutt. Miss Pearl Borgerson and Mis
of helpless amusement.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy have , that those States would vote to re and waded into ‘Vesti La Qiubba'
• • • •
Leland Drinkwater.
Caruso's
favorite
from
Pagliacci.
peal the eighteenth amendment.
j returned from Portland.
The extensive lit*, of winners in las:
“
Another
door:
'Rosa
Ponselle.
Many states that have voted for
Universalist women will serve circle
.■cprano.' 'ThLs was Farrar's. Here year's national, state and district
/upper Wfdne'div at 6. with Mrs
The meeting of C'lickawaukie Roosevelt did so merely to defeat we all gathered after thc world firs' school music conte
which has been
George L. St. Clair as chairman.
Chapter. Delphian Society, Thursday Hoover and bring about an economic heard Madame Butterfly. There was compiled and published by the Na
Eliminate Roosevelt and
afternoon at the apartments of Mrs change.
tional Bureau for the Adva"cemerl cf
Opportunity Class holds its Febru Beulah Allen had "Art Treasures of Hoover and the depression from con Farrar. Caruso. Homer and me. I Mule. reveals more activity in lhat
ary meeting Wednesday evening at i Florence and Venice" as thc subject, sideration and submit repeal direct remember now how the crowds field during 1932 than ever before.
the First Baptist parlors at 7.30. with with Mrs. Sadie Leach leading ly to the voters and these states jammed about the door—'
"Then, at the end of the corridor, The “X’er' of the ever-growing move
Mrs. Ada Pre-cott. Mrs. Winnie Kel Topics on Florence were t, is as- prcbably will cast as big a majority
ment to improve the standards of
ler and Mrs. Alice Kaler as hostesses. - igried: "In the'Cathedral Square.” for thc retention of prohibition as the la't door. The sign read: ‘R'ch- musicianship in the young of the ra
ard Bonelli.’
Mrs. Suella Sheldon: "The Bargrllo they cast for Roosevelt.
• • • •
" 'And this has been my home for tion may be judged frcm an average
Mrs Mae Cushing who has been and tbe Ussizi." Miss Caroline Jame
Already the fairy tale that "beer 33 years. After tomorrow itH be e-timate of the number of contest
making an extended visit with Mr son: “Other Famous Art Centers."
ants.
There were approximately
and Mrs E. R. Veazie. and with Mrs Ella S Bird. On Venice: "St will provide two thousand million Bonelli's. Now it's mine.'
Seated in the room's one chair, 46.500 participating a- members of
friends in Thomaston, returned to Mark's." Mrs. Carrie Palmer; "Rus- dollars in revenue for the govern wnile
friends leaned on dressing bands; 21.450 in orchctras. and 33.000
Hamilton. Ont. Thursday.
; kin's Essay on St. Mark's." Mrs Maud ment" has been discarded. That fa tables. Scotti talked of the past—and in choruses, not to mention several
mous
fantasy,
put
forth
by
Al
Smith; "The Ducal Palace," Mrs
thou'and' of performers as soloists
Mis. Mary Wilcox who has been , Lizette Emery; "The Guild Hall and Smith. A. Mitchell Palmer. Con cf the future.
" 'Sometime in February I'll go to and in small ensembles.
tbe guest of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman I Academy of Art," Mrs. Allen. The gressmen Dyer of Missouri. Britten
This number represents only a
S. Young. Main street, has returned study of pictures included "The of Illinois, ar.d a /core of others is Naples. Perhaps I'll stay a week, small percentage cf the vast army of
cr a month. There's no one but me.
now
disclosed
in
all
its
fallacy
by
the
tc Portland.
Cathedral and Campanile of Flor
I've never had a wife; my family's all public school pupils now being trained
ence." Mrs Ruth Ellingwood; "Vene statement of the Treasury that beer dead. I can do what I please. And in music The National Bureau esti
will
bring
about
one-tenth
of
what
Mrs John Chisholm of Orove 'tree, tian Architecture." Mrs. Helena Fairs
I'll do it. I'm going to live a long mates that there are about 672.000
has as guest Miss Mary Nicholson of General discussion rounded out the its proponents claimed.
• • • •
time. My health's the best in years piaving in school bands, and about
Cambridge. Mass.
afternoon. The study of Italian ari
Dr. Irving Fisher, noted economist So far I've lived for opera. Now 'Im 836.000 in orchestras. The task of
was completed and the art of thc of Yale University, says, as quoted geing to live for Scotti.
numbering the much larger enroll
David Dimick has returned to Netherlands will be begun.
"A: ked >vhy he was abandoning ment ln choral groups has not been
in
thc
Christian
Advocate
(Nash

Portland after spending a week with
ville! Nov. 25. 1932: "The idea that cpera. he replied: 'O. I suppose it's attempted by this organization. It
his uncle. Walter G Dimick. Orang'
MAINE’S POET LAUREATE
the liquor business creates something because I've been fn it long encugh estimates that the number, in seme
street.
economically is on a par with thc tecauee I want to do nothing. B>: eas' a. would include almc't all of the
Edna SL Vincent Millay Wins Honor
idea of an undertaker who com no—I'll be tru'hful: I w’ant to qu't student tody. More than a million
Mrs. J. N. Southard gave a thimble
On Maine Federation's Second
plained that the pure milk commit while I'm still the Scotti of old. I and a half of the youth of the land
tea Tuesday in honor of Mrs. MaryBallot
tee in his own town had Tuincd his don't want anyone to say of me 'Poo arc b'lng trained to play in orchestra'
Wilcox of Portland, who has been the
Old Scotti. I remember how he used and bands. It is obvious that the next
trade in babies' funerals."
guest of Mrs. Freeman S. Young
Edna St. Vincent Millay. Rocklandfew decades will see a great growth
to—"
born poet and Pulitzer prize winner,
"About Scotti the world has placed In music-making in the United States
At a recent meeting of St. Peter's
Mrs. H. R. Winchenbaugh has re was chosen poet laurcautc for Maine
the villain's robes True, some of hi- tf all the graduates of these schools
turned from a visit with Mrs. Fred 1 by the Maine Federation of Women's parish, these officers were elected: best roles have been tho'e of tar ire encouraged to continu? such ac
Vestrymen: Charles W. Livingston,
Shuman. Waldoboro.
; Clubs yesteday.
villain. But he's a Romeo, too. And tivities In adult life
Two ballots were necessary to make Abram W. Nye. Carlyle U. Brown. Al it was as that lover cf lovers. Dor
In on editorial taken from Me iMrs. Martha S'udlcy who Is spend I thc selection. Miss Millay and Ed ton Decrow, Roy E. Estes, Lawrence Jvan. that Scotti first sang at the cal Courier, this appeal':
ing thc winter with her daughter. ward Arlington • Robinson of Gar i Barbour and Robert House. The Metropolitan, the nlglit of Dec 27
"One could imagine thc bewilder
Mrs. W. 8. White, Beech street, had diner being tied with 71 votes each rector appointed Mr. Livingston as 1899. Of the other principals, only ment of an old-time educator, were
as her guest Tuesday Mrs Alzada on the first. Thc final vote on thc i senior warden and thc vestryman Mr Marcella Sembrich still lives.
lie to return from thc region ol
Simmons of Warren.
four names presented was 83 for Miss Nye as Junior warden, and Mr. Brown
"Scotti’s swan ssong' was thc vil -hades, and behold the remarkable
Millay, 76 for Robinson. 21 for Laura as clerk. The closing of the official lainous Chim-Fen in The Oracle, and •pectacle of millions of young folk',
Tire monthly meeting of tlie Con F. Richards of Gardiner, and none , year found church affairs In a grati in the front row were his old friend?— the country over, voluntarily —and
gregational Women s Society will take for Robert P. Tristram Coffin of fying condition.
even eagerly—giving hours to orches
Sembrich and Farrar."
place Wednesday afternoon at 4 Brunswick.
tra. band and chorus rehearsals, ard
Some
think
conditions
will
improve
Announcement was made of a
o'clock ln the vestry.
taking that time from hockey game,
by
leaps
and
bounds.
Others
have
poetry contest sponsored by the Fed
From the press of G. Schirmer ar.d similar pursuits. He might even
faith
in
hops.
—
Toledo
Blade.
MLss Helen Carr conducted the les eration. with cash prizes to bc
i Inc. • has come some very attractive be a bit deafened bv the great volume
son at the meeting of the Speech awarded on literature day at Bates
and worthwhile publications for be ol tuning-up sound? rising from the
Readers Club 'Thursday afternoon. A College in May.
ginners in music. There is “Com ■ schoolrooms of the country, and the
letter was read from Miss Pcrsis Vose
and Caper." Creative Rhythms. Pan- antiphonal effects from thou-ands of
vice president of thc Eastern Zone,
tomimss and Plavs. by Virginia Bcn- choruses. ’Who or what has brought
STRAND THEATRE
giving news of the January hoard
nett Whitlock. It is profusely illus all this about?' he might stammer.
meeting of thc Federation. Miss
trated. and there are such titles ar
"The answer would be found in th"
Give Marie Dressier and Polly
Vose is on a week's trip to Montreal Moran something to fight about—
Indians. Gnomes, Pirates. Goblins. fact that modern educators have had
ln thc Interests of the Federation, a' and watch thc laughs roll up.
Winter. Santa Claus' Workshop. uiough understanding of youthful
guest of the Montreal League for thc They're at it again—this time a,
Aeroplanes. Butterflies, Animal An psychology to make musical activi
Hard of Hearing. Plans were dLs- mothers-ln-law battling over thc
tics. The Talented Toys and Tlie Ce ties competitive, and therefore excit
cu*«cd for the benefit bridge to b- lives of their married children, ln
lestial Circus. The music chosen In ing. School music might have re
given at the home of Mrs. Freeman Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's "Pros
cludes selections from the classics, mained a dry and bloodless matter of
?. Brown Friday afternoon, Feb. 3.
folk tunes, and some of the moderns pitchpipes, and of anaemic chants
perity," showing Monday and Tues
Such composers as Grieg. Wagner. about thc beauties of Mav (at least
day at Strand Theatre.
tapin Class will meet Tuesday
Tchaikovsky. Chopin. Salnt-Saens. in the ideology of the adolescen >. if
The story deals with two widows
ing with Mrs. E. R. Veazie.
Schumann, Schubert. MacDoweU. etc., the enthusiasm of the young had not
who arc friends, in a small town
are represented. It is charming, anil been aroused, through the happy
until their children get married
ie first in a scries of benefit Each starts in to regulate the new
teachers engaged in class work could idea of making orchestras, bands and
jes sponsored by St. Bernard's family — and fur flies. Polly goes
us? such a book to advantage.
choruses as important among scholas
Eh took place Wednesday eve broke, there is a run on the bank
Then there is "Finding" a book for tic activities as arc thc athletic team:
nt The Thorndike grill. Miss Marie gets a Job in a grocery store
beginners at the piano, by Grace Tlie musical content dramatizes for
Helen Nash, illustrated with quaint ardent youth an activity that. und°r
i Brault acted as chairman as- and figures out a way to put it on
drawings by Lillian Stout; "Our First a purely theoretical guise, mig’i’
d by other members of thc a paying basis by "trading" and
Trie Book." six folk-airs arraugrei for en'ily have remained decidedly stuffy
r. There were 18 tables, and hon- “swapping," their battles cause thc
violin, violoncello and piano, by Ha and academic."
were won by Clarence Upham. youngsters to get a divorce — and
zel Gertrude Kinscella. thc airs rep
Lucius York. John Moulateon. then everything crashes. Marie sac
resenting Scotland. Francs, China.
Crockett, Miss M. Agnes Brown, rifices herself and is planning to end
Tin- d»mc above us Is u pest
Each day throughout the year
Sweden. Germany and a Negro spir
i Helen Killeran of Thomaston her life for the insurance money
Like Coleridge's Wedding Guest.
itual; Books 1. 2 and 3 of the Maia
Carolyn G. Page. Mrs Olive Byl when Sonny comes home, with the
We cannot choose but hear.
Bang Violin Course, for class Instruc
er. Mrs. Israel Snow. Mrs. F red profits of a big deal. All ends hap
She practices her scales with pains.
tion in public schools or individual
tht. Mils. Lillian McRae. Miss pily. There are howling incidentals,
Her lingers bend Just so;
lessons, books of distinctive worth.
Hughes. Mrs. Streeter Webster. like the battle Of the three rival
And down monotonously rains
All these publications are worthy of
The noise on those below
Henry Jordan. Miss Mary E. Syl- Santa Clauses, the hilarious adven
Inspection by piano and violin teach
er. J. E. Winslow and Miss Adc- ture in the grocery store, the comi
She has a piece ot Bach's at hand
ers.
: Trafton. with Robert Oallant cal battle that disrupts the wedding,
For which her lingers itch.
Louise Bernhardt, of the "late'
Each day we hear her start, and land
g high line in plain whist. The and a tense, gripping dramatic
Defeated In thc ditch
Chicago Civic Opera, a radio artist, a
. party will be Wednesday eve- scene. Sam Wood directed the pro
pupil of H. Wellington Smith and
; at the grill, with Mrs. Donald P. duction.—adv.
If I could grab her neck while she
I coaching in the past with Frank Bibb
Indulges ln her art.
■y and Mrs. Francis S. Lourainc
I'd show her what It means to hc
| at Camden, has appealed to our in
harge.
Steamboat tickets to any part of
All Hagers and no heart
terest for some little time. And, too.
the world. Tours arranged to West
—Oerrtah Thurber
her parents visit in Vtnalhaven sum
I am ready to make out your in Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F.
mers which adds another touch of
Thc doctors were amazed at Ford't
come tax report . R. U. Collins, tele Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1000-J,
local interest. Miss Bernhardt, gave a recuperative powers. Just that quid.
phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main .street. Masonic Temple, Rockland.
Jordan Hall recital on Jan. 10th, and Ford pick-up.
12-tf
143 then 145-8-U

MOTHERHOOD NOL
WRECKER OF CAREER ;
Helen Twelvetreea who
left the screen for the:
stork s visit, places her*
signature on a new film
contract

* e

A FAMILIAR
POSE. Frank
Luther, fa
mous radio
star, now
sr ng i n g with
Carson Robi
son's Buckaroos. used to
be an evan
gelist and has
merely ex
changed the
pulpit for a
microphone.

NEW STYLE IN SOCKS. Be
lieve it or not this stocking,
made in the *
i mills at
Indianapolis, is intended for
real wear. It was made to order
for a fourteen year old young
ster weighing 300 pounds, who
found difficulty in finding socks
to fit. From toe to heel the sock
1---------- - if two feet long.------------

■

WHERE NEW PRESIDENT WILL
WORSHIP: An exterior view of St.
Thomas Episcopal Church in Wash
ington where Franklin D. Roosevelt
will probably attend when president.

WANT LOWER GASO
LINE TAXES. With some
forty-odd state legisla
tures looking for addi
tional revenue, the Ameritan Automobile Club has
inaugurated a campaign
against increasing the tax
on gasoline, which al
ready aggregates more
than $40,000,000.

WHAT A SPOT! And is Whispering Jack Smith enjoying his tete tete with
the Humming Birds! They're harmonising in preparation for their regular
CBS broadcast.

FRIENDSHIP

MONDAY
AND TUESDAY

Mr and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard
of Rockland visited friends in town
Wednesday.
Clarence Morton left Friday for
West Newton, Mass., where hc will
spend 3 week with his daughter Miss
Glenice Morton.
Fire which caught around the
chimney Thursday morning caused
about $500 damage at the boat shop
of W Scott Carter at Hatchet Cove.
The loss was covered by insurance
Ray Curran. Metro Goldwyn Mayer
representative, of Bangor, was in town
Thursday on business.
The Aspinet, Capt. Almon M. Wal
lace. mad? her first trip of the sea
son to Monhegan Thursday for lob
sters.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Munroe have
returned home from a week's visit ln
Bath.
The task of bringing up children
properly never will be a thirty-hour a-week Job —Detroit Free Press.

MON.-TUES.

TODAY

vith

BUCK JONES ln
"HELL'S TROUBLE"

MARION NIXON
A Fox Pi< ‘.ure

ATTRACTIVE
Because It’s Expert
COURIER-GAZETTE

JOB PRINTING
It took a long time to
make this picture, fcecausc even the cast
and director liad to
laugh! It's grand!

Only rxpirts work on your print
ing here , . . men who look upon
each Job as a creation. Al:rt,
dexterous, they produce work
that is beautiful, printing t! a!
sells for you.
SPECIAL OFFER
One year's subs ription to The
Courier-Gazette Free with each
order of Wedding Invilat'ons or
Announcements.

Get Our Low
Estimates First

SHIP BY

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
LAST TIMES TODAY
PAUL MUNI ln

JAMES MULLOY, Prop.
Insured and Bonded

"I'M A FUGITIVE FROM A
CHAIN GANG”

24 Hour Service To
PORTLAND

A Paramount Publii Theatre

DAILY SERVICE TO Al.l, POINTS
BETWEEN ROCKLAND and PORTLAND
Roat Connections
PIIONF ROCKLAND 1131
3 ROCKLANU ST.

STRANED..
Shows at 2 00, 6 30, 8.30

Every-Other-Day
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Red Beach became uneasy when Mr | bers fell on the plate. At the river's
Small did not get ashore for hls mail,1 edge, a few hundred yards distant,
and thinking we were ill again rowed j one may guess where they likely
out, bringing the mail and also a I hauled out their canoes and climbed
supply of camphor which was great-' the rather rugged embankment
ly appreciated.
i When they disembarked. not a white
Mr. und 'Mrs II. Tarbell, Mr. and settler was left alive or a cabin lelt
Mrs. Fred Lane, and Arthur Cook at- standing,, save tliat. legend says, one
tended the public installation ol' family somehow escaped and through
officers given Jan 18 by the Hugh de uwiul hardships made its wuy to FalPavnes Commandery at Masonic hall, mouth to get the word to Church.
' LltUe River
Calais.
who had not been at home. Any way
There is no ice or snow to be seen
. . , .
rcmethlng caused the latter to rally
anywhere here Quite unusual for this
the men of Falmouth, so that 78 of
llrndrirks Head
j them set out. and a slab in Deering
time of the year.
Myron and Florence Corbett at Except that we folks here have all Caks marks flie spot where all, havtended installation of officers at the been pretty much done up for the pasi mg there met the Indians, presumNatural Bridge Grange in Cutler last week or mere by flu or la grippe, not ably on their way to exterminate FalSaturday night.
much ha > taken place here in the way mouth, perished. But somehow tht
We hear much about flu and cold rf news and I am going to take thc Indian- spared Falmouth.
ashore but they have not reached u- hbeity of wandering a little, and per
Viewing these old cellars one can J
yet.
hap encroaching a little upon wliat imagine what took place With the’r
Mrs. Corbett called on friends shculd be another fellow's ’pre- loots burning over their heads, and
ashore one day last week.
-«tves," by discussing the Squirrel the wild sertaming Indians all about,
There are no fish around here at Foint Light Station, from which I wemen and children may here have
present, and many of our fishermen pc’? as yet ro re urn.' have retie
had their last refuge—but. with
have gone to the westward.
/• may have been stated before, I lathers, brothers all gone, here too
Florence Corbett was home over the entered the Government service as the tomahawks fell. No wonder the
weekend
tenegrapher and typewriter at the place is today abandoned. It seems
Lester Corbett has not been very Port mouth 1N.H1 Navy Yard. June too gruesome. There were many wild
well.
2. 1902 Cn Nov. 22.1903.1 was tir.ns- animals und reptiles about; skunks
We are pleased to see Items from ftrted to the Postoffice Department rabbits.
woodchucks, coons tl
so many more stations. Wish every- in Washington, a promotion in a way snakes, at ttmes deer, and possible
one would write, although we know But I stayed in Washington only bear. Snakes on this end of Arrowsic
it is quite hard to scratch up news cne winter. My home was in Auburn were plenty, mos’ likely the ha-mlesfrom some of these quiet places, yet Me and there came a vacancy tn the strlped black and yellow adders, with
we like to hear from them Just the ctfice of the lighthouse inspector at an occasional milk adder, water
same
Portland. There was quite a little snakes, etc However, as far as can
• • • •
scrambling for that place bv New be learned. no one has ever bean
Fr gland residents, but. being In harmed there by them. But as or
Deer bland, Thoroughfare
Washington at the time, I had an ad- makes their way thiough tile brush
Keeper and Mrs. Elmer E Conarv vantage, and landed it—financially., thoughts of them are not apt to be
were called to Manset to attend the as it turned out. a big mistake. The pleasant.
• • • •
funeral of their brother-in-law Mil- work wasn’t very heavy. It was somelard F. Farrar, who died Jan. 17 They thing like the case of North Haven
On the reservation, just below th"
left the Station Wednesday and re- and a doctor. Tliat town pays a big lighthouse, is a splendid little beach
turned Saturday. Edward L. Parsons bonus, but if a doctor gives up hls ef hard sand, 110 yards long at low
substituted for Keeper Conary ana practice elsewhere and goes there. water. There each member of th<
Rev. John Fitzpatrick came wilh him ard then thc bonus is taken away, he Knight family learned to swim: alst
is in the hole. In 1910. when President a few visiting relatives. One of the
for company.
Keeper Conary's wrist is much im- Taft was starting that ’’economy' 1 latter, whose first swimming was endrive that in the end drove hlmselt tirely under water, has since won
proved
cut by bringing into the fray that I medals. At dead low water, through
What Our I.ightkeepers and Coast Guardsmen Are Doing To Protect Coastwise Shipping By Day and By
apostle of the "square deal." ex-Presi a mixture of river water, the water in
Owls Head
dent Roosevelt, he discovered some of the summer there became warmer
night. The Day's News From Many l-onely Outposts /Along Maine’s Waterfront.
The tender Ilex passed this station us at Portland were not earning our than pure ocean water. Once the
Thursday morning at 6 45.
salaries. To make a long story short. writer made six round trips of fit
Although the roads are not very he had the pay cut so low In my case beach before the cold forced him out
it was very windy they were assisted
Wood Island
I
Rockland Breakwater
good at present, we had several visit- I couldn't possibly exist on it. Th" '1320 yards).
Miss Charlotte Woodward who at- | Mr Benson left the station ill on the return by the White Head ors Thursday afternoon
,
call for stenographers too was fo'
Those old Arrowsic cellars are lo
tends grammar school at Biddeford with flu. but Sunday was a little coast guard.
Everything is very quiet here. The young men. They told us if we cated on a high bluff which com
Glad to see the Pemaquid letter in
Pool spent the weekend from Thurs better
keeper is still cleaning up the grounds didn't like our cuts we could b’ mands a beautiful view of the lowet
James Kimball and family are these columns. Very well do I remem around the station.
day. Jan. 12 at her home at the
assigned to a light station. I chose to Kennebec. The settlers owed theii
going back to York Beach. They ber the Ice cream that was frozen
lighthouse
Colds seem to be going around Just accept one of the latter, and was as- livelihood to trapping and fishing.
with tiie spoon inclosed. It was bad
George Woodward accompanied by have been in Rockland tor a few ly bent when removed.
now. We are glad to know Mrs. Lead- rigned to Squirrel Point, opposite Not far from the northerly end of th’
his mother, father, brother and months, with Mrs Kimball's par
Phippsburg Center, on the Kennebec little beach stood a large bould’r
Will close for this time with best better is improving
daughter made a motor trip to Port ents. Mr and Mrs. Moore.
George Ross called at the Light River.
I often wondered how many times ar
We read all the letters of last wi-.’.ts to all the readers of these
land on business last Saturday.
ambuscade might have been planted
columns, also the editor of The Cou- Monday evening and a good game ol
Mrs. Oeorge Woodward was re week, and most of the writers we rter-Gazette and his staff for a 83 was enjoyed.
The place looks good on a char*. there for whites or reds about to land
cently weekend guest of Mrs F. O. knew, and it surely seems good to happy and prosperous year.
But It is rot a cheerful place for an on the beach. Two men could havt
hear
from
them
through
these
col

Ooldthwaite at Biddeford Pool.
• • • «
abode. However, the flrst year there corcealed themselves there easily.
Montford Hupper and Milton umns.
Burnt Coat Harbor
‘cemed ’o me like a continuous vacaTwo hundred yards back from th"
Hope
Bakers
Island
will
continue
Boon
Island
Huntley both of Herring Neck Coast
beach Ls the site of the fort which the
Mrs
Chandler
has
been
in
ill
health
tion.
and
I
thought
I
had
no
desire
to
write
and
give
the
news
as
that
Guard Station. Biddeford Pool, are
Well, here we are again!
whites could not reach the night that
for the past three weeks, but we are tc ever again even see a typewriter,
patients at the Marine Hospital, ts close to my home at South West.
Keeper Hutchins went ashore on pleased to say she is improving r.ow.
Arrowsic fell. There is fairly deep
The
pas'age.
as
the
crow
flies,
is
Mr.
Singer
is
coming
in
from
the
Portland, ill with pneumonia. They
business Jan. 3. and became a victim
ill. Mabel Stanley came down but a third of a nautical mile to the earth there, and possibly old relic'
Reck to substitute for Mr. Benson of the flu. and has not y-et been able WhileassIsted
are both improving.
with the house wrS. wharf at Phippsburg Center. But cculd be unearthed I once came
Sunday. Jan. 22—a tough rain who is improving a little from an at to return here. He was confined to It is great to have good neighbors with the tide running it’s about a upon what I believed to be the grave
storm and rough sea is what we are tack of grippe but won't be able tc the bed for four days and to the house and
we surely appreciated it verv mile. Many a day. In northerly blows, of an Indian Just northerly of the
return to the station for sometime for two weeks.
experiencing at this writing.
much.
I’ve hugged the Arrowsic shore until beach.
We canno; help feeling sorry for yet.
Since going ashore Keeper Hutch
While historically the place had in
There have been quite a number ol I could, after perhaps half an hcur.
the keeper who had to leave PumpThe cruiser. Portland, came in and
kin Island and return to Boon Island dropped anchor off the breakwater ins has received news that Prank M. callers at the Station the past week get up river a third of a mile In the terests and the blueberry' pickir 3 wa
has returned to be with him.
good,
A card--party
was recently
Monday at 5.55 p. m. and was a beau , Rumery
.
_
--------------------------- -given
----- at big eddy there, before starting acros
.
—■ and we have sentiments still
Lighthouse
tiful sight Locked like a small city Mr Rumery was keeper of Pumpkin the homf of Marg-aret withee. Those and then found mvseir about half a connected therewith, it was ra tier
when all her lights were on.
! lslan- but as that station has been atWnding were Margaret Chardi>r mile below the wharf on the Phipps- : an isolated and gloomy p’.ac for a:
We saw two lobins a few days age discontinued Mr Rumery has re- and Josephine Lamprey of this Sta- burg side when I made that shore, '.bode. No one seems to prosper or.
Seguin
tion and irma Morse. Gladys Smith, and have to crawl up ln the eddy over mat end o; Arrowsic Island
,
The keepers have been kept busy and want to remind brother keeper- , turned to Boon Island.
the past week getting household its about time to solten up the paint 1 Mr. and Mrs. Singer who were at Annie Watson. Ethel Lemoine, there. Incidentally for half a mile [,ad thought the place well ahead o.
goods to the shore as C. L. Dalzell brushes as spring is almost here ' this station were taken toMatinicus Francis Joyce, Elaine Joyce. Shirtev cn each side of that wharf the river Qcosc Rocks, but having since dwelt
Regards toeveryone.
Rock by the steamer which landed Withee. Ernestine Withee and Beulah banks are either sheer, precipitous at both spots. I am ne’ sc sure of it
left Jan 16 for Egg Rock.
....
Mr. and Mrs. Rumery. And it all Withee
seeks or solid muck. During the tides now.
Fred Morong arrived at the sta
I
happened on Friday the 13th The lobster smack Willard was in the water is ever moving three wavs
tion Monday ot last week He had
‘ Keeper Hutcmns is now at his home 'he harbor the past week and also »t once
On an ebb, along both
Portland Head
work to do in the whistle house.
Well, herewe are back on the Job
York Beach and hopes to be able the Adelle McLoon from Rockland. 1 shores, big eddies half a mile long
Mr. Lathrop of Egg Rock arrived
Albert
Martin
was guest of Willard
three weeks'
The oil
..... .u_.
v.. vacation.
t0 return to duty in a day or two
“
“ tanker Riotambo is Just out— \ move up. Result, when ice is in the
here Jan. 17. This mec.nt more work again, after
Monday.
With Mrs. Powers we visited Man- But Dr. Cook says he will be lucky side going east, also a three-masted river, as it is much of the time nor- Hilt
for the men bringing furniture up
Edward Spinney was in Portland
vessel
mal winters, crossings are particularly
set. Bar Harbor ar.d Winter Harbor if he is able to do so.
from the shore
The Coast Guard Cutter Kickapoo dangerous. I've had a dory stove to
,r1.r0, ,r
abi- to
J. M Connors was in Bath Tues- White in Ellsworth we purchased a
Mrs Moore, ot Rockland Break
pieces in the twinkling of an ev?. bu'Robert Sterling.
Jr , was ant. tc
new Plymouth car. We made a de water called today and told us Mr was in the harbor Jan. 24
day getting provisions.
fortunately
was
near
enough
to
ths
dart
'
n
school
Monday
alter
a
Eunice Urquhart's pel deg is on the lightful trip to Boston. Worceste: Benson, flrst assistant there, was
Arrowsic shore to get back. At o'.het lengthy Illness.
.............
island again after being in Bruns and Providence. It was some differ ashore on sick leave and that Mr
times I have been caught for long
R T. Sterling and A. W Hathorn
ent coming back to the station iron, Singer had been ordered from tne
The Cuckolds
wick a week.
periods in the ice. unable to get either made a quick trip to Portland Saturwhen we left. The day we went tc Rock to relieve him.
to
Assistant Keeper Seavey wer.t
wav. A keeper from Halfway Reck day afternoon.
the mainland we made the trip from
Mr.
Rumery
was transfered Ellsworth last Saturday for a two
•>***<* he
II" thought
V’lUUjJIb the
IU" passage
-txgtr at
ai times
1.1111. ! **Hanford Miller left here
. * Fridav
»
un
the light to Rockland in 14 minutes. from Boon Island a year ago last weeks' vacation. TT I TK/ T’ uloxr nf said
Eagle Island
is
suhstitut
nz
durmore dangerous than between Pott- morning on the east bound train H
I but when we returned our good air- November to Pumpkin Island and now Boothbav Harbor
the
difference
in
the
Wf. notice
1
’
land
and
Halfway
Rock
imore
than
is
taking
a
months
vacation
at
hi.
,
.
. ,. ...
ship was hauled up for the winter he is back with us again and the ing his absence.
number of our household this year
fly,n?Fwe Ealled
-even miles).
1 home in East Machias
Many lamllles at the Cap? and
funny part of it is Keeper Hu’chins
as compared with the same time last
• • • •
R. T. Sterling having had hls share
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Singer made was ashore when he left Boon, and Boothbay Harbor have been ill from
year. We then totalled nine mem a short trip to this station, arriving
Squiircl Point is located on th’ of the qnpleasant conditions connectflu. The people of this place ceem ■cutherly end of Arrowsic Island, and ed with endurance of colds was taker
bers. now only two. Since Mrs. Thursday, and leaving Sunday fot was also ashore when he returned
Not much excitement about the to have escaped thus far.
Bracey and two children went to Rrckland Breakwater where Mr. S.ntakes its name because of a schooner | ill again Tuesday morning, but was
Bath last September, the others ger will substitute for Mr. Benson I station now Lobsters are so cheap
There Isn’t much to write about Just ^lled "the Squirrel? bearing a gover improving Thursday morning.
have
been
coming
and
going.
We
F O. Hilt. Mrs Hilt and son WH
V
u a
„,
flrst assistant, who is ill at his torn?
now~n° "oals Pa:*n«' anJ n? vislt’ ror of Massachusetts, once grounding
have had an average of tour until frcm
We hope you will ,001 J ?an"°:a”°?dr“n™,far, T
the station Have cn.y teen to ,here
Arrowsic ,jes wholly within lard called on Mr and Mrs. L. O. Gott
recently and probably will again
recover
, to set their traps, so about aU the life the Harbor once sines the last o‘
he Kenntt>ec River Half a mile Westbrook. Sunday.
soon Surely we miss them and will
Wel, j
S5 j wU1 have t0 fj o„ : we see around the island now is a October, as the reads ha-e not been pbove the Mallon as the crow nirs
Mrs. Thayer Sterling and ion Rob
be glad when June comes bringing
thp boat u r€ad
uke Mr , few boats setting trawls once in a m very good condition Although we (thre„.quarters of a mile by trail ert were weekend guests of Mrs
while.
Mrs. Bracey and the youngster, g V; ”h”w Best'regards" to‘a’li I
can hurry to Newagen and vet t e through the brush), was a set cf Charles Sterling at Peaks Island
home for the summer vacation.
aJ
the coast
Tnt -cbools a: York Beach have mail, it does not do to remain long, as a‘tandor.rd‘'farm buildings.'’ one' of
Last Sunday in early afternoon we
Keeper Bracey has his wood prob....
been c.osed for a week on account ol we might not be able to g?t ba?t rhJch, now a shed. but once the old got rain with fog In the evening.
lem solved in a most convenient way.
A
1 Ver .8Car®» buL Dr E c
We wish to tell the Roving Reporter Arrowsic Tavern, is said to be theold- Monday more fog. clearing in fore
The Quinn brothers wish their land
Nash Island
tblnks 11 ‘sJ?nder contJ’°^ now how much we have enjoyed h s ert building standing in Maine. The noon, with bright sunshine, and wind
cleared for pasture so he does the
Mrs John p^ngm is visiting a: Le. us hope so. There are also some artiCles in The Courier-Gazette, es-e- bam was in good shape then—a large moderating by evening. Tuesday hig
clearing and geu the wood-simple?
Addlson wUh her children cases 01 chicken pox. but only a few ciajjy the one on the "King's Domain” splendid affair, comparatively new. winds the kind that penetrate, and
Mr. and Mrs Atnos Johnson and ; Clifford and Ear1
.
..
. . .
.
as we made that trip in 1930 and all1 with the building stock alone worth Wednesday was fine
two children of Thomaston who have
whUe 0Jt hauj.
Mrs. Martha Sterling and Mrs
we were saddened to hear of the of the route from Roc’-land to St. $2700. and would have accommodated
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Earl ing his lobrter traps last Friday broke . u v Wyman Norton, one of the
was interesting We could v s- about 50 head of cattle. As a matter Adora Hilt were present at the reguBrown are now spending a few days the rudder
t of hjs
Hs weii known citizens of York Beach uanze every mile Going from St. of fact, with the square mile of land lar Oood Timers' Club meeting Wedwith Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Howard m
w „„„
hgrbo even whom we had known for years.
John. N. B . to Hal'txx. N. S.. was a adjoining, that farm was well suited nesday at the home of Mrs. Grace
of Spruce Head
though a blinding snowstorm was in
delightful ride, especially thro ign for a "Wild West" ranch. The house Dow. Portland. All members- were
Bonney Quinn and a friend,
Annapolis Valley and along Bear was likely worth, at thc then cost of; present excepting Mrs. Marian Soule
>
Baker Island
Harold Lankton. returned from progress.
Frank Bracey I cimT2r7vts^mg^nttonhghTanley 1 Jan 24 and nOt
#now ln s*hl River in cherry lime. We will en;ov replacing, approximately $10,000. It's end the earnest wish of all was exCamden Tuesday
d,
! 11 sure is «reat for the Island people readlrtg next rummer an account ot a "wreck'' now. There was anoth’i' pre-'ed for her speedy recover,’,
Jr. who has been in Bath and1 WarWar ! C
In Saturday's paper we read with
ren the past two month, returned and chll(^“>nd wuSm were
We are gl,d learn lhat Mr Stan his trip through the Land of Evan- house, closer to the river, which even
then was about gone by. and I am ! sorrow the death of Owen, son of forWtih
a
a.
, 8^7TJhth^"l^t^nd^T
JZ? ‘mPar°Ving Ir°m hlS reC<“nt
Ke“M
told it was for years known as "the mer Gov. and Mrs Ralph O. BrewEvelyn Quinn, young daughter ot, .Rex ■■ the noted doe of
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... four
.....r there
u-rr
haunted house." I noted where Ster. at Dexter. Our sympathy goes
Mr. and Mrs. Erland Quinn, cele- |
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With
brated her fourth birthday verv '
John Purln«tor" is sta>'in* for was a birthday party for Miss Mmie
St. Croix
many bullet holes had been punctureo , out to the family.
X2ntJ Tuesday evenin^'haring !
tou^h Addin' °'
^ulkingham'on her seventh annlThe members of St. Croix IMand in its walls-^likely by the rifles ol oI^landou»^
“Var and
a party which wtwattended by near- [ juynJE Punngton went scallop-1
She reeflved
nlcf!
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11 stanc»s today the same old
their holiday greetings out to The
ly all the island people.
ing Monday and succeeded in getting
It looked good to see Nash Island Courier-Gazette and the light- J About a quarter of a mile above t r station in the same old position Ar
Oeorge Sylvester who has been ! three quarts.
visiting relatives at Eagle and spruce
We
havlng quite njce news in the paper and we hope it con- houses along the coast. However first mentioned (arm house is an o.d you near the entrance to the rcserva! thoughts have often been with them cemetery One stone, more preten- tion and glance at the double dwellHead returned Friday to his home weat,her on land, but very rough tinues
The wind certainly gave the keeper, and the best wish that can be ex . tlcus than the others, marked the I mg with the new shingles, and ride
in Sunset.
. on Q,e water maxing R extremely
and family a good view of the water- tended now is a speedy recovery for grave of Brtgadi-r General McCcfeb over the gravel driveway, it will be
| bad for the lobster fishermen.
front when it blew down the old barn everyone from the sickness which Is; An article in the Encyclopedia Brit- realized that much work has been in
School will close In another week that has stood for so many years.
Franklin Island
prevalent.
tanica states that shoitly after the progress to keep the ancient land
I after this, and then the children
mark preserved. The good wor"
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Millard and Guy Robinson went to , Clifford and Earl Purington. will be day with her playmates-two dogs Mrs. Small was operated on at the Revolution,
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Loudvllle Sunday after our Sunbeam at home with their parents,
from General McCobb. commanding terested since th? day the father of
and
a
cat
by
the
name
of
Gaby,
Chipman
Memorial
Hospital.
St.
and Capt. Frye and Rev. Orville J.
The telephone has been out of
Massachusetts militia, offering our country. Oeorge Washington.
Fred Burlcm was an early caller at Stephen. N. B.. Dec 8. and for two the
Ouptlll to take Keeper Robinson to commission, but at present is workhim the support of that militia tc I gave orders for the erection in 1790
Baker
Island
to
get
Miss
Myrtle
weeks
It
was
an
anxious
time
for
us
New Harbor to see Dr. Fuller. Mr. i ing fine.
make him king No doubt this wn- j and appointed the flrst keeper. May
all. but she received no setback and the same McCobb. I am also told we never grow weary tn well doing,
Ouptlll postponed his Sunday morn
If it were not for the radio here,
on
Christmas
day
we
brought
her
ing services till evening in ord’r to we would be very lonesome at times |
this McCobb last two brothers fightThursday morning, as our letter is
home to the island. We were then ing under Wolfe at the battle of Quc- ready to mail, the weather man ts
take Keeper Robinson there. We are We have a Majestic and certainly
taken down with head colds and had bee. Between the old cemetery and working up a storm.
glad to say that he is gradually im enjoy getting the plays that art i
hardly recovered when came an the nearer farm house Ls said to have 1 W A Clark of South Portland, reproving.
broadcast, together with the news
Capt. Will Grover of Harbor Island weather, and also the fine music
attack of flu. and for a week we were been the site where a Butler family j tired from lighthouse service in th"
went to Loudville after hls mall re which comes thi ough the air.
all victims to It with the exception was wiped out one night by the In Department of Commerce, visited F.
of Miss Evadne Cook, who was visit diarts A fair sized cellar remains O. Hilt Wednesday Mr. Clark has
cently.
One year ago. Jan. 24. Irving Pm - ,
MI4M1,
FLORIDA'
Not much passing in by the light i ington, son of Keeper and Mrs. Pur- i
ing us at the time. She was fortunate there, but more hLstoric yet was the j worked on the stations along the coast
The most Interesting spot ln
enough not to take the cold, and with land which lay above, almost adjoin- i and is widely known among the keep
now.
ington passed away, and he is still
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
Leroy Poland and Sherman Gif- ! greatly missed by his parents,
ing the winter months.
her good care we were soon able to ing.
! ers arid their families.
ford continue about the same in
• • • •
be up around the house. It has been
Mostly along the westerly side ot j We regret there have been changes
a set-back to Mrs. Small but she the abandoned read are seme inden- in lights along our coast, the staunch
health.
Two Bush Island
In the heart of all activities.
We had a terrible northwest squall
seems to be gaining a little now.
tations amongst the brush and blue- j towers away above sea level from
Beautiful rooms and high
Hello. everybody! Will try to
here last week Jan 20.
Mrs. Scovill who has been spendins berry plants which once had been old , which shown forth night after night,
class service.
.
A. Hyson of Loudville and Nellie1 .'cribble a few lines for these colA Modern Fireproof Struc
the winter here and who has been 111. cellars. The tales they might tel! year after year the friendly light faithture, Every room steam heated
Simmons of Hatchet Cove lost three umns, as we all look for the lightIs much improved and plans to go to if they could talk! These are all the ful to the last in some Instances, the
Rates. (European Plan)
gasoline boats on Potatoe Point in ] house and coast guard news
Single rooms $2.50 per day
her home In Lubec soon. She is bus-’ remain of what was once the second light has been extinguished and is
We have had very fine weather for
upwards
that gale but the men were saved
now making a silk log cabin quilt largest settlement in Maine—old Ar past history. Pleasant memorle'
Double rooms J5 00 per day
Rannte Hyson and Winfield Carter this season of year, quite windy of
and tacking another.
upwards
rowsic. Its inhabitants had been the linger among those having sailed our
of Loudville went to the rescue ol course, that is natural for an open
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the L
Mr. and Mrs. Small were saddened “scourge” of the Indians, and here, coast through thick and thing, blow
Building
the men a»d took them to their winter. The thermometer has reg
by the death of Mrs. Nellie Elliott it is said, Major Church, the big In high, b’ow low. and the faithful old
Ownership-Management ,
istered on an average 38 to 40 since
Jhomes.
WILLIAM M. UR.MEV .
and much sympathy is extended to dian fighter after the days of Mi!e3 light was ever a guiding star. The
Mrs C. N. Robinson was recently Dec. 19. except Jan. 1 it was 8. and
her daughter Mrs. Everette Quinn oi Standish, and the "Kit’ Carson of his present is all we have, tomorrow never
[ewJling on friends at Loudville. She no snow at this date.
day, had his home. But one dark comes, and wc know toys our light
Mt. Desert Lighthouse.
F C. Batty and D. L. Mann were
Iwm overnight guest of her daughArthur Cook and Horatio Lane ol night the Indians in immense num- must shine tonight.
in RocklancLJan. 12 for supplies. As
Pter Mrs. Mary D. Loud.

Guardians of Our Coast

Faulkingham in time for the boat for
Rockland, where she Joined Oeorge
I L. Alley and continued her trip to
White Head Light Station.
Everybody on Baker Island had a
great laugh when the Item was rtao
about how Mr. Gray got home.
Not much news here now but will
try and find some for next week.
• • • •
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Has no place in the

scheme of things to-dev
It’s VALUES that "click" with sensible people . . .
whether they are shopping lor an auto or vacation

facilities.. That’s why so many wise folks have se
lected MIAMI

as the spot lor a glorious winter

vacation ... and the VENETIAN as the greatest

hotel value in this area.
The

high standard of operation . . . service . ..

cuisine and furnishings that have long since estab
Open from
January 10th

as the outstandina bay-front

lished the Venetian

hotel . . . have not been lowered one bit ... but,

booklet upon
request.

the

1933 rates have

here’s

.. . and

how . . .

Room with private bath, including 3 meals

daily,

$5,

$6,

per person,

$7,

or

European plan if you desire.

I

V t MISTI AK
E L

H O

FLORIDA

MIAMI'S

Ideal Riiort Hotel
fonveniem to all point* ot intereer —Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our ipaciou* ground-floor porvhe*. which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balcontew

HOTEL
Booklet
on
Appliration

GRALYNN

June to
October

Corner Second Street
and Firet Avenut

Hotel
Maaelynn
Stamford

Room Service Uruurptud

Del. Co.

FLORIDA

YOU'RE

"in the

q

SWIM"

«t the

BLACKSTONE

.... Outstanding among the fine hotels of

Miami Beach and famous for its hospitality.
. . . Here’s a friendliness that makes you

feel immediately at home.

This, with its

proximity (200 yards) to thr ocean, its sun
Bathing frnm
the hotel

baths, its dances in the gardens and its de
lirious food, is sufficient reason why the

American and
European Plan

Blackstone is always comfortably filled and

shy you should make reservations in good

time. Send for booklet of details and sched
ule of sensible rates.
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:
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BLACKSTONE HOTEL
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O£
TO STAY AT The LINCOLN
IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
An ln«*r*«Nn| ceimtpelhan etm*tph*r* . .
CkMrfvl rvMM

B1mm«I

era th««h*l.

(*rvl<* . . Fin* raa-

lavranH . . M«d*rat*ly BricW . . Areviid Hm

ilvb* and gtvmvrewi Tint**

Sgvar* . . A p*rf*«» h*l«l far

Hm <UHw . ?

ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR
from

>3

Single and
•

M

Double

JOMH I. Wilt. «*•».«•<
Now Under Naw MonofoateM . . ."A (tliance

H»M~

hotelLINCOLN

44th*TO 45th STREET - Sth AVENUE, NEW YORK

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING

Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

